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PREFACE 

 
 
The environment, health, and safety properties of thorium-uranium-based (“thorium”) fuel cycles 

are estimated and compared to those of analogous uranium-plutonium-based (“uranium”) fuel 

cycle options. A structured assessment methodology for assessing and comparing fuel cycle is 

refined and applied to several reference fuel cycle options.  

 

Resource recovery as a measure of environmental sustainability for thorium is explored in depth 

in terms of resource availability, chemical processing requirements, and radiological impacts. A 

review of available experience and recent practices indicates that near-term thorium recovery 

will occur as a by-product of mining for other commodities, particularly titanium. The 

characterization of actively-mined global titanium, uranium, rare earth element, and iron deposits 

reveals that by-product thorium recovery would be sufficient to satisfy even the most intensive 

nuclear demand for thorium at least six times over. Chemical flowsheet analysis indicates that 

the consumption of strong acids and bases associated with thorium resource recovery is 3-4 times 

larger than for uranium recovery, with the comparison of other chemical types being less distinct. 

Radiologically, thorium recovery imparts about one order of magnitude larger of a collective 

occupational dose than uranium recovery. 

 

Moving to the entire fuel cycle, four fuel cycle options are compared: a limited-recycle 

(“modified-open”) uranium fuel cycle, a modified-open thorium fuel cycle, a full-recycle 

(“closed”) uranium fuel cycle, and a closed thorium fuel cycle. A combination of existing data 

and calculations using SCALE are used to develop material balances for the four fuel cycle 

options. The fuel cycle options are compared on the bases of resource sustainability, waste 
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management (both low- and high-level waste, including used nuclear fuel), and occupational 

radiological impacts. At steady-state, occupational doses somewhat favor the closed thorium 

option while low-level waste volumes slightly favor the closed uranium option, although 

uncertainties are significant in both cases. The high-level waste properties (radioactivity, decay 

heat, and ingestion radiotoxicity) all significantly favor the closed fuel cycle options (especially 

the closed thorium option), but an alternative measure of key fission product inventories that 

drive risk in a repository slightly favors the uranium fuel cycles due to lower production of 

iodine-129. Resource requirements are much lower for the closed fuel cycle options and are 

relatively similar between thorium and uranium. 

 

In additional to the steady-state results, a variety of potential transition pathways are considered 

for both uranium and thorium fuel cycle end-states. For dose, low-level waste, and fission 

products contributing to repository risk, the differences among transition impacts largely 

reflected the steady-state differences. However, the HLW properties arrived at a distinctly 

opposite result in transition (strongly favoring uranium, whereas thorium was strongly favored at 

steady-state), because used present-day fuel is disposed without being recycled given that 

uranium-233, rather than plutonium, is the primarily fissile nuclide at the closed thorium fuel 

cycle’s steady-state. Resource consumption was the only metric was strongly influenced by the 

specific transition pathway selected, favoring those pathways that more quickly arrived at 

steady-state through higher breeding ratio assumptions regardless of whether thorium or uranium 

was used. 
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CHAPTER 1, INTRODUCTION 

 
 

The deployment of nuclear fuel cycles and their corresponding facilities and technologies is 

associated with long timeframes; this means that for sizeable progress to be observed even on the 

timescale of decades, key decisions on research and development (R&D) allocations must be 

made promptly. This is particularly challenging for the multitude of nuclear fuel cycle options 

for which data is scattered, outdated, and/or nonexistent. The family of fuel cycles which relies 

on thorium and thorium-based radioisotopes (namely uranium-233, thorium’s fissile 

counterpart1) is a prime example of this phenomenon. Studies have suggested a number of 

qualitatively-perceived benefits and disadvantages of thorium, but without a consistent approach 

to evaluation, it is nearly impossible to accurately gauge the role thorium should play in nuclear 

energy futures. There are a variety of perspectives to consider when assessing the performance of 

nuclear fuel cycle options. Proponents of the thorium fuel cycle claim several key benefits, 

including: 

 Preferable (with regards to decay heat, activity, and/or waste form integrity) or greatly 

reduced waste output 

 Increased resource availability due to higher crustal abundance 

 Favorable material properties in a reactor, particularly with regards to thermal 

performance 

 Extreme difficulty of producing a nuclear weapon from resultant material 

 

                                                      
1 This proposal will frequently refer to “thorium fuel cycles”, which is the common terminology to describe fuel 
cycle options which rely on thorium -232 as a fertile isotope and uranium-233 as a fissile isotope. 
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On the other hand, proponents of the uranium-plutonium fuel cycle also claim certain benefits, 

such as: 

 The established infrastructure of uranium fuel cycle facilities 

 The broad experience base with uranium and uranium-plutonium fuels 

 Favorable nuclear properties in the fast neutron spectrum 

 The natural occurrence of fissile U-235 

 

Some of these claims are often described with minimal technical elaboration, or the benefits are 

more accurately attributed to a particular nuclear technology rather than to thorium or uranium 

themselves. Therefore, it is essential to construct focused assessments, at the fuel cycle level, to 

distinguish the inherent properties of thorium from its perceived traits and to enable meaningful 

comparisons against uranium-plutonium fuel cycles. This dissertation seeks to comprehensively 

examine thorium fuel cycles from an environment, health, and safety (EH&S) perspective2.  

 

1.1. Background 

 
 

There is a sizeable pool of thorium-related experience from which to draw, albeit less so than for 

uranium-plutonium systems. Thorium fuel cycles have an extensive background that reaches 

back to about the same time period as present commercial uranium fuel cycles. Nearly every 

possible fuel cycle technology which can incorporate uranium can also incorporate thorium 

and/or uranium-233. Indeed, thorium-based fuel has been deployed3 in light water reactors 

[Connors 1979], heavy water reactors [Kumar 2000], aqueous solution reactors 

                                                      
2 Other metrics, such as safeguards/security or economics, are not addressed in this study. 
3 Admittedly, the majority of these experiences took place in test- or demonstration-scale reactors. 
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[Chandramoleshwar 1990], molten salt reactors [MacPherson 1985], high-temperature gas-

cooled reactors [Brodda 1977], and liquid-metal fast reactors [Chidambaram 1996]. Various fuel 

types have been developed, including oxide [Winget 1960], carbide/graphitic [Cook 1965], 

nitride [Peterson 1973], aqueous nitrate [Chandramoleshwar 1990], and fluoride [Chandler 

1970]. Reprocessing schema have been developed for both aqueous [Blanco 1962] and 

electrochemical [Coops 1982] approaches. In spite of this diversity of experience, thorium-based 

multi-reactor fleets have not yet materialized, and their outlook remains unclear. 

 

In order to assess the viability of thorium-based fuel cycle options relative to other advanced 

nuclear fuel cycle alternatives, it is important to establish a well-formed, consistent approach in 

conjunction with a well-defined problem statement and boundaries. To this end, there are a 

variety of previous general evaluations of multiple nuclear technologies [GIF 2002] that have 

developed criteria, attributes, and/or metrics to structure this type of evaluation. Furthermore, 

studies have been conducted that attempt to comprehensively examine a set of traits for many 

fuel cycle options [Wigeland 2014] along with others that have delved into deeper detail for 

specific metrics with regards to small subset of fuel cycle options [EPRI 2009, EPRI 2014]. 

While these studies are not strictly focused on thorium, they still provide valuable insights 

regarding how to structure an assessment of advanced nuclear fuel cycles with limited or 

unstructured data availability.  

 

1.2. Key Questions and Dissertation Structure 

 
 

After reviewing relevant literature in Chapter 2, Chapters 3 through 5 present the key analysis 

that constitutes the foundation of this dissertation. In light of the challenges discussed above, this 
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dissertation identifies and answers a series of interlinked questions which pertain to the viability 

of thorium as a competitive nuclear fuel cycle option from an EH&S perspective. These 

questions are: 

 How does the sustainability of thorium recovery compare to that of natural uranium 

recovery, with regards to total and effective resource availability, chemical processing 

requirements, and occupational radiological impacts? 

 What types of metrics are suitable to compare different thorium and uranium/plutonium 

fuel cycles on an environmental basis? Do these metrics differ from those developed in 

previous studies (e.g., the methodology described in [EPRI 2014a]4)? 

 Is there an overall EH&S benefit, over the life cycle of a nuclear fuel cycle, to the 

implementation of thorium-based fuel cycles relative to the implementation of 

conventional uranium- or uranium/plutonium-based fuel cycles when considering… 

o Modified-open recycle? 

o Full (closed) recycle? 

 How does a dynamic introduction of closed fuel cycles compare between thorium-based 

and uranium/plutonium based fuel cycle options? Which transition pathways are most 

promising to reach desirable end-states quickly and effectively? 

 

Chapter 3 focuses on the first bulleted question. If the thorium fuel cycle is to be deployed on a 

commercial scale, natural thorium resources will be required. Thorium is known to be a crustally 

abundant element which exists in a number of large deposits. However, because current thorium 

                                                      
4 Note: [EPRI 2014a] is the publically available report which serves as a counterpart to Bethany Burkhardt’s 
Vanderbilt University dissertation. All references of [EPRI 2014a] inherently credit the accomplishments of that 
dissertation as well. 
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demand is so low, there is little economic incentive to pursue such deposits. In spite of this, the 

economic and environmental impacts from opening a new mine for thorium may be irrelevant 

due to the availability of thorium resources via mines currently operating for non-thorium 

minerals. Thorium can be recovered as a by-product of other elements, including titanium, tin, 

and uranium. While the additional impacts of recovering thorium as a by-product are not 

negligible, they are likely to be considerably lower than those associated with opening a new 

thorium mine. Chapter 3 calculates the total availability of thorium from by-product sources and 

assesses the environmental impact associated with by-product thorium recovery through the 

metrics of chemical processing requirements and associated occupational radiological impacts. 

These insights are compared to the better-known impacts of the major pathways for uranium 

recovery. 

 

Chapter 4 resolves the second and third bulleted sets of questions, related to steady-state fuel 

cycle performance. The foundation for most assessments of nuclear fuel cycles is dependent on 

understanding how different types of material move between stages of nuclear fuel cycles and 

how this material is converted from one form to another through nuclear, chemical, or physical 

reactions. In turn, this material flow analysis depends on the impact of power production in a 

reactor, which provides a normative basis for the remainder of the material balance. Tools are 

available which can simulate the irradiation of advanced fuels, including those with thorium. To 

put the material flow results into context, metrics are developed to compare the performance of 

these fuel cycle options from an EH&S perspective. While not always considered under this 

category, natural resource usage is included among these metrics, since it is a relevant topic to 
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the notion of environmental stewardship and fuel cycle sustainability. These metrics also include 

more conventional EH&S concepts such as routine occupational safety and waste management. 

 

Chapter 5 addresses the final bulleted set of questions, related to transition analysis. While 

steady-state characteristics are often used to determine which end-state technologies and fuel 

cycles are most desirable, further assessment is required to understand the difficulty associated 

with reaching such an end-state and the impacts associated with such a transition. An appealing 

end state might take much longer to implement than another less-appealing option, resulting in 

unfavorable performance or unacceptable delays in the interim period. Software tools are 

available to simulate analyses of nuclear fuel cycle deployment. Chapter 5 specifically focuses 

on closed fuel cycles; several potential transition pathways are examined as part of this analysis. 

 

1.3. Dissertation Scope 

 
 

This dissertation emphasizes EH&S factors. There are several parameters that are not addressed 

within this scope; these are discussed briefly in this section. 

 

While this dissertation emphasizes the safety associated with routine operations, accident safety 

is another important component of safety for nuclear reactors. However, there are a number of 

reasons why accident safety is not included among the assessments of this dissertation. One 

reason is that detailed assessments of nuclear facility safety require specific technology and 

design details that go far beyond the assumptions governing a generalized fuel cycle. For 

previously deployed reactor technologies, safety estimates are in part governed by data 

describing the frequencies of previous component failures, including pumps, valves, pipes, 
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motors, switches, and other instrumentation [NRC 1975]. Comprehensive reactor safety 

assessments also incorporate site-specific factors such as hydrology, geology, and the proximity 

to human populations, and require the development of criteria and analytical methods for 

assessing radiological, thermal-hydraulic, and other performance types [Westinghouse 2009]. 

This leads to the next reason for accident safety’s omission, which is that a completely different 

set of approaches is required to analyze accident safety compared to routine operational safety. 

Even preliminary assessments of more commonly studied scenarios, such as the loss of coolant 

accident (LOCA), require a fairly detailed reference design description and computationally 

intensive radiation transport and thermal hydraulic simulations [Stosic 2008]. As such, 

describing “accident safety” as a single parameter is not something that can be easily calculated 

or communicated, even for well-understood designs. Perhaps the most important reason for 

omitting reactor safety, however, is that it is already the subject of many studies in the literature, 

even for advanced designs. Sodium-cooled reactors alone are the dedicated subject of a variety 

of technology-specific codes (e.g., [Tobita 2006, Schmidt 2011, Dunn 1974, Shire 1977]); the 

same is true for molten salt reactors (e.g., [Zhang 2009, Suzuki 2008, Guo 2013]). For these 

reasons, accident safety is not addressed in this study. 

 

EH&S metrics have the potential to intersect with other considerations, in particular the 

economics of a fuel cycle.  The scope of this dissertation is defined to exclude economics; 

however, the aspects of economic analysis for nuclear fuel cycles is briefly addressed here. As 

with accident safety, detailed (and even preliminary) economic assessments require fairly 

detailed design specifications. Because of this, detailed assessments are generally conducted only 

for specific processes or nuclear fuel cycle scenarios, such as for the recovery of uranium from 
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seawater [Lindner 2014]. However, detailed analyses such as these rely on cost data (ideally 

from industry, sometimes from extrapolated from laboratory experience); for advanced fuel cycle 

options, even if rough data can be collected or extrapolated for certain steps, there will 

undoubtedly be gaps. As such, there are also reports that conjecture about fuel cycle costs from a 

more generalized, fuel cycle standpoint. More general reviews of fuel cycle economics have 

been the subject of studies by the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute [Ko 2012], Europe’s 

Nuclear Energy Agency [NEA 1994], Idaho National Laboratory [Shropshire 2009], and a 

component of the US Department of Energy’s Fuel Cycle Option Evaluation and Screening 

Study (FCO-ESS) [Wigeland 2014]. Such studies, in themselves, run to hundreds or even 

thousands of pages. These reports are recommended as economic complements to the EH&S 

conclusions in this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2, BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW ON THE ANALYSIS OF 

THORIUM FUEL CYCLES 

 
 

This literature review presents the background of some key topics and concepts pertinent to this 

research. Additional literature will be presented in the subsequent chapters, but there are three 

overarching concepts that are helpful to introduce more generally prior to subsequent 

technically-oriented chapters. This chapter will discuss three overarching topics, each closely 

tied to one particular chapter in this dissertation: thorium resources and availability (closely tied 

to Chapter 3), fuel cycle assessment and performance metrics (closely tied to Chapter 4, but also 

connected to Chapters 3 and 5), and fuel cycle transition analysis (closely tied to Chapter 5).  

 

2.1. Thorium Resources and Availability 

 
 

Resource availability is not always considered as a conventional EH&S measure; nevertheless, 

the effective preservation and use of natural resources is a key topic related to the stewardship of 

the environment and to the tenets of environmental engineering. Namely, continued resource 

availability is a measure of sustainability, which is an important consideration of the 

environmental performance of a system. Excessive use of a limited resource may have 

unfavorable economic or other less predictable consequences, such as regional conflict or the 

need to reconfigure existing infrastructure [Ayres 1992] In addition to the notion of rare or 

overly-used resources becoming depleted, natural resource consumption imparts its own EH&S 

footprint through mining excavation, energy requirements for separations, and chemical 

processing for separations and purification. Previous assessments of “resource sustainability” 

have been conducted for a variety of naturally occurring commodities, such as gold [Mudd 

2007], copper [Northey 2013], and aluminum [Liu 2012]. Chapter 3 will entail an EH&S 
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assessment of thorium recovery, but it is first helpful to understand the nature of global thorium 

resources.    

 

Thorium is frequently cited as being an abundant element in the Earth’s crust, with estimates 

ranging from 4.5-7 ppm [Lambert 1968], with the possibility that abundance is even higher (~10 

ppm) in the uppermost layer of the crust [Mernagh 2008]. This is somewhat higher than 

estimates for uranium (1.1-1.7 ppm [Lambert 1968]), and the seemingly elevated abundance of 

thorium is often cited as a perceived advantage of the thorium fuel cycle. The significance of this 

difference requires further review, though, because it does not reflect considerations such as the 

concentration, distribution, and size of major deposits from which minerals are generally 

recovered.  

 

In terms of thorium’s total abundance worldwide, there are at least two major sources for global 

estimates, from the US Geological Survey (USGS) [USGS 2013] and the Organisation for 

Economic Co-operation and Development’s (European) Nuclear Energy Agency [OECD-NEA 

2011]. As Table 1 notes below, the two estimates are inconsistent with one another. An obvious 

source of the discrepancy is the NEA’s incorporation of a greater amount of “inferred” deposits 

in certain countries that provided estimates. However, both sets of estimates are highly uncertain, 

and in any case these figures don’t provide information about the effective availability of 

thorium, since deposits must be both concentrated and accessible to be economically viable 

[Watson 2014]. 
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Table 1, Comparison of Different Estimates of Global Thorium Reserves 

 
 

Country Reserve Estimate (MT), [USGS 

2013] 

Reserve Estimate (MT), 

[OECD-NEA 2011] 

India 290,000 846,000 

USA 440,000 434,000 

Australia 410,000 521,000 

Canada 100,000 172,000 

South Africa 35,000 148,000 

Brazil 16,000 606,000 

Turkey -- 744,000 

Egypt -- 380,000 

Norway -- 320,000 

Venezuela -- 300,000 

Russia -- 155,000 

China -- 100,000 

Others  2,004,000 

TOTAL 1,400,000 6,730,000 

 

 

Thorium occurs in a diverse array of geological deposits and mineral types. The major geological 

categories of thorium deposits are igneous intrusive, igneous diffusive, epigenetic, metamorphic, 

and sedimentary (including placer deposits) [Barthel 1992]. In the 1950s, the US Geological 

Survey (USGS) reviewed about 100 mineral types that could contain thorium and/or uranium 

[Frondel 1958]. However, many of the documented minerals are rare, and more importantly, 

most of the minerals were (and remain) irrelevant from a commercial standpoint.  Only a handful 

of thorium minerals have been seriously considered from the perspective of thorium recovery, 

namely: monazite [Keni 1990], bastnasite [Wang 2013]; and to a much lesser extent, xenotime 

[Vijayalakshmi 2001] and thorite/uranothorite [Borrowman 1962]. Most of these minerals 

contain significant amounts of rare earth elements (REEs), especially those with atomic numbers 

equal to or smaller than gadolinium’s (the “light” REEs). The common coexistence of thorium 

and the “light” REEs can be attributed to their affinity for valence electron states larger than two, 
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which in turn gives them similar long-term chemical behavior during geological sedimentary 

processes [McLennan 1980]. 

 

In the US, a number of thorium deposits have been studied in some detail. The most studied site, 

referenced in several national laboratory reports, is the Lemhi Pass site on the Idaho/Montana 

border. Lemhi Pass contains most of its thorium content in the mineral thorite, and the thorium 

concentration in the ore ranges from 0.2% to 3.9% [Meyer 1978]. Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory (ORNL) described a hypothetical mining and processing facility at the site in order to 

estimate the radiological impacts associated with facility’s airborne releases. The maximally 

exposed individual was estimated to receive 2.4 millirems (0.024 mSv) [Tennery 1978]. The Wet 

Mountains deposit in Colorado has a similar grade to that of Lemhi Pass [Tennery 1978]. The 

Bald Mountain site in Wyoming was found to contain 4.3 pounds of monazite per ton of ore, 

with the monazite containing 8.8% thorium oxide [Borrowman 1962]. Alaska’s Bokan Mountain 

contains significant quantities of thorium, uranium, and REEs [Thompson 1980] and may be of 

interest if commercial activity to recover REEs occurs at the site. Alaska has another thorium-

bearing deposit at Salmon Bay [Warner 1989]. There are also a handful of REE mineral deposits 

around the country which have been documented, including Mountain Pass in California, Pea 

Ridge in Missouri, the Bear Lodge Mountains in Wyoming, and various placer deposits along the 

mid-Atlantic seaboard [Long 2010, Van Gosen 2014]. Figure 1 visualizes the distribution and 

variety of these deposits. The size and accessibility of these deposits led many studies to 

conclude that thorium availability would not pose a problem for future deployment (e.g., [Bell 

1971]). 
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Figure 1, Major Known REE Deposits in the US [Long 2010] 

 

Outside the US, the locations of individual deposits are generally not as well-characterized, even 

though some of these countries are thought to have very large thorium reserves. Given its interest 

in thorium fuel cycles, India has surveyed its coastal placer deposits, identifying significant 

deposits in the states of Andhra Pradesh, Orissa, Tamil Nadu, and Kerala (along the eastern and 

southern coasts) [Bhola 1964, Mohanty 2004]. Australia, another country with significant 

thorium resources, has had its thorium resources characterized at a preliminary level. Like in 

India, most of Australia’s known thorium reserves are held in coastal placer deposits, particularly 

in Western Australia near Perth and in southeastern Queensland [Mernagh 2008]. There are also 

several vein-type and igneous-intrusive deposits in various parts of Australia’s interior [Mernagh 

2008]. Brazil also hosts many thorium-bearing coastal placer deposits, along with at least one 

major igneous-intrusive deposit in the state of Minas Gerais [Waber 1992]. Other specific 
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deposits have been described in South Africa, Norway, Greenland, China, Nigeria, Namibia, 

Kyrgyzstan, Italy, Canada, Sierra Leone, Madagascar, Guyana, and Pakistan [Barthel 1992]. 

 

As Chapter 3 will discuss at length, the opportunity exists for thorium to be recovered as a by-

product of other commodities, particularly titanium. The subject of thorium recovery will also be 

addressed in that chapter. 

 

2.2. Fuel Cycle Performance Metrics 

 
 

Meaningful comparisons of nuclear fuel cycle options need to incorporate well-developed and 

consistently-applied performance metrics. This concept is not limited to assessments of nuclear 

energy; the notion of metrics development can be applied to many fields and is essentially the 

selection of quantitative measurements to inform decision-makers with regards to the following 

types of questions (adapted from [Tatikonda 2007]): 

 How well is the system doing (or how well would it do if it were implemented)? 

 What have we learned from previous operations or efforts, and how relevant are they to 

the proposed efforts? 

 What should we do in the future? 

 

Performance metrics can be used to evaluate all of the facets of a design, system, or approach, or 

it can focus on specific areas such as sustainability [Schwarz 2002], economics [Morales 2009], 

societal impact [Szekely 2005], and energy security [Sovacool 2011]. Of particular interest to 

this study is the development of metrics related to EH&S. Environmental metrics are routinely 

developed and applied in the energy industry to advanced concepts. An assessment of the 
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installation of large-scale solar plants conducted by Brookhaven National Laboratory is 

indicative of this type of approach; BNL used the metrics of land use, human health, resource 

usage, and energy use to compare alternatives [Turney 2011]. Similar analyses can be identified 

for geothermal plants [Axtmann 1975], fossil fuels [Jenner 2013], and wind [Kunz 2007]. 

 

The assessment of nuclear fuel cycles is in some ways similar to that of other energy options, but 

with a few distinct considerations (e.g., radiation, fissile material management, and institutional 

challenges like licensing). Fortunately, the selection of performance metrics, as specifically 

applied to nuclear fuel cycle assessment, can be informed by prior efforts. Among the most 

comprehensive recent efforts for nuclear fuel cycles has been the US Department of Energy’s 

Fuel Cycle Option Evaluation and Screening Study (FCO-ESS) [Wigeland 2014]. The FCO-ESS 

sought to identify preferable fuel cycles for focused R&D efforts. As a basis for quantitatively 

distinguishing the most preferable fuel cycles (while avoiding specific technology assumptions 

to the maximum extent possible), a number of criteria were defined which could impact a fuel 

cycle’s favorability. In the final version of the FCO-ESS, nine criteria were selected [Wigeland 

2014]: 

 Nuclear Waste Management 

 Proliferation Risk 

 Nuclear Material Security Risk 

 Safety 

 Environmental Impact 

 Resource Utilization 

 Development and Deployment Risk 
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 Institutional Issues 

 Financial Risk and Economics 

 

Of these, the Nuclear Waste Management, Safety, Environmental Impact, and Resource 

Utilization metrics are most relevant to the work discussed in this proposal. Relevant metrics 

included the activity- and mass-related metrics under Waste Management, “Challenges of 

Addressing Safety Hazards” under Safety, “Radiological Exposure” under Environmental 

Impact, and the “Natural Uranium” and “Natural Thorium” requirement metrics under Resource 

Utilization [Wigeland 2014]. 

 

In a similar vein, the Generation IV International Forum (GIF) has identified four goals that Gen-

IV reactor designs would strive to meet: sustainability, safety and reliability, economics, and 

proliferation resistance. Under GIF definitions, sustainability incorporates both resource 

utilization and waste management, while the safety goal only addresses the likelihood and extent 

of accident scenarios (i.e., no routine hazards were considered) [GIF 2002]. 

 

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has developed a comparative risk assessment tool, 

which could be viewed as the predecessor for the work described in this proposal. EPRI used the 

comparative risk assessment approach to compare the performance of the current once-through 

nuclear fuel cycle with uranium in light water reactors and a modified-open nuclear fuel cycle 

with a single recycle of plutonium in mixed-oxide-fueled light water reactors [EPRI 2014a]. The 

comparison focused on environmental attributes and considered occupational radiological 

impacts, low-level waste volumes, and repository waste volumes.  
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Other relevant EPRI work includes the Decision Framework, which enables nuclear decision-

makers to inform the decision-making process. In the past, the Framework has emphasized 

making distinctions between different fuel cycle options and design attributes, and it is flexible 

so that it could be re-worked to compare specific nuclear technologies or development pathways 

as well. In early iterations, five criteria (which would later be re-named “attributes”) were 

considered: Sustainability of Fuel Supply, Proliferation Resistance & Physical Security, Waste 

Management, Fuel Cycle Safety, and Economic Competitiveness [EPRI 2011]. These criteria 

were considered only semi-quantitatively and did not identify specific metrics within these areas. 

The next iteration demonstrated how more detailed approaches might be taken beneath these 

high-level attributes by examining driving factors in Waste Management and Fuel Cost, but 

detailed examinations were not conducted for each criterion [EPRI 2013b]. Vanderbilt became 

involved in the process and identified a number of sub-attributes (re-named from criteria at this 

point) for each of the top-level attributes [EPRI 2014b]. The most implementations have 

identified the additional top-level attributes of “Infrastructure and Development” and 

“Flexibility” [Gardiner 2015a, Gardiner 2015b]. 

 

The Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board (NWTRB) has evaluated several facets of the 

environmental impact of nuclear fuel cycles, with an emphasis on the back-end of the fuel cycle. 

The NWTRB’s review of the disposal and storage of spent nuclear fuel examines several 

technical aspects of SNF management, but EH&S concerns are the first (and presumably 

important) group of parameters discussed. These parameters included [NWTRB 1996]: 

 Radiation exposures to workers 
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 Radiation exposures to the public 

 Air and water quality 

 Land use 

 Transportation risks 

 

It is also possible to conduct “deeper dives” into major categories of environmental impact; for 

instance, the NWTRB has done follow-up studies on transportation risk that its constituent 

factors, such as radiological impact, accident tolerance, and the impact of potential damage to 

waste package constituents on long-term stability [NWTRB 2010]. 

 

There are a handful of other studies from academia which have examined some particular EH&S 

aspect of the nuclear fuel cycle. A collaborative Swedish-Australian university team has 

attempted to quantify the environmental impact associated with premature phasing out of nuclear 

reactors, using the Swedish fleet as a representative case. The primary EH&S metrics applied 

include carbon emissions and human mortality associated with fuel cycle operation [Qvist 2015].  

A study in Brazil simply attempts to list categories of possible environmental metrics, rather than 

focusing on their quantification; this paper discusses environmental disturbance from 

construction, transportation impacts, thermal emission impacts on flora and fauna, aesthetic 

impacts, radioactive and other hazardous effluent release, transportation risks from moving spent 

nuclear fuel or other radiological wastes, and long-term repository risk [Paschoa 2003]. The 

University of Michigan identified and quantified the inventories of major categories of material 

resulting from nuclear fuel cycles including: spent nuclear fuel (both commercial and weapons-

related), reprocessing-based high-level waste, low-level waste, highly-enriched uranium, 
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separated plutonium, depleted uranium, Cs-137 and Sr-90 capsules, uranium mine and mill 

tailings, contaminated soil, and contaminated water [Ewing 2008]. 

 

2.3. Fuel Cycle Transition Analysis 

 
 

Section 2.2 emphasized the assessment of attributes of fuel cycles at steady-state operation, i.e., 

their characteristics after they have already been fully implemented. Additional challenges 

presented when analyzing transitions from one fuel cycle to another, which includes a range of 

intermediate fuel cycle phases. There are several examples of parameters associated with fuel 

cycle transitions that may be of interest which are not elucidated by steady-state analysis alone 

(adapted from [OECD-NEA 2012a]): 

 Time lag to reach equilibrium 

 Impact of varying transmutation or breeding performance 

 Accumulation of material stockpiles during transition or growth periods 

 Investments required to reach equilibrium 

 Waste disposition pathways 

 

Chapter 5 will conduct a comparative dynamic assessment for a pair of representative thorium- 

and uranium-based fuel cycle options, but it is important to keep in mind that a variety of 

previous transition studies have already been conducted. While the subject of these studies has 

varied, the most common group of scenarios to examine has been the transition from the present 

once-through uranium fuel cycle in light water reactors to a recycle-based strategy using uranium 

and plutonium in sodium-cooled fast reactors (SFRs). The following review of previous 
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transition studies while highlight the similarities and differences among the assumptions of these 

studies, which turn helps to pinpoint reasonable approaches for subsequent work. 

 

The NEA has conducted several transition studies, including one that considered regional 

scenarios for a set of countries in Europe currently totaling 120 GWe of nuclear energy 

installation; this study emphasized transitions from LWRs to SFRs. Some of the major 

assumptions are listed below [Bianchi 2011]: 

 Scenario goes from 2000 to 2150 (codes start at 1980 to establish initial conditions). 

 No plutonium is recycled within LWRs (i.e., no MOX LWRs). 

 SFR fuel is fabricated from reprocessed plutonium and depleted U. 

 Minor actinides (MAs) are NOT recycled; they are disposed of along with FPs. 

 Current generation LWRs are deployed up until 2040.  

 Advanced LWRs and SFRs are deployed from 2040-2100.  

 

In addition to these assumptions, the following parameters shown in Table 2 were adopted. The 

LWR values account for the ratio of PWRs to BWRs. Two sets of SFR characteristics are 

considered: “SFR-R” represents the approximate extent of SFR technology today, while “SFR-

A” represents the hypothetical capabilities of advanced SFRs that may require extensive R&D. 
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Table 2, Basic Reactor Parameters Used in [Bianchi 2011] 

 
 

 

A subsequent NEA study considered two different types of SFRs in its scenarios. The first is a 

low-breeding ratio variant of the SFR which is linked with PWRs in a two-stage system. The 

following Table 3 describes the parameters of both the PWRs and the SFRs (the specific SFR 

design considered in this study was called “ISOGENERATOR”). 

 

 

Table 3, Reactor Parameters Used in [OECD-NEA 2012b] 

 
 

The study also examined a “high-breeding ratio” alternative with a breeding ratio of 1.5, a 

doubling time of either 11.7 or 17.8 years (two different ex-core time possibilities), a power of 

1400 MWe, and an average burnup of 85.6 GWd/MTHM. For all scenarios incorporating SFRs, 

assumptions were also required regarding the availability of reprocessing capacity as a function 
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of time. The addition of new fuel reprocessing facilities over time was represented by a step 

curve, as shown below in Figure 2. 

 

 

 
Figure 2, Assumed Changes in Reprocessing Capacity in Europe over Time [OECD-NEA 

2012b] 

 

A study in Japan assumed a deployment of timeline of 2025 for technology demonstration and 

2050 for commercial deployment. The Japanese “Basic Energy Plan” consists of adding 14 new 

plants (contributing 20 GWe of electricity) by 2030. Two breeding-ratio cores are considered 

[Shiotani 2011]: 

 Low-breeding core: breeding ratio of 1.03 

 High-breeding core: breeding ratio of 1.2 

 

A breeding ratio of 1.1 was assumed for the analysis. Furthermore, the following transition 

conditions are assumed [Shiotani 2011]: 
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 Pu will be recycled in LWRs in years prior to SFR deployment. 

 LWRs will be replaced one-by-one by SFRs as their lifetime expires after 2050. This will 

result in the last LWRs being replaced around 2130. 

 Steady-state nuclear capacity will be stable at 68 GWe. 

 

A KAERI study considers the Korean design KALIMER, which is an SFR rated at 600 GWe. 

The timeline of the scenario assumes that total reactor capacity will rise from 13.8 GWe in 2000 

to 27.3 GWe in 2030. By 2050, nuclear will generate 41.3 GWe (59% of total energy use). 

Annual electricity demand is assumed to rise 0.95%/year. Nuclear fuel cycle timeframe 

assumptions include the following: 

• 8 months for fuel reprocessing 

• 8 months for fuel fabrication 

• 2-month post-fabrication storage 

 

It is assumed that reprocessing results in 0.1% losses. It is assumed that the first FR begins 

construction in 2025 and begins operation in 2030. The fraction of new builds that are FRs 

depends on the assumed conversion ratio [Jeong 2006, Jeong 2010, Jeong 2013]. 

 

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has conducted SFR transition analyses from a cost 

perspective, both for SFRs operating with modified-open recycle [EPRI 2010a] and full recycle 

[EPRI 2010b]. Assumptions regarding the flows through reprocessing facilities were important 

for both of these studies; it was assumed that the fast reactors: 

 Operated at 1450 MWe 
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 Had a conversion ratio of 1 

 Had a plutonium content in the fuel of approximately 16%, a minor actinide content of 

1%, and a discharge burnup of 140 GWd/MTIHM 

 Were subject to reprocessing losses of 0.1% for Pu and the minor actinides 

 Had their fuel cooled for five years between discharge and reprocessing 

 Had their resulting high-level waste stored for 50 years prior to disposal 

 

ANL has conducted several studies on the topic of transitions to a fleet of SFRs. Two transition 

pathways were compared as part of the analyses: one proceeding through the intermediate use of 

a modified-open cycle with MOX fuel in LWRs, and the other proceeding directly from the 

once-through cycle in LWRs to full-recycle in SFRs. Among the key assumptions of this work 

[Kim 2011]: 

 The first deployment of MOX-fueled LWRs occurs in 2025. 

 The first deployment of full-recycle fast reactors occurs in 2050. 

 All reactors have a lifetime of 60 years. 

 The nuclear energy annual growth rate is 1%, starting in 2015. 

 For the pathway involving MOX in LWRs, reprocessing capabilities for used LWR fuel 

begin in 2023 at 2000 MTHM per year, with an additional 500 MTHM/yr facility coming 

online to reprocess fuel from the MOX-fueled LWRs to supply to the SFRs. 

 For the pathway proceeding directly from the once-through cycle to the SFRs, a 2000 

MTHM/yr reprocessing plant starts in 2048. 
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ANL has also monitored the development of India’s Three-Stage Nuclear Power Programme and 

its implications for realistic deployment scenarios involving fast reactors. This three stage 

program consists of (1) uranium-fueled pressurized heavy water reactors, supplying plutonium to 

(2) SFRs capable of operating on U/Pu or Th/Pu fuels, the latter option supporting (3) Th/U-233-

fueled advanced heavy water reactors. Stage 1 has been commercialized in India for some time, 

while the fast breeder reactors are in the advanced demonstration phase (nearly at commercial 

deployment). However, the timescales over which large numbers of fast reactors will be 

deployed is uncertain [Bucher 2009]. 

France’s CEA has examined scenarios for fast reactor deployment with plutonium recycle. The 

study considered two scenarios; an aggressive scenario in which one third of the capacity added 

beginning in 2040 consists of SFRs, and a more conservative scenario in which no SFRs are 

constructed until 2080. The conservative scenario places a greater strain on reprocessing 

capabilities when SFRs are rapidly constructed in 2080, among other trends [Coquelet-Pascal 

2013]. 

 

Transitions to Th/U-233 MSRs have not been studied to the same extent as those for U/Pu-fueled 

SFRs; however, there are still some documented efforts in the literature. One of the most well-

documented MSR concepts is the Thorium Molten-Salt Nuclear Energy Synergetic System 

(THORIMS-NES), developed in Japan. This system incorporated essentially the same fuel salt 

mixture as the MSBR but re-tailored component design to further support safety objectives 

[Furukawa 1990a]. THORIMS-NES actually represented a category of designs, which included 

the small FUJI-II 350MWt power reactor. This smaller design was seen as an ideal approach to 

bring power to less densely populated regions on a global scale without relying on fossil fuels 
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[Furukawa 1990b, Furukawa 1992]. Additional physics calculations were performed for this 

smaller design beyond what was available from the MSBR project [Hirakawa 1990, Kanda 

1990a, Kanda 1990b]. In the 2000s, a roadmap was envisioned for the deployment of increasing 

large FUJI-style reactors to gain experience with the technology and ultimately implement many 

MSR systems to solve global energy needs [Furukawa 2007, Furukawa 2008, Mitachi 2007, 

Furukawa 2012]. This study was eventually expanded to consider transition scenarios from the 

world’s current LWR-dominated fleet to one primarily consisting of THORIMS-NES reactors on 

the Th/U-233 fuel cycle [Kamei 2010]. In this analysis, the present LWR fleet would have its 

fuel processed for all fissile content to start up a fleet of thorium-uranium MSRs. This was 

viewed as an intermediate step to a fleet of accelerator molten-salt breeders which would rely 

exclusively on Th/U-233. The deployment of the accelerator-based reactors would begin about 

20 years after the initial fleet of MSRs [Kamei 2010]. 

 

This review of transition studies for both SFR and MSR-based scenarios suggests a few things. 

First, while there are some common assumptions that appear in many studies (e.g., a lack of 

transuranic recycle, annual energy demand growth of 1%), many other assumptions vary slightly 

from study to study (e.g., precise deployment dates for advanced technology, breeding ratios). 

Thus, there is always user discretion regarding the values of certain scenario input parameters, 

although there are guides for ranges of sensible choices. Also, the majority of these studies used 

“off-the-shelf” software-enabled fuel cycle simulation tools (see Appendix D for more on this 

subject), suggesting that a similar approach is feasible for work in this study. 
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CHAPTER 3, A COMPARATIVE REVIEW OF THE OUTLOOK AND IMPACTS OF 

NATURAL THORIUM AND URANIUM RECOVERY 

 

 

At the basis of any nuclear fuel cycle is a dependency on some naturally-existing nuclear 

material, namely thorium and/or uranium. Even fuel cycles which use uranium-233 or 

plutonium-239 as their primary fissile content must first produce these isotopes from their 

naturally-occurring counterparts. While the quantity can vary over several orders of magnitude, 

every fuel cycle will require some amount of natural thorium and/or uranium per unit of 

electrical energy produced. This mass carries with it the impacts of its recovery, including 

chemical requirements and radiological impacts. Furthermore, it is important to consider these 

amounts in the context of the total reserves of the resource that are available. If a fuel cycle 

requires “x” amount of a resource per year, and only five times “x” of that resource are known to 

exist in the world, then it would be difficult to argue for the selection of that fuel cycle as a 

sustainable option even if its other attributes were extremely appealing. 

 

This chapter presents a sequence of research that has been conducted on the front-end of the 

thorium fuel cycle over the past three years. The environmental impact of the front-end of the 

fuel cycle is represented herein as the combination of resource availability (and by extension, 

sustainability), chemical requirements, and radiological impacts. Cumulatively, this work has 

supported four conference papers, three journal articles (two directly and one indirectly), and 

several short sections within papers primarily related to other topics. 
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3.1. Context for Evaluating Natural Thorium Recovery 

 
 

In 2012, as DOE-NE was conducting its Fuel Cycle Option Evaluation & Screening effort 

[Wigeland 2014], it became apparent that thorium resource recovery was not being addressed in 

a realistic fashion; instead, it relied on outdated assumptions and tenuous analogies to uranium 

recovery. As discussed in Section 2.1, a series of analyses by US national laboratories examined 

the potential of large thorium deposits (especially Lemhi Pass on the Idaho/Montana border and 

the Wet Mountains of Colorado) to supply thorium for nuclear fuel cycle applications by opening 

new thorium mines at those sites. Since that time, these deposits have not been developed 

further, and global thorium recovery (such as it is) has been dominated by thorium recovered in 

India as a by-product of titanium mining. At a summit held in December 2012 at the Colorado 

School of Mines, the reality of by-product recovery was presented by a Vanderbilt team, 

suggesting that the impacts associated with the front end of the thorium fuel cycle would be more 

accurately represented as a by-product recovery scenario [Wymer 2012].   

 

Exploration into the concept of “by-product” thorium has yielded further insights about the 

prospective recovery of thorium from actively operational mine sites. Mines for titanium, 

uranium, tin, iron, and REEs can surface significant quantities of thorium-bearing minerals such 

as monazite, bastnasite, and xenotime. Generally, these minerals are discarded, or less frequently 

they are processed for REEs. However, mining operations in India have recovered thorium and 

REEs in monazite as a by-product of titanium in ilmenite. The incremental impacts associated 

with thorium recovery at titanium mining sites are small [Ault 2013], and the by-product 

recovery option could be environmentally and economically preferable by avoiding the 

significant environmental “cost” of opening a separate thorium mine. Furthermore, by-product 
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recovery of thorium may be appealing to the mining organization by removing some of the 

radioactivity from the waste stream [Ault 2014a]. Even using conservative assumptions, it is 

possible to recover enough by-product demand for natural thorium [Ault 2014b, Ault 2015] to 

sustain the present worldwide nuclear fleet, on a once-through thorium fuel cycle, several times 

over. A preliminary economic analysis of the by-product thorium concept suggests that most of 

this thorium would be available at a low cost, although trends of mine operators to prefer sites 

with less radioactive minerals could have the potential to complicate this scenario [Jordan 2014]. 

 

Because by-product recovery of thorium is already implemented on a demonstration-scale in 

India, and because future recovery of thorium is likely to also follow a by-product recovery 

pathway, this analysis assumes a particular by-product recovery strategy -- after considering 

several specific options (described in the following sections). 

 

3.2. Cumulative By-Product Thorium Availability 

 
 

Before determining the environmental impacts of by-product thorium recovery, it is first 

essential to determine whether by-product thorium recovery is adequate to satisfy any nuclear 

fuel cycle demand scenario and whether such a recovery process could operate indefinitely (i.e., 

is sustainable). Several prospective by-product recovery pathways were identified and evaluated: 

titanium mining, uranium mining, tin mining, iron mining, and rare earth element (REE) mining. 

 

3.2.1. By-Product Thorium Recovery from Titanium Mining 

 

 

Titanium is a major global commodity that is recovered in quantities greater than 7 million 

MT/year [USGS 2013a]. It is principally recovered from two minerals: ilmenite and rutile. Both 
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of these are heavy minerals which are found collocated with the thorium-bearing mineral 

monazite on a regular basis. Global sources of titanium are abundant, large, and widespread, as is 

shown by Table 4: 

 

Table 4, Major World Producers of Titanium in 2012 (>50,000 MT/yr) [USGS 2013a] 

Country Annual Ti 

Production via 

Ilmenite (MT/yr) 

Annual Ti 

Production via Rutile 

(MT/yr) 

Total Annual Th 

Production (MT/yr) 

Australia 940,000 480,000 1,420,000 

South Africa 1,030,000 131,000 1,161,000 

Canada 700,000 -- 700,000 

China 700,000 -- 700,000 

India 550,000 25,000 575,000 

Vietnam 500,000 -- 500,000 

Mozambique 380,000 8,000 388,000 

Ukraine 300,000 60,000 360,000 

Norway 350,000 -- 350,000 

USA 300,000 -- 300,000 

Madagascar 280,000 -- 280,000 

Sierra Leone -- 100,000 100,000 

Sri Lanka 60,000 -- 60,000 

Brazil 45,000 5,000 50,000 

 

 

Thorium is actively recovered as a by-product of titanium in India. There are a number of other 

countries, distributed across all continents except Antarctica, with titanium mining operations in 

similar geologies to those of India’s titanium mines. The availability of information on the 

thorium content of these titanium deposits is varied. Virtually all of the titanium mining in the 

US takes place in one large region, the Piedmont formation (this describes an area between the 

Appalachian Mountains and the Atlantic Ocean in Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, 

Georgia, and Florida); the only current mines are in Virginia, though Florida and Georgia have 

operated heavy mineral mines in the past [Long 2010]. In Australia a number of mined deposits 
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exist.  These deposits are highly variable in their composition; however, an average mineral 

composition of the nation’s combined deposits has been estimated: 11.7% rutile, 31.7% ilmenite, 

5.9% leucoxene, 21.6% zircon, 2.3% monazite and 0.4% xenotime [Miezitis 2013]. Zircon may 

also be recovered, as it is the major source of metallic zirconium; leucoxene is a lower-grade 

titanium mineral which is not typically recovered in the Piedmont region or elsewhere.  

 

It should be noted that both ilmenite and monazite are widely occurring minerals with variable 

mineral composition. For instance, Indian heavy mineral sand operations have observed Th 

concentrations in monazite ranging from 5-10%, although Indian monazite tends to have slightly 

higher thorium content than at other locations [Keni 1990]. Across a string of placer deposits in 

the coastal eastern United States, monazite was observed to have thorium content ranging from 

2.5 to 7.8%, with a mean of 5.7% Th [Long 2010]. In general, while the range of Th contents is 

variable, most locations’ averages seem to hover around 5% Th, which was deemed to be an 

acceptable average figure for this study. This analysis makes the following assumptions: ilmenite 

has an average concentration of 31.6% Ti, rutile is 60.0% Ti, and monazite is 5% Th. The 

titanium composition estimates for ilmenite and rutile are based on typical mineral composition 

estimates as catalogued in mineral databases [MINDAT 2016]. Recovery of thorium during 

monazite processing is estimated to be 94%, based on experience in India [Keni 1990]. Thus, 

potential annual thorium production is computed as: 

 

[𝑀𝑇 𝑇ℎ] =. 94 ∗ ([𝑀𝑇 𝑇𝑖]𝑖𝑙𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒

. 05𝑥𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑧𝑖𝑡𝑒

. 316𝑥𝑖𝑙𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒
+ [𝑀𝑇 𝑇𝑖]𝑟𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒

. 05𝑥𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑧𝑖𝑡𝑒

. 600𝑥𝑟𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒
)                        (1) 
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Here, x represents the mass fraction of the ore body which consists of the mineral designated in 

the subscript. Mass fraction data was not identified for all nations considered in this analysis. 

Correspondingly, the mass fractions given by the Australian data are used to extrapolate thorium 

availability from titanium production for countries other than India, Brazil, and the US in Table 5 

below, since these figures represent the averages of many mines located in geographically 

disparate regions across an entire continent.  

 

 

Table 5, Summary of Potential Thorium Recovery from Titanium Mining [Ault 2015a] 

Mine 

Country 

Annual Ti 

Production, all 

sources (MT/yr)  

Potential Annual 

Th Production 

(MT/yr) 

Mineral Type/Notes 

India 575,000 5,900 Mostly ilmenite, some rutile; value in 

parentheses represents potential based on 

current REE production rates, not Ti 

production rates. Values in parentheticals 

show possible Th production based solely 

on amount of REEs presently recovered in 

this country. 

(2700 MT/yr 

REEs) 

(230 possible, 

100 actual) 

Brazil 50,000 540 Mostly ilmenite, some rutile; values in 

parentheses represents potential based on 

current REE production rates, not Ti 

production rates. Values in parentheticals 

show possible Th production based solely 

on amount of REEs presently recovered in 

this country. 

(550 MT/yr 

REEs) 

(47) 

Australia 1,420,000 16,800 Mix of ilmenite and rutile; Based on 

average composition of many heavy mineral 

mines 

South 

Africa 

1,161,000 12,600 Mostly ilmenite, some rutile; based on 

Australian mineral ratios 

USA 300,000 7,600 Ilmenite only; based on Piedmont region 

concentrations 

Canada 700,000 7,300 Ilmenite only; based on Australian mineral 

ratios 

China 700,000 7,300 Ilmenite only; based on Australian mineral 

ratios 

Vietnam 500,000 5,200 Ilmenite only; based on Australian mineral 

ratios 
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Ukraine 360,000 4,000 Mostly ilmenite, some rutile; based on 

Australian mineral ratios 

Mozamb

ique 

388,000 3,900 Ilmenite only; based on Australian mineral 

ratios 

Norway 350,000 3,600 Ilmenite only; based on Australian mineral 

ratios 

Madagas

car 

280,000 2,900 Ilmenite only; based on Australian mineral 

ratios 

Sierra 

Leone 

100,000 1,500 Rutile only; based on Australian mineral 

ratios  

Sri 

Lanka 

60,000 620 Ilmenite only; based on Australian mineral 

ratios 

TOTAL 6,944,000 79,800  

 

 

As alluded to previously, potential sources of error in these estimates could arise from the 

application of Australian data to non-Australian sites (which, however, accounts for 61% of the 

total) and unanticipated deviations in the titanium and thorium content in ilmenite and monazite, 

respectively. However, even with a particularly wide confidence interval, titanium mining 

represents (by total potential MT of thorium recovered) the largest opportunity for recovery of 

thorium as a by-product.  

 

3.2.2. By-Product Thorium Recovery from Uranium Mines 

 
 

Rare earth mining, and mining operations that surface coincidental REE minerals, are probably the 

most well-understood pathways to thorium recovery (e.g., [Keni 1990], [Mukherjee 2003], etc.). 

However, a number of other abundant minerals with thorium, such as thorite, exist that are not 

necessarily associated with REEs. Without the potential for products that are presently 

commercially viable to drive production, these minerals are frequently disregarded. The Lemhi 

Pass deposit, an extensive thorite vein on the Idaho/Montana border in the US, is an example; it 

contains a significant thorium concentration of 0.4% and is located relatively close to the surface 
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[Van Gosen 2009]. In the US thorium fuel cycle analyses of the 1970s, Lemhi Pass was often 

considered the most likely thorium resource should a demand emerge [Tennery 1978]. However, 

this demand never materialized, and it appears unlikely that thorite vein mining will emerge as a 

profitable source of thorium in near-term decades. 

 

It seems logical to evaluate the potential for co-producing Th with U, as practices for handling 

radioactive materials are already in place at these sites.  Furthermore, there is a precedent for by-

product recovery at uranium mine sites, since in the past vanadium has been recovered as a by-

product of some uranium mines in the western US [Crouse 1959b]. At some locations, thorite and 

other thorium-bearing minerals can be found in conjunction with uranium minerals. In fact, as in 

the case of uranothorite, some minerals contain both uranium and thorium. The thorium content of 

the world’s major uranium mines varies due to the array of geologies that are currently exploited. 

However, mines which currently employ the in-situ leaching (ISL) technique to recover uranium 

will likely not be able to recover significant thorium content -- even where present. ISL works by 

using a mildly basic or acidic solution to oxidize uranium to the hexavalent state, where it is soluble 

and becomes part of the solution “liquor”. However, thorium will not oxidize to the hexavalent 

state and remains insoluble and, thus, locked up in the geological formation [OECD-NEA 2014]. 

One consequence of this insolubility is that thorium’s abundance in seawater is much lower than 

that of uranium (0.4 ppt for Th vs. 3.3 ppb for U [Bardi 2010]), and any future deployment of 

uranium seawater extraction would not be expected to recover thorium [Herring 2012]. 

 

Table 6 summarizes the world’s largest uranium mines which do not use the ISL method and their 

thorium-producing potential. Data for the two Nigerien mines is taken from the ratio of activity 
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from Rn-220 (for Th) and Rn-222 (for U). Assuming secular equilibrium, it can be inferred that 

the Th/U ratio at Arlit is 1.21 (Akouta is assumed to be similar to Arlit) [Abdou 2005]. The 

Canadian mines of northern Saskatchewan are promising options for large-scale thorium recovery 

due to the presence of considerable monazite concentrations in conjunction with primary uranium 

mineral, uraninite [Hecht 2000]. A survey of the uraninite in the vicinity of these mines indicated 

a UO2 content of 56.29-64.29% and a ThO2 content of 6.46%-8.65%, yielding an average Th/U 

ratio of 0.125 [Annesley 2010]. This is likely an underestimate of the total Th content of the 

Canadian ores, since this area is known to contain small amounts of monazite amidst the uraninite. 

However, reliable quantitative data for the amount of monazite in the ores was unavailable, so the 

thorium contribution from monazite in the northern Saskatchewan area is neglected in this study. 

The Th/U ratio at Russia’s Krasnokamensk mine is taken to be 0.42 based on a combination of 

mineral samples at the site [Wittenberg 2006]. At Kayelekera in Malawi, a Th/U ratio (0.43) can 

be inferred from soil and mineral samples from around the mine site [Paladin 2006]. In Namibia, 

a number of uranium deposits exist in both the central and southern parts of the country, and the 

Th/U ratio is variable. In the highest-grade regions, though, the ratio is more consistent, ranging 

from about 0.05-0.3 [Roesener 1997]. The median of this range (0.175) is used for both Namibian 

mines in this analysis. 
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Table 6, Summary of Potential Thorium Recovery at Largest Non-ISL Uranium Mines 

(>1,000 MT/yr) 

Mine Name Mine 

Country 

Annual U 

Production 

(MT/yr)  

Potential 

Annual Th 

Production 

(MT/yr) 

Source(s) Mineral 

Type/Notes 

Arlit Niger 3,065 3,700 [Annesley 2010, 

WNA 2013] 

Sandstone 

Akouta Niger 1,506 1,800 [Annesley 2010, 

WNA 2013] 

Sandstone 

McArthur River Canada 7,520 940 [Hecht 2000, 

WNA 2013] 

Marine 

sedimentary 

Krasnokamensk Russia 2,011 850 [Wittenberg 2006, 

WNA 2013] 

Mixed granite-

volcanic 

Kayelekera Malawi 1,268 550 [Paladin 2006, 

WNA 2013] 

Sandstone 

(Tabular) 

Rossing Namibia 2,289 400 [Roesener 1997, 

WNA 2013] 

Magmatic-

Hydrothermal 

Langer Heinrich Namibia 1,955 340 [Roesener 1997, 

WNA 2013] 

Magmatic-

Hydrothermal 

McClean Lake Canada 2,100 260 [Hecht 2000, 

WNA 2013] 

Marine 

sedimentary 

Rabbit Lake Canada 1,479 180 [Hecht 2000, 

WNA 2013] 

Marine 

sedimentary 

Olympic Dam Australia 3,390 <1 [Keegan 2008, 

WNA 2010] 

Mixed granite-

volcanic 

Ranger Australia 3,146 <1 [Keegan 2008, 

WNA 2010] 

Sandstone 

TOTAL   9,000   

 

 

Give the scale of uranium mining in northwestern Canada, a favorable change to the assumed 

Th/U ratio in this area could have a dramatic effect on the cumulative estimated Th available 

from U mining. However, at 9000 MT/year, uranium is still a significant contributor to total Th 

availability even with the conservative estimates used herein. It is possible that in the future, 

mines which currently employ ISL may switch to alternative recovery methods (e.g., open pit) 

due to interest in the otherwise unavailable thorium content, or other reasons. However, ISL 

mines are not considered in this analysis. 
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3.2.3. By-Product Thorium Recovery from Rare Earth Element Mines 

 
 

In addition to the many mines that surface REE minerals in the pursuit of other commodities, some 

mines in Australia, China, Russia, and the US have been established specifically for REE recovery. 

With the exception of Russia, these countries recover the mineral bastnasite to obtain REEs. The 

ore from Australia’s Mount Weld mine contains 9.8% rare earth oxides and 626 ppm Th [Miezitis 

2013]. Calculations for the Chinese mines is based on Bayan Obo’s bastnasite, which has ore 

containing 5% rare earth oxide and 0.032% thorium oxide [Wu 2010].  At Mountain Pass in the 

US, the bastnasite contains 2-12% rare earth oxides and about 0.02% thorium [IAEA 2011b]. 

Russia’s Lovozero mine surfaces a unique local ore known as loparite. Loparite is of the perovskite 

family of minerals, meaning that it contains considerable amounts of titanium and calcium, but its 

lanthanum, cerium, and niobium content are what drive production [Mitchell 1996]. The thorium 

content of loparite from Lovozero is about 1.3% [MINDAT 2016].  

 

While most of the entries in Table 1 are individual mines, certain regions of China are a summation 

of multiple individual mining sites. 
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Table 7, Summary of Potential Thorium Recovery at "Direct" REE Mines 

Mine 

Name 

Mine 

Country 

Annual 

REE 

Production 

(MT/yr)  

Potential 

Annual Th 

Production 

(MT/yr) 

Source(s) Mineral Type/Notes 

South 

China 

China 38,400 260 [Long 2010, Wu 

2010, IAEA 2011b] 

Bastnasite; includes 

multiple mines 

Mountain 

Pass 

USA 34,100 230 [Long 2010, Wu 

2010, IAEA 2011b] 

Bastnasite 

Mount 

Weld 

Australi

a 

18,800 130 [Long 2010, Miezitis 

2013] 

Bastnasite; represents 

high-grade portion of 

site 

Lovozero Russia 2,130 100 [Long 2010, Mindat 

2013] 

Loparite 

Sichuan China 8,500 57 [Long 2010, Wu 

2010, IAEA 2011b] 

Bastnasite; includes 

multiple mines 

TOTAL  101,930 780   

 

 

The most significant sources of uncertainty in these estimates are expected to originate from the 

application of Bayan Obo data to the other Chinese mining regions, although Th content seems 

to be more widely reported for REE mines than for other types of mines examined in this study. 

 

3.2.4. By-Product Thorium Recovery from Tin Mining 

 
 

One of the primary ores of tin, cassiterite, is a heavy mineral which is frequently associated with 

the rare earth mineral xenotime. The worldwide market for tin is considerably less than that for 

titanium, but it remains a major global commodity. A few countries dominate global tin 

production, as can be seen in Table 8: 
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Table 8, Major World Producers of Tin in 2012 (>10,000 MT/yr) [USGS 2013b] 

Country Annual Sn Production (MT/yr) 

China 100,000 

Indonesia 41,000 

Peru 29,000 

Bolivia 20,000 

Brazil 11,500 

Other Countries 26,500 

TOTAL 230,000 

 

 

None of the first five countries, which collectively account for over 85% of global tin production, 

recover any REEs in conjunction with tin mining. However, one minor tin producer, Malaysia, 

recovers 325 MT REE/yr (in the form of xenotime) in conjunction with mining and processing 

cassiterite [Long 2010]. This is a significant amount relative to the 3300 MT/yr of tin recovered in 

Malaysia [USGS 2013b]. While xenotime is thought to be a common mineral, its availability is 

not presently as widely reported as those of monazite and bastnasite. However, it is known to be 

present in considerable amounts in the tin deposits of China, Indonesia, and Brazil [Jiang 2004, 

Bodenhausen 1954, Linharo 2003]. Furthermore, samples of xenotime from Malaysia and China 

indicate remarkably consistent elemental compositions between locations [Krishnamurthy 2004]. 

Thus, in this paper, xenotime is assumed to have an average composition of 65% REEs and 3.2% 

Th [Mindat 2003] at all locations.  

 

Little data is available concerning the thorium or rare earth content at most individual tin 

mining sites. No records of monazite and xenotime could be identified for Peruvian tin mining, 

which generally occurs in conjunction with considerably more lucrative copper mining in deposits 

which are significantly different than the heavy mineral deposits observed in China and Malaysia. 

Bolivia appears to have some monazite and xenotime at its tin deposits, but the monazite tends to 
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be an unusual variety with virtually no thorium [Kempe 2008]. Thus, Peru and Bolivia were not 

evaluated as potential tin-based thorium sources. China, Indonesia, and Brazil all have clear 

documentation of high monazite and/or xenotime content with their tin ores [Jiang 2004, 

Bodenhausen 1954, Linharo 2003]. The ratio of REE/Sn production is based on what is currently 

achieved in Malaysia, and the potential production of Th is based on the composition of xenotime 

(which, in any case, has a REE and Th content which is similar to that of monazite). Table V 

summarizes potential thorium recovery from tin mining. Since the nature of monazite-xenotime 

collocation is not reported for most minor tin producers, other countries are not included in this 

analysis. However, it is likely that total thorium availability is slightly higher than the figure given 

in Table 9 due to potential contributions from these minor producers. 

 

Table 9, Summary of Potential Thorium Recovery from Tin Mines 

Mine 

Country 

Annual Sn 

Production 

(MT/yr)  

Potential Annual 

Th Production 

(MT/yr) 

Source(s) Mineral Type/Notes 

Malaysia 

(#) 

3,300 16 [USGS 

2013b, Long 

2010] 

 

China 100,000 480 [USGS 

2013b, Long 

2010] 

Derived from REE/Sn 

ratio observed in 

Malaysia 

Indonesia 41,000 200 [USGS 

2013b, Long 

2010] 

Derived from REE/Sn 

ratio observed in 

Malaysia 

Brazil 11,500 60 [USGS 

2013b, Long 

2010] 

Derived from REE/Sn 

ratio observed in 

Malaysia 

TOTAL 156,000 760   

(#) - designates country as actively recovering by-product REEs in conjunction with Sn 
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Uncertainty in these estimates is expected from the application of Malaysian data to non-

Malaysian sites; however, as mentioned previously, China, Indonesia, and Brazil have all been 

observed to feature significant monazite-xenotime collocation. 

 

3.2.5. By-Product Thorium Recovery from Iron Mining 

 
 

This entry is restricted to discussing one mine in particular, Bayan Obo in China, because of its 

unique properties compared to other iron mines. Bayan Obo is a massive mining complex in 

Baotou, Inner Mongolia, about 600 km northwest of Beijing. The mine principally recovers iron 

from the minerals magnetite and hematite. In 2006, Bayan Obo produced about 9 million metric 

tons of iron and steel products [Wu 2010]. Bayan Obo also contains what is sometimes referred to 

as the world’s largest REE deposit in the form of both bastnasite and monazite [Long 2010]. While 

the size and location of the largest REE reserves can be debated [Long 2010, Els 2013], Bayan 

Obo is undeniably the single mine with the greatest current REE production, at 47,000 MT/yr 

[Long 2010].  

 

A Chinese study reports that the REE-producing portion of Bayan Obo contains 34% iron, 5% rare 

earth oxides (REO), and 0.032% Th oxide [Wu 2010]. Renormalizing to ignore the oxygen content, 

this equates to about 4.3% REEs and 0.028% Th. An IAEA report contains similar values, 5-6% 

REEs and 0.04% Th oxide (or 4.7% REEs and 0.035% Th) [IAEA 2011b]. Taking the average of 

these two sources, the ore is estimated to be 4.5% REEs and 0.032% Th. Thus, on average for the 

production of 1 MT of REEs, 7.1 kg of Th are contained in the ore. There may be additional REE 

content in other portions of the Bayan Obo complex, but data could not be located. 
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Table 10, Summary of Potential Thorium Recovery from REE Operations at Bayan Obo 

Iron Mine 

Mine 

Name 

Mine 

Country 

Annual REE 

Production 

(MT/yr)  

Potential Annual Th 

Production 

(MT/yr) 

Source(s) Mineral 

Type/Notes 

Bayan 

Obo 

China 47,000 330 [Long 2010, Wu 

2010, IAEA 2011b] 

Carbonatite with 

mostly 

bastnasite, some 

monazite 

 

 

There are other iron deposits of the world where monazite, xenotime, or bastnasite may be 

present in small amounts. At Sweden’s Kiruna iron mine, monazite appears irregularly at various 

areas of the ore body, although never in particularly high concentrations [Harlov 2002]. Small 

amounts of monazite have also been observed in the regions near the large iron mines of Western 

Australia [Muller 2005]. Even at the largest iron mines (other than Bayan Obo), thorium 

recovery does not appear to be a significant option and thus is not included in this paper.  

 

3.2.6. Summation and Final Perspectives on By-Product Thorium Availability 

 
 

Cumulatively, the potential for by-product recovery from all sources is presented in Table 11, 

below. 
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Table 11, Summary of Cumulative By-Product Thorium Availability from Multiple 

Sources [Ault 2015a] 

Primary Commodity Potential Associated Thorium Yield (MT 

Th/yr) 

Titanium 79,800 

Uranium 9,000 

Rare Earth Elements (“Direct”) 780 

Tin 760 

Iron 330 

TOTAL 90,700 

 

 

To put this figure in perspective, a maximum possible annual demand for thorium from nuclear 

fuel cycle applications has been estimated. As of 2011, 434 nuclear reactors generate 370.4 GWe 

of electricity worldwide [WNA 2013]. These reactors do not currently use thorium, but this 

analysis considers the case where the entirety of this 370.4 GWe production is replaced by a 

postulated fuel cycle that relies on thorium. As part of DOE’s Fuel Cycle Option Evaluation and 

Screening effort [Wigeland 2014], a number of nuclear fuel cycle options have catalogued 

material flows available online [Sandia 2016]; some of these fuel cycle options use thorium. As a 

bounding case, the option analyzed by DOE which uses the most natural thorium on an energy-

normalized basis is considered: that is, a molten-salt thorium blanket, driven by an external 

accelerator-driven neutron source and used in a once-through configuration. This option requires 

about 37 metric tons of thorium per gigawatt-year of electricity [Sandia 2016]. Even if the entire 

world switched over to this highly-thorium-intensive fuel cycle, the annual by-product yield of 

thorium would be sufficient to satisfy this demand more than six times over. Other fuel cycle 

options, especially those involving thorium recycle, would require less thorium per year. 
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3.3. Chemical Requirements for By-Product Thorium Recovery 

 
 

Among the most important environmental considerations of front-end processing is the quantity 

of reagents that is required to isolate a pure thorium stream. Chemical requirements imply both 

an economic cost as well as an environmental cost in terms of an energy requirement associated 

with each reagent’s production [Schneider 2014]. Furthermore, chemical inventories are related 

to safety concepts, since substance hazard and environmental hazard indices are functions of 

chemical inventory [Greenberg 1991, Cave 1997]. This section thus emphasizes the 

determination of chemical requirements normalized to the mass of thorium produced, since they 

can be used to derive subsequent chemical performance measures and are also useful parameters 

in their own right. 

 

Section 3.2 demonstrated that by-product recovery from titanium is likely to be the dominant 

recovery pathway for thorium. With this in mind, an analysis was conducted to determine the 

chemical requirements for recovering thorium from the mineral monazite as a by-product of 

titanium mining -- based on the site with the most detailed deposit characterization and process 

experience, India’s Kerala state. In this by-product scenario, thorium exists within minerals 

which primary consist of REE oxides and contain thorium is a minority constituent; monazite, 

for instance, is generally 3-10% thorium oxide. Following the physical isolation of these REE 

minerals at a high purity, processing generally consists of an extraction step (using a strong acid 

or base to pull the constituent components into solution from the refractory mineral form) and a 

refining step (use of one or more chemical separations processes, often solvent extraction, to 

obtain a nuclear-grade thorium product stream). Variants of these separations processes have 

been developed; however, it is necessary to assume certain approaches to quantitatively analyze 
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the impacts and requirements of thorium by-product recovery. For the Kerala monazite, sodium 

hydroxide was assumed to be the primary extractant, permitting by-product recovery of 

monazite’s phosphate content as trisodium phosphate (an attractive commercial chemical), while 

also enabling the straightforward precipitation of thorium as a hydroxide. A second selective 

precipitation step is used to remove most of the REEs from the thorium product stream, and then 

a multi-stage solvent extraction system is employed based on TBP-nitrate chemistry to purify the 

thorium. This recovery approach is consistent with documented thorium recovery practices in 

India [Keni 1990, Mukherjee 2003]. 

 

Using published information from the Indian experience ([Keni 1990], [Mukherjee 2003], 

[Krishnamurthy 2004], [Haridasan 2008], [Haridasan 2010], etc.), it is possible to estimate the 

chemical demands of thorium processing normalized to a basis of one ton of thorium product. 

Flowsheets were developed by breaking down the process into key steps and estimating 

requirements of these steps.  

 

Monazite processing schemes begin with the use of aggressive chemicals to disrupt the tightly 

bound phosphate mineral structure.  This can be accomplished with either a highly concentrated 

strong acid or a strong base.  Early experience was mostly with the acid process; however, the 

caustic process is currently preferred since monazite’s phosphate content can be separated at a 

much earlier stage [Hughes 1980]. Large-scale recovery in India has consistently relied on the 

caustic process. At a sufficiently high pH, virtually all of the rare earth, uranium, and thorium 

content precipitates as hydroxides, leaving the phosphate content in the aqueous phase as sodium 

or potassium phosphate. Employing a phase separation process (generally filtration) enables this 
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aqueous solution to be recovered, and further processed, to yield a marketable trisodium 

phosphate (TSP) by-product. The solids, which still include a fair amount of undigested 

monazite, are acidified to return the desired elements to the aqueous phase [Keni 1990]. Any 

remaining solids are then removed and managed as waste. The pH can then be adjusted to shift 

thorium and uranium to solid hydroxides while keeping most of the rare earth content in the 

aqueous phase. A final filtration/drying step produces two distinct product streams, a rare-earth 

bearing filtrate and a thorium/uranium-bearing hydroxide slurry [Keni 1990]. Figure 3 illustrates 

the resulting flowsheet for the thorium by-product extraction process, based on parameters from 

Indian experience. 

 

 
Figure 3, Kerala Monazite Extraction through Divergence of Rare Earth and Thorium 

Streams [Ault 2013] 

 

In cases where monazite is already being processed for its rare earth content, all steps listed thus 

far are already being performed for non-nuclear purposes. Only the incremental requirements 

needed to generate a refined thorium product would be attributed to thorium production. The 

thorium/uranium-bearing hydroxide cake/slurry, which is frequently managed as a monazite 
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waste stream (e.g., as described in several process variants within [Krishnamurthy 2004], is the 

starting point for thorium refining. 

 

There are essentially two steps in the thorium refining process: a step to convert the slurry into 

an aqueous solution that can be fed to a solvent extraction system, and the actual solvent 

extraction system to isolate thorium and uranium from any residual rare earth content [Kaya 

2003].  A concentrated strong acid is generally used to dissolve the hydroxides (which by this 

time have been dried to form a cake). Most REEs are in a trivalent state whereas thorium and 

uranium are in tetravalent and higher5 oxidation states, so REEs can be readily separated from 

thorium and uranium in solvent extraction. However, about half of the rare earth content is 

cerium, which under acidic conditions is generally in the tetravalent state, the same state as 

thorium, and tends to follow thorium if left in this oxidation state [Hughes 1980]. To counter 

this, a reducing agent must be added to ensure that cerium remains in the trivalent state along 

with the other rare earths. A common choice is hydrogen peroxide, which is considered as the 

representative reducing agent in this analysis. Traditionally, solvent extraction has been carried 

out with tributyl phosphate (TBP) in kerosene [Keni 1990]. More recently, amines have been 

used to greater extents to accomplish this separation [Mukherjee 2003]. A number of amine 

species have been demonstrated to effectively isolate thorium and uranium from residual REEs 

[Crouse 1959a, Hughes 1980, Mukherjee 2003]; however, there is no clear leading candidate. 

Therefore, TBP is assumed to be the extracting agent in this analysis. TBP has a higher affinity 

for uranium than thorium; correspondingly, two solvent extraction loops are usually required, 

                                                      
5 Uranium has complex valence chemistry; for instance, uranium octoxide (U3O8), the primary chemical form of 
“yellow cake”, in which each uranium atom has an average oxidation state of +5.33. Simply calling it “tetravalent” 
or “hexavalent” is misleading, although uranium also routinely takes those oxidation states as well. 
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first to remove high-purity uranium and then to remove high-purity thorium from the dissolved 

REEs. The high-purity uranium can also be recovered as a by-product, although its quantity is 

much smaller than that of thorium. Figure 4 shows the chemical inputs and outputs from the 

thorium-byproduct recovery process. 

 

 
Figure 4, Kerala Thorium Refining from Hydroxide Slurry/Cake [Ault 2013] 

 

The cumulative chemical usages in by-product thorium recovery are then determined by 

combining the usages from extraction and refining. The following  

Table 12 gives the requirements corresponding to 1 MT of thorium product for the Kerala site. 
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Table 12, Chemical Requirements for Basis of 1.0 MT Th Product for Kerala Site [Ault 

2013] 

Reagent Quantity Used (in kg/MT Th 

produced) 

Water 220,000 

NaOH 26,000 

HCl 8,600 

H2O2 12 

HNO3 2,800 

TBP* 71 

Kerosene* 160 

*Assuming a 1% degradation of recycled TBP-kerosene 

per 1 MT Th product 

 

 

Reagent usage is significant, primarily due to the fact that monazite is chemical-resistant and 

because thorium is challenging to back-extract into the aqueous phase due to its lack of a 

hexavalent state. It should be noted that the chemical requirements attributed to recovering 

thorium may be reduced somewhat by the yield of other products. This process could also yield 

8.6 MT REEs and 11 MT trisodium phosphate for every MT of Th. Of course, each of these 

products would also require additional purification themselves. The figures above do not account 

for the recycle of process water since no data is available to support an estimate, although such 

recovery could be implemented. 

 

3.4. Radiological Impacts of Thorium By-Product Recovery 

 

 

Radiological impacts are another important component of the cumulative environmental impact 

of any nuclear fuel cycle process. The presence of thorium in mineral sites often presents 

challenges due to its radiological hazard. The gaseous radon species that results from Th-232’s 

decay chain, Rn-220 (often-called “thoron”), is considerably shorter lived than the equivalent of 
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the U-238 decay chain, Rn-222, with half-lives of 55.6 sec and 3.82 days, respectively. As a 

consequence, Th-232 generally poses less of a long-distance radiological hazard to the public 

than U-238, but it can still be a significant on-site inhalation hazard during mining and 

processing. Thorium-based radiological hazards have impacted cassiterite operations in Malaysia 

[Ismail 2001] and ilmenite operations in India [Haridasan 2008], among others. The Malaysian 

facility, in particular, garnered international attention when it became the subject of an 

International Atomic Energy Agency review of its radiological hazards to the public [IAEA 

2011a]. 

 

It should be noted that most of these hazards are already present -- whether or not by-product 

thorium is recovered. During monazite processing in India, individual workers typically receive 

doses of 3.0 to 7.8 mSv per year. Normalized to thorium oxide content and accounting for the 

number of workers, the routine processing of REEs results in an occupational dose of 6.2 person-

mSv/MT ThO2, or 8.0 person-mSv/MT Th [Haridasan 2010]. These processes result in the 

formation of a Th-bearing hydroxide slurry which is frequently discarded. The slurry is 

sometimes processed to create a nuclear-grade thorium oxalate product. This incremental 

processing leads to an additional occupational dose of 1.6 person-mSv/MT Th [Haridasan 2010]. 

In other words, when processing for REEs, most of the radiological dose is associated with 

processing of the primary product, and refining of Th contributes approximately 20% to the 

overall process dose. In the case of uranium mining and processing, radiological safeguards are 

already in place, and additional impacts from thorium by-product processing in this industry 

would not be expected to significantly impact overall process management. 
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3.5. Comparison of Environmental Impacts between the Recovery of Natural Uranium and 

Natural Thorium  

 

 

This dissertation places an emphasis on comparing the environmental performance of thorium- 

and uranium-based nuclear fuel cycles. Resource recovery and processing is an important 

component of these fuel cycles that may impact the overall viability of the options. Thus, this 

section is dedicated to comparing these front-end characteristics. In general, parameters 

associated with uranium resources and recovery are much more well-established than for 

thorium, and this section makes use of reported operational data from the sites of actual uranium 

deposits and mines. 

 

An important consideration to note is that most of these comparisons are made on the basis of 

mass vs. mass. However, the nuclear utility of one 1 kg of natural thorium is not equivalent to 

that of 1 kg of natural uranium. There is no clear-cut way to determine which is more “valuable”, 

but some of the more salient points are described here: 

 There is a small difference in molar mass between the two elements (232.04 g/mol for Th 

and 238.03 g/mol for U), so a kilogram of thorium has slightly more total atoms than a 

kilogram of uranium 

 Natural thorium is 100% comprised of a single isotope, Th-232, while natural uranium is 

comprised of two isotopes (99.28% U-238 and 0.72% U-235) 

 Natural thorium contains no fissile material, while U-235 is a naturally-occurring fertile 

isotope 

 Th-232 has a somewhat larger thermal neutron capture cross-section than U-238, 

meaning that for an equivalent neutron flux Th-232 will be better at producing new fertile 
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matter than U-238 but it requires somewhat higher fissile material concentrations. This 

difference is much smaller in the fast neutron spectrum. 

 Many uranium-based fuel cycles require natural uranium to undergo conversion/de-

conversion and enrichment, processes which carry their own environmental impacts (see 

[EPRI 2013a]) 

 Many fuel cycles described as “thorium-based” actually rely more on natural uranium 

resources than on natural thorium resources 

 

These are some points to keep in mind when describing impacts in terms of “[quantity] per kg 

natural thorium recovered”. Nonetheless, a mass basis is still the most intuitive way to discuss 

the subject matter and there is not an obvious alternative, so most comparisons in this section 

will be based on mass. 

 

3.5.1. Differences in Availability vs. Demand, and Implications of Comparing Against “By-

Product” Uranium 

 
 

Compared to thorium, uranium resources are well-studied and many deposits have been 

characterized in detail. In two-year intervals, the IAEA and Europe’s Nuclear Energy Agency 

collaborate to produce an account of all uranium resources and production, known as the “Red 

Book”. At the time of this writing, the most recent edition was the 2014 Red Book [NEA 2014] 

which included data from immediately preceding years. Prospective uranium deposits have been 

identified in 50 countries and are sorted into grades based on their anticipated cost of recovery. 

Across all grades in all countries, 4.59 million MT of uranium are known, with the figure rising 

to 7.64 million MT if “inferred” deposits are added to the total [NEA 2014]. To put this figure in 

perspective, in 2015 global uranium production was approximately 60,000 MT/year and 
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accounted for 90% of demand (the remainder being supplied by downblended weapons material) 

[WNA 2015a]. In the bounding case that (1) 100% of uranium was immediately supplied from 

mines, (2) that only known deposits were considered and no new deposits were considered (also 

neglecting uranium extraction from seawater, as it presently not economic [Lindner 2015]), that 

(3) a demand for uranium increased by an aggressive 3% per year, known deposits would satisfy 

demand for another 143 years. At a more moderate 1% annual increase in demand, the deposits 

would last 425 years. Of course, more advanced fuel cycles with reprocessing could actually 

decrease the annual demand for uranium during this period. 

 

In comparison, global thorium deposits, while more poorly understood, are thought to exist in 

similar total quantities to uranium (6.36 million MT according to [NEA 2014]). Thorium demand 

by mass would likely be much lower than the present demand even if thorium-based fuel cycles 

fully replaced uranium-based fuel cycles, since even the most “thorium-intensive” fuel cycle 

only requires 37 MT of thorium per GWe-yr compared to the 189 MT of natural uranium per 

GWe-yr required by the present LWR-based fuel cycle [Sandia 2016].  

 

However, these figures do not account for the potential by-product recovery of thorium presented 

in earlier sections. A more meaningful comparison is the juxtaposition of “near-term” resource 

recovery potential, meaning those deposits which have current mining infrastructure and may be 

feasibly used to recover nuclear resources over the next few years.  

 

The first step is to see how by-product uranium recovery stacks up against the by-product 

thorium recovery scenarios analyzed above. Of the world’s fifteen largest uranium mines, the 
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only one that presently operates using a by-product recovery scheme is Australia’s Olympic 

Dam. Olympic Dam’s primary product is copper, and its relatively low uranium concentration 

would not otherwise warrant a uranium mine at its location. Nonetheless, the importance of 

uranium recovery at the site is not trivial as it has historically accounted for 20-25% of the 

mine’s revenue [APH 2006]. In 2014, Olympic Dam accounted for 5% of global uranium 

production [WNA 2015a], which is remarkable for a single mine but still small compared to the 

total amount of uranium that is recovered as a primary product at other sites. 

 

Other by-product uranium recovery pathways have been implemented in the past. Gold deposits 

located in the Vaal River region of South Africa have periodically recovered uranium as a by-

product when economic conditions are favorable [Lottering 2008]. In the US, uranium has 

intermittently been recovered from phosphate mines in Florida, and studies suggest that such 

recovery would be technically feasible at a number of similar phosphate geologies in various 

countries around the world [De Voto 1979]. 

 

In conclusion, there is no meaningful comparison to be made between by-product recovery of 

uranium and thorium. For thorium, by-product recovery is not only viable, but it is the most 

sensible short-term (and probably long-term) recovery option among all available choices. 

However, for uranium, by-product recovery is generally only viable in a small (<10%) subset of 

instances, and in many cases mines where uranium is the primary product are economically 

preferable due to their much higher grades. Present low-cost uranium recovery is thus primarily 

not achieved through by-product pathways, so the by-product uranium recovery concept is not 

incorporated into subsequent sections. 
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3.5.2. Differences in Chemical Processing Requirements 

 
 

Like thorium recovery, uranium recovery can be broken down into major phases. The exact 

phase breakdown depends on the specific mining approach being used, and each approach 

imparts its own set of chemical requirements. Global uranium sources supply 17.3% from open-

pit mines, 37.5% from underground mines, and 45.2% from in-situ leach approaches [Burkhardt 

2013]. While chemical “milling processes” are essentially the same for ores originating from 

open-pit and underground mines, in-situ leaching presents a distinct processing flowsheet that 

must be evaluated separately. 

 

3.5.2.1. Chemical Processing Requirements for Milling of Underground or Open-Pit Derived 

Uranium Ores 

 

 

“Conventional” uranium milling involves the delivery of uranium ore to a mill site for 

subsequent processing. The ensuing steps have similarities to the extraction steps for thorium 

recovery, in that the ore must be sized down to smaller particles before being leached with some 

kind of acidic or basic solution. Historically, the dominant practice has been the use of sulfuric 

acid solutions [Seidel 1979], a preference that has carried over to the current day [NRC 2015].  

 

The sequential process that takes uranium ore to yellow cake precipitate that is ready for 

conversion consists of five major steps [Seidel 1979]: 

 Crushing and grinding 

 Acid Leaching 

 Solid-Liquid Separation and Solids Washing 
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 Solvent Extraction or Ion-Exchange (this analysis focuses on solvent extraction, which 

has become the dominant approach for this step) 

 Yellow-cake precipitation and drying 

 

Of these five steps, all but the first step requires some chemical reagent inventory to achieve its 

purpose. There is no “standard” milling process since each site has its own geological 

considerations which may require additional specialty reagents (such as manganese dioxide for 

increased oxidation, etc.). Furthermore, estimates of the major quantities of reagents per mass of 

product depend largely on the concentration of uranium at the site; deposits with highly-

concentrated uranium will use “less” reagents per amount of product, at least for the initial 

leaching step. In the 1970s, the IAEA reported that typical values ranged from 500 to 5000 kg 

ore required per kilogram of recovered uranium (i.e., 0.02% to 0.2% U in the ore) [Seidel 1979]. 

In contrast, more recent assessments of commercial uranium deposits indicate that many higher-

grade deposits have been identified and that most commercial deposits exist at sites with 

concentrations well above 0.1% U [IAEA 2009]. Nine uranium mines in Australia and Canada 

had U concentrations ranging from 0.13% U to 17.8% U. The grade concentration used has a 

significant impact on chemical estimates. In light of this, three tiers of grades (0.05%, 0.5%, and 

5%, or 2000, 200, and 20 kg ore/kg U product) are used as reference values. The sample 

calculations below are done for the 0.5% grade, but the values for all three grades will be shown 

in a table at the end of the section. 

 

Acid Leaching: Sulfuric acid consumption typically ranges from 60 to 110 lb. H2SO4 per MT of 

ore [Merritt 1971, Rotty 1975]; taking the median of this range, this is equivalent to 8.5 kg 
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H2SO4 per kg of U product. Standard concentrations for this solution are about 50 g H2SO4 per 

liter of solution, which renormalizes to 170 kg water per kg of U product. While sulfuric acid 

serves the primary dissolution role, extraction efficiencies are further enhanced by the addition of 

an oxidant such as manganese (IV) oxide or sodium chlorate. The amount and species used 

varies by site, but quantities are similar for both MnO2 and NaClO3 and range from 3 to 10 lb. 

per ton of ore [Merritt 1971], which using the median of this range, is equivalent to 0.65 kg 

oxidant per kg of U product.  

 

Solid-Liquid Separation: These separations are primarily achieved through mechanical means 

based on washing and thickening the extracted uranium solution in stages. While residual bases 

such as sodium hydroxide may be recycled from latter process steps to improve efficiency, the 

primary reagent that is added at this step is water. A representative amount of water added at this 

step is 1 ton of water per 1 ton ore [Merritt 1971], which is equivalent to 200 kg water per kg U 

product. Flocculating agents (i.e., “sticky” particles that pull suspended colloid material out of 

solution), most frequently polyacrylamides, are added to improve separations. This typically 

requires 0.04 to 0.1 lb. per ton of ore; taking the median of this range, this is equivalent to 0.007 

kg polyacrylamide per kg of U product. 

 

Solvent Extraction: While the solvent may vary by site, solvent extraction tends to incorporate 

some species of alkyl phosphate or phosphoric acid, such as Di-(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid 

(EHPA) or TBP. Some amine species have also been evaluated, but they are not commonly used 

in industry, and flowsheet data for those methods is scarce [Merritt 1971]. Thus, this analysis 

will adopt the alkyl phosphate solvent extraction technique as the reference process. Kerosene is 
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the standard diluent for this process. Extraction typically employs more than one phosphate 

species; the widely-used Dapex process uses approximately 0.1 M EHPA and 0.1 M TBP per 

5.75 g U3O8/L [Merritt 1971]. Considering that the molar masses of EHPA and TBP are 322.43 

and 266.2 g/mol, respectively, and implementing the same 1% loss per MT of product that was 

assumed for thorium recovery, this is equivalent to 0.066 kg of EHPA and 0.055 kg of TBP per 

kg of U product. Since one liter of kerosene carries 5.75 g U3O8/L and the density of kerosene is 

approximately 0.80 g/cm3, using the same loss rates this process consumes 0.164 kg of kerosene 

per kg of U product. Additionally, for every 57.5 g of U3O8, one liter of 1 M Na2CO3 is used for 

stripping purposes. This renormalizes to 2.2 kg Na2CO3 used per kg of U product. There is also 

the 1 L of water that is added at this stripping step per 57.5 g of U3O8, which is equivalent to 

20.5 kg water per kg of U product. 

 

Yellow-Cake Precipitation:  The outgoing solutions from solvent extraction in an acid process, 

will have a pH in the range of 1.5 to 4 [Merritt 1971]. These must be neutralized by a base, 

which may take a number of forms: MgO, NaOH, or NH4OH, especially. Typical consumption 

of these bases ranges from 0.2 to 0.4 pounds per pound of U3O8 [Merritt 1971], which when 

taking the median of this range, is equivalent to 0.3 kg NaOH per kilogram of U product. Typical 

concentrations of an NaOH solution are about 10%6, implying 3 kg of H2O is used per kilogram 

of U product at this step. 

 

Combining the reagent use of, the cumulative normalized chemical requirements for uranium 

milling following underground or open-pit ore recovery is summarized in Table 13: 

                                                      
6 The publication ([Merritt 1971]) is not clear on the definition of “%”, but it is assumed here that it means weight 
per volume as is conventional for an aqueous solution of a salt. 
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Table 13, Reagent Use for Uranium Milling Following Open-Pit or Underground Mining 

Reagent Quantity (in kg/MTNU produced)… 

 …at 0.05% Grade …at 0.5% Grade …at 5% Grade 

Water 3,723,500 393,500 60,500 

NaOH 300 300 300 

H2SO4 85,000 8,500 850 

MnO2 or 

NaClO3 

6,500 650 65 

Polyacrylamide 70 7 0.7 

Na2CO3 2,200 2,200 2,200 

EHPA* 66 66 66 

TBP* 55 55 55 

Kerosene* 164 164 164 

*Assuming a 1% degradation of recycled TBP-kerosene per 1 MT U product 

 

 

3.5.2.2. Chemical Processing Requirements for ISL-Derived Uranium Ores 

 

 

In-situ leaching (ISL) is the other major recovery pathway for uranium. Chemically speaking, 

there are two primary variants to ISL: acid and alkaline leaching. The vast majority of ISL 

mining worldwide takes place in Kazakhstan (23,800 MT in 2015) and Uzbekistan (2,385 MT in 

2015), which both overwhelmingly employ the acid-variation of the process [WNA 2015a]. The 

next largest ISL uranium recovery site is the Four Mile mine in Australia, which in 2015 

recovered 922 MT of uranium [WNA 2015a], and after this there is a further drop to small, 

intermittently-operating ISL recovery sites in the US. Thus, the acid-leach variant of ISL 

probably accounts for at least 90% of all ISL recovery, and it is thus reasonable to approximate 

the chemical requirements of ISL altogether as those of the acid-leach variant as it is used in 

nearly all sites in Kazakhstan. 

 

In Kazakhstan’s ISL mines, sulfuric acid is piped into the orebody to serve as both an oxidizing 

agent and a complexing agent. The oxidation of uranium largely converts it into a soluble 
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hexavalent sulfuric acid solution which is piped to the surface. Subsequently, the uranium is 

stripped from the solution using an ion exchange system which requires a resin/polymer. The 

uranium must then be flushed from the ion exchange column7 and precipitated using hydrogen 

peroxide to form the final pre-refining product, U3O8. 

 

The WNA has consolidated several estimates of acid consumption at ISL sites in Kazakhstan. A 

general figure is 40 kg acid per kg U [WNA 2009]. For comparison, acid usage is expected to be 

closer to 7.7 kg acid per kg U in Australian ISL mines [WNA 2009] Concentrations of U at 

Kazakhstan’s five largest U deposits range from 0.042% to 0.086% U, which, when weighted by 

their production, average to 0.061% [Taylor 2004]. Furthermore, sulfuric acid is typically 

consumed in quantities of 5-6 kg per MT of rock [Taylor 2004], which when taking the median 

of this range in conjunction with Kazakh ore concentrations, is equivalent to 9.0 kg H2SO4 per kg 

of U product. Acid solutions typically contain 2-5 g/L H2SO4 [Taylor 2004]; taking the median 

of this range and assuming that no water is recycled, this implies water consumption of 2576 kg 

of water are used per kg of U product. Oxidants such as H2O2 or NaClO3 are also often (but not 

always) used in conjunction with ISL. Since no data could be identified regarding the quantity of 

these oxidants, it is assumed that the same quantity of oxidants is applied as during the first step 

of open-pit ore milling (0.65 kg oxidant per kg of U product).  

 

Alternative data is available from early American tests with ISL. Typical ISL solutions are 

comprised of 1.0-1.5 g H2SO4 per liter, and is typically injected at about 75 gallons per minute 

for about 48 hours [Merritt 1971], for a total of 817,650 liters (thereby containing 1020 kg of 

                                                      
7 The incremental amount of water required to accomplish the flushing process is assumed to be trivial compared 
to the total amount of water used during ISL. 
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H2SO4). Resulting U concentrations range from 0.20 to 0.35 g/L [Merritt 1971]; using the 

median of this range and assuming that 95% of the uranium in solution is ultimately recovered as 

a product, 214 kg of U would be recovered from this single acid injection. Renormalizing, this 

means that 4.77 kg of H2SO4 and 3821 kg of water are used per kg of U product. These 

parameters are not considered to be as representative of modern processes and are not used in the 

tables below; however, they are useful for confirming that the previously derived estimates are 

similar to estimates derived from other sources. 

 

To generate a solid precipitate product, ISL will also require the subsequent separation, solvent 

extraction, and precipitation steps that were required for open-pit/underground-derived ores. It is 

assumed here that reagent use is the same as for those cases for 0.05% uranium concentration, 

which is comparable to the ores in the Kazakh mines. In summary, Table 14 below describes 

anticipated reagent use for ISL recovery of uranium. 
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Table 14, Reagent Use for ISL Uranium Recovery and Subsequent Processing for Kazakh 

Ores 

Reagent Quantity Used (in kg/MTNU produced)… 

Water 2,576,000 

NaOH 300 

H2SO4 9,000 

MnO2 or 

NaClO3 

650 

Polyacrylamide 70 

Na2CO3 2,200 

EHPA* 66 

TBP* 55 

Kerosene* 164 

*Assuming a 1% degradation of recycled TBP-kerosene per 1 MTNU product 

 

 

 

3.5.2.3. Chemical Processing Requirements for Early Stages of Uranium Conversion 

 

 

Direct comparisons to thorium’s “refining” stage, where the rough solid concentration achieves 

nuclear-grade purity with only parts-per-million impurities, are difficult to make. The best 

relationship can be drawn between thorium refining and the first portion of uranium conversion, 

which begins with yellowcake containing impurities at concentrations of 1-20% and removes 

most of these impurities prior to hydrofluorination [Carlsen 2013]. In the dominant “wet” 

conversion process, this is accomplished by dissolving the yellowcake in nitric acid and using a 

TBP/nitrate-based solvent extraction system which is very similar to the standard approach for 

thorium refining. Previous analyses have indicated that the initial purification stages of wet 

refining use 0.41 MT of HNO3 (approximately 45% of which is fresh and un-recycled) and 

.000235 MT of TBP8 per MT of product uranium [Carlsen 2013]. For a consistent comparison of 

                                                      
8 Actual reported inventories are 0.90 MT of HNO3 and 0.0235 MT of TBP required per unit of uranium product per 
cycle, but 55% of nitrate is recycled (reducing actual “fresh” requirements to 0.41 MT), and all of the TBP is 
recycled aside from 1% losses to radiolytic degradation [Carlsen 2013]. 
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the impacts of thorium and uranium recovery and purification, these estimates should also be 

included. 

 

3.5.2.4. Cumulative Comparison of Chemical Requirements for Uranium and Thorium Recovery 

 

 

In summary, the cumulative chemical impacts of uranium recovery are summed from their 

constituent steps and are compared to those of thorium recovery in Table 15, below. The 

numbers for the open-pit mining pathway are taken using the values for the 0.5% ore grade. 

 

 

Table 15, Comparison of Cumulative Chemical Requirements for Thorium and Uranium 

Recovery and Processing 

 Conventional 

Milling 

(Open-Pit, 

Underground) 

In-Situ 

Leach 

Early 

Conversion 

(Refining) 

Cumulative 

Requirements 

for U 

Recovery 

Cumulative 

Requirements 

for Th 

Recovery 

Weighting 

Factor 

0.548 0.452 1.00 n/a n/a 

Water 393,500 2,576,000 0 1,380,000 220,000 

H2SO4 8,500 9,000 0 8,700 0 

NaOH 300 300 0 300 26,000 

HCl 0 0 0 0 8,600 

HNO3 0 0 410 410 2,800 

Na2CO3 2,200 2,200 0 2,200 0 

Oxidants 

(H2O2, 

MnO2, and/ 

or NaClO3 

650 650 0 650 12 

EHPA* 66 66 0 66 0 

TBP* 55 55 0.235 55 71 

Kerosene* 164 164 0 164 160 

*Assuming a 1% degradation of recycled TBP-kerosene per 1 MT U or Th product 

 

 

Again, it is important to recall the context of these chemical requirements when making 

comparisons between uranium and thorium recovery. These parameters are taken for a globally 
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typical uranium concentration in ore of 0.5%; some large-scale uranium mines such as those in 

Western Canada have U concentrations that are over an order of magnitude larger than this, and 

product-normalized water and sulfuric acid consumption would be anticipated to be far lower at 

those sites. Unlike for thorium minerals and ores, which have remarkably similar thorium 

concentrations around the world once monazite has been isolated, uranium mineral 

characterization is incredibly diverse, and pinpointing a single set of representative values is 

challenging. A more detailed description of the chemical requirements for each uranium mine 

site would entail an entire multi-year project in itself; this table is simply intended to serve as a 

“starting point” for this discussion and comparison. 

 

The greatest uncertainties are associated with the estimates for water consumption, for the 

following reasons: 

 The extent of recycle is generally not identified, and the estimates in this analysis account 

for almost no recycle, which is likely to be unrealistic 

 Additional “small” steps such as washing, rinsing, etc. are likely to consume additional 

large quantities of water yet are often unquantified or completely ignored in discussions 

of chemical flowsheets, which sometimes don’t regard water as a “chemical” 

 Even when quantities of water are provided, they are often given in highly general forms 

(e.g., a single significant digit or an order of magnitude) 

 

Thus, it is difficult to draw any significant conclusions regarding a comparison of the water 

consumption for thorium and uranium recovery, other than that ISL likely consumes large 

amounts of water that cannot be recycled.  
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For other chemical reagents, some trends can be readily observed. Besides water, the reagent 

used in the greatest quantities for both uranium and thorium recovery, by far, is the dissolution 

agent (sulfuric acid for uranium and sodium hydroxide for thorium). A key difference is that 

monazite requires high-molarity solutions of strong caustics or acids (6-12 M) to achieve 

dissolution, whereas uranium minerals are effectively dissolved at concentrations as low as 1 M. 

This is due to not only the mineral structures themselves but also thorium’s inability to form 

highly-soluble hexavalent cations in the manner that uranium does. Regarding secondary 

reagents, while co-occurrence with REEs does present co-production opportunities, it also 

requires an intermediate precipitation step that uses additional sodium hydroxide, plus significant 

amounts of hydrochloric acid to re-dissolve the precipitate. No analogue to this process exists 

during uranium recovery. Chemical usage of both stripping agents (nitric acid for thorium, 

sodium carbonate for uranium) and solvent extraction agents (EHPA, TBP, and kerosene) appear 

to be roughly comparable for thorium and uranium recovery. 

 

3.5.3. Differences in Radiological Impacts 

 
 

Uranium is recovered primarily through three different recovery pathways: open-pit mining, 

underground mining, and in-situ leaching. The radiological impacts have been determined in 

prior work [EPRI 2013a] by grouping data from a variety of mines of each type; these impacts 

were 0.37 person-mSv per metric ton of natural uranium (MTNU) for open-pit, 0.41 person-

mSv/MTNU for underground mining, and 0.63 person-mSv/MTNU for in-situ leaching. 

However, the open-pit and underground mining approaches require additional processing, which 

imparts another 0.25 person-mSv/MTNU. Recalling the breakdown of each mining technology 
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(17.3% from open-pit mines, 37.5% from underground mines, and 45.2% from in-situ leach 

approaches [Burkhardt 2013]), the combined, weighted impact from uranium mining and milling 

is 0.64 person-mSv/MTNU. 

 

 

Table 16, Occupational Doses of Uranium Recovery Pathways 

 Open-pit Mining 

+ Acid Leaching 

Underground 

Mining + Acid 

Leaching 

In-Situ 

Leaching 
Total 

Normalized 

Collective Dose 

(person-

mSv/MTNU) 

0.62 0.66 0.63 0.64 

Relative 

Contribution 

17.3% 37.5% 45.2% 100% 

 

 

In comparison, thorium imparts either 1.6 or 9.6 person-mSv/MT Th, depending on the recovery 

scheme. It is not surprising that radiological doses are larger for thorium recovery than for 

uranium recovery, given the presence of the hard gamma-emitting Ra-228 in Th-232’s decay 

chain. However, it is important to keep in mind how these values stack up against regulatory 

limits: peak individual worker doses at thorium recovery facilities were reported to be 7.8 

mSv/yr [Haridasan 2010], which is still much lower than the annual occupational dose limit of 

50 mSv/yr [NRC 1991].  

 

3.6. Summary of Differences between the Recovery of Natural Uranium and Natural 

Thorium, and Concluding Thoughts 

 
  

Differences exist between by-product thorium recovery and conventional uranium recovery from 

the perspectives of radiological hazards, physical beneficiation requirements, waste management, 

and others. Table 17 summarizes these differences. 
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Table 17, Summary of Qualitative Environmental Impacts of Thorium Recovery Relative 

to Those of Uranium Recovery [Ault 2014a] 

Parameter Th Performance 

(Relative to U) 

Rationale 

Mine “Environmental 

Capital” Cost 
↑ Th can rely on pre-existing Ti mines 

Occupational and Public 

Mining Hazard 
↑ Nonexistent for by-product Th 

Physical Beneficiation 

Impacts 
= Possibly lower for Th since partly 

attributable to Ti, but extra steps as 

well 

Chemical Processing 

Requirements 
↓ Monazite/Th require high 

concentrations of strong acids 

compared to more readily-dissolved 

uranium minerals 

Occupational 

Processing 

Chemical & Radiological 

Hazards 

↓ Rn present in both, but greater 

quantities of hazardous chemicals for 

Th 

Public Radiological Hazard ↑ Short-lived Rn-220 species limits 

hazard 

Transportation Impacts = No evidence to suggest notable 

distinctions 

Waste Management Impacts ↑ No mine waste, less mill tailings, 

possible TENORM declassification 

 

 

While thorium by-product recovery is capable of utilizing the pre-existing infrastructure for 

titanium and heavy mineral recovery, there are incremental requirements for obtaining a nuclear-

grade thorium product from what is currently a monazite waste stream, and these would lead to 

some added impacts. Specifically, additional physical processing and separations would be 

required to purify the monazite feed supply, and several hazardous chemicals are required to 
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extract thorium, TSP, and REEs from monazite. In spite of the presence of strong acids and 

bases, none of these chemicals is particularly exotic (see  

Table 12), and operational safety experience is extensive for each of the reagents. Radiological 

impacts to the public are expected to be minimal, and long-term impacts may actually be reduced 

because thorium is removed from the “tailings” of other mining activities. Occupational 

radiological protection may prove to be more challenging than is the case for uranium recovery. 

The most hazardous steps from a radiological standpoint occur during REE processing due to the 

presence of Ra-228 and its corresponding production of Rn-220. REE recovery is not necessary 

to obtain a Th product, but synergistic recovery of both products is more likely to economically 

incentivize monazite processing. 

 

While the additional impacts of recovering thorium as a by-product are not negligible, they are 

considerably lower than those associated with opening a new, dedicated thorium mine [Tennery 

1978]. While the chemical requirements would not change much, the energy requirements would 

be dramatically higher due to excavation, on-site transportation, and crushing rock into hundred-

micron-scale particles. In addition to the ongoing impacts, a high environmental “capital” would 

have to be paid to initially prepare the site for operation. In summary, by-product thorium 

recovery permits both economic and environmental “savings”. The environmental impacts 

expected from thorium by-product recovery should not be viewed as an impediment to thorium 

fuel cycle implementation. 
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CHAPTER 4, A COMPARISON OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF FUEL CYCLES 

WITH MODIFIED-OPEN RECYCLE WITH THORIUM/URANIUM-233 OR 

URANIUM/PLUTONIUM 

 

 

The previous chapter considered the sources of natural material that can be used to sustain a 

nuclear fuel cycle option. This chapter emphasizes the actual implementations of these fuel 

cycles across a spectrum of possibilities. After carefully defining an appropriate, meaningful, and 

consistent reference set of fuel cycles for both thorium- and uranium-based options, along with 

varied extents of recycle, material flow analyses are conducted to determine the mass 

throughputs in the constituent steps of the fuel cycles. These mass flows are combined with 

mass-normalized environmental metrics encompassing safety, waste management, and resource 

sustainability to provide overall perspectives on the EH&S performance of these fuel cycles. 

This chapter specifically examines the implementations of these fuel cycle options at steady-

state; transition analysis will be considered in the following chapter of this dissertation. 

 

Statements of thorium’s performance relative to that of uranium are often made generically, 

without regard to the particular nuclear fuel cycles that are being evaluated. For instance, one 

might claim that thorium produces “less nuclear waste” than a uranium-based option, but the 

underlying estimates to support this claim could involve a thorium-based closed cycle in a 

molten salt reactor compared to the present once-through uranium fuel cycle in pressurized water 

reactors. If “less waste” is narrowly defined as the volume of spent nuclear fuel or something 

similar, then it is easy to present an argument that favors the “thorium” option. In reality, the 

conclusion is primarily driven by the extent of recycle rather than the fuel type, and the choice of 

waste metric can also be misleading. A similar example could reach the opposite result if a 
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closed uranium-based fuel cycle and an “open” thorium-based fuel cycle were compared along 

the same lines. 

 

To arrive at meaningful conclusions, this analysis compares plausible fuel cycle analogues for 

thorium-based and uranium-based options. There are inherent, unavoidable limitations in how 

precisely the two fuel types can be compared. Because thorium contains no naturally-occurring 

fissile material in the way that uranium does, it requires a significant external fissile input from 

external sources to “jump-start” any thorium fuel cycle implementation. For fuel cycle options 

that do not employ either a full or nearly-full fissile material recycle approach, fissile content 

from external sources will continue to be required even at steady-state, potentially adding 

complexity to fueling strategies. This absence of fissile thorium isotopes also leads to an 

important difference in supporting fuel cycle facility requirements; natural thorium will not 

require enrichment or conversion9, although thorium-based fuel cycles may still require those 

facilities to the extent that external fissile requirements are supplied by natural U-235. In spite of 

these fundamental differences, the sections that follow will present some intriguing insights 

regarding the comparison of thorium- and uranium-based options. 

 

4.1. Fuel Cycle Descriptions 

 

 

This analysis considers four representative fuel cycle options that are intended to broadly 

encompass major categories of possible implementations of fuel type and recycle. To this end, 

fuel cycles that employ uranium/plutonium and thorium/uranium are considered, but also those 

                                                      
9 However, as noted in the previous chapter, the analog to the refining step of natural thorium recovery is the first 
component of the wet conversion process of the uranium fuel cycle, i.e. the purification step 
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that employ varying extents of recycle. It is important to consider both dimensions in this study, 

since comparisons between uranium and thorium are occasionally confounded by inconsistent 

assumptions regarding the extent of recycle for the different options. 

 

Table 18, below, lists the specific options that were evaluated in this study. Note that the “no 

recycle” option is not considered in this study because there is nothing that can accurately be 

classified as a “once-through thorium” fuel cycle option. While such labels have been applied in 

previous studies, they do not accurately represent the character of the fuel cycle. For instance, the 

once-through system studied at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) considers a 

heterogeneous matrix of uranium-based driver fuel and thorium-based blanket fuel that is 

configured to be taken to high burnups without subsequent fuel reprocessing. The work 

supporting the BNL once-through option is extensive, spanning several years and incorporating 

an optimization component [Galperin 1999, Todosow 2004]. Nonetheless, thorium only 

comprises about 2% of the total heavy metal loading requirements of the system, while uranium 

comprises the other 98% [Sandia 2016]. The system is better described as a uranium-based fuel 

cycle with small amounts of thorium added for specific functional enhancements. As this study 

will show, modified-open recycle systems will generally also use more uranium than thorium, 

but at least in this case the balance is not nearly as lopsided, and thorium plays a more central 

role to supporting the fuel cycle. 
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Table 18, Fuel Cycle Options Considered in Steady-State Analysis 

Extent of Used Fuel 

Recycle 

Representative Fuel Cycle 

with Uranium or 

Uranium/Plutonium 

Representative Fuel Cycle with 

Thorium/U-233 

No Recycle Not Considered in This Study; all once-through “thorium-

based” options are either overwhelmingly uranium-based or 

involve external neutron sources 

Modified-Open (Limited) 

Recycle 

Low-Enriched Uranium 

Fuel in PWRs; Mono-

Recycle of U/Pu for 

MOX-fueled PWRs 

Low-Enriched Uranium 

Driver Fuel and Thorium 

Blanket Fuel in PWRs; U-

233 and Some Thorium 

Recovered and Added to 

Th/U-233 MOX PWR 

 

Full Recycle (Closed)10 Natural Uranium, 

Recovered Uranium, and 

Plutonium in IFRs 

Thorium and U-233 Recycle in 

MSRs 

 

 

 

Each of the options shown in Table 18 is described further in the subsequent sub-sections. 

 

 

4.1.1. Uranium-Based Modified Open Option: Mono-Recycle of U/Pu in MOX-Fueled PWRs 

 
 

The reference fuel cycle for the uranium-based modified-open option is a two-stage system 

involving two pressurized water reactors.  The term “stage” in this context refers to a specific 

reactor-fuel combination in addition to its supporting front-end (e.g., resource recovery, 

conversion/enrichment, fuel fabrication) and back-end (reprocessing, disposal) fuel cycle steps 

and facilities; the “stage” terminology is adopted from the Office of Nuclear Energy’s Fuel Cycle 

Option Evaluation and Screening Effort (FCO-ESS) [Wigeland 2014]. A stage may receive 

nuclear materials from another stage and send nuclear materials to another stage. The first stage 

is a “conventional” PWR fueled by uranium dioxide, where natural uranium is enriched to 

                                                      
10 The definition of “closed” used in this table does not include the recycle of minor actinides.  
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relatively low levels (≤ 5% U-235) and fabricated into dioxide fuel. The uranium dioxide fuel is 

irradiated to a pre-specified burnup and then stored for a fixed period. After this interim storage 

period, the fuel is sent to reprocessing, where all of the plutonium and some of the uranium are 

recovered to be fabricated into MOX uranium-plutonium fuel for the second stage. The excess 

uranium, the minor actinides, the fission products, and any process losses become constituents of 

high-level waste.  The MOX fuel is irradiated to a pre-specified burnup in the Stage 2 PWR, and 

the spent fuel will be sent to disposal (without reprocessing, following interim storage). The 

shorthand label of “MUPu” for “modified-open uranium/plutonium fuel cycle” will be used as 

shorthand for this option throughout this analysis. The material flow and component steps of this 

fuel cycle are shown below in Figure 5. Only initial-heavy-metal and heavy-metal-derived (i.e., 

fission products) material flows are shown. Material streams in bold italics are those that must be 

managed as high-level waste streams, i.e., which will require further storage and eventual 

geologic disposal. 

 
Figure 5, Schematic of Material Flows in the Uranium-Based Modified-Open Fuel Cycle 
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There are a few features of this fuel cycle that require further elaboration. One is the use of 

recycled uranium to supply the balance of MOX fuel, where plutonium constitutes the majority 

of the fissile content. Operational practice with MOX fuel fabrication to-date has tended to 

incorporate depleted uranium. There are a few reasons to consider the use of recycled uranium as 

the primary reference case as opposed to the use of depleted uranium. The first is that depleted 

uranium doesn’t have an obvious analogue to the thorium fuel cycle, and the primary purpose of 

this study is to make consistent comparisons between thorium- and uranium-based options. 

Another argument is that depleted uranium may not be a resource that is indefinitely available, 

when considering the strict definition of “indefinite” (although present and foreseeable 

inventories and accumulation of depleted uranium are so vast [IAEA 2001b] that the availability 

of depleted uranium as resource could be reasonably argued to be “effectively indefinite”).  

Lastly, but importantly, high-quality isotopic data is available from previous studies that have 

examined the use of recycled uranium in MOX fuel [Sandia 2016]. Nonetheless, this study 

recognizes the importance of considering the depleted uranium case as well, and the implications 

of adopting this pathway instead will be discussed at several stages of this analysis. Figure 6, 

below, shows what this variation of the MUPu fuel cycle would resemble. 
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Figure 6, Schematic of Material Flows in the Uranium-Based Modified-Open Fuel Cycle 

with Depleted Uranium Used as Fertile Matrix in Stage 2, Rather than Recycled Uranium 

 

There are other features of this reference fuel cycle that differ from those featured in previous 

related studies at Vanderbilt [Smith 2014]. The primary reasons for this difference, which in 

general leads to a more simplified version of the MOX fuel cycle being considered in this study 

when compared to previous work, are related to (1) the ability to compare to thorium-based 

counterparts and (2) the emphasis on steady-state “indefinite” analysis versus the emphasis on 

present or near-term implementation in [Smith 2014]. As a result, complicating features such as 

re-enrichment of uranium from used fuel, re-enrichment of enrichment tails (“first-cut” depleted 

uranium), and downblending of weapons-grade uranium are not considered in this study.  
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4.1.2. Thorium-Based Modified Open Option: Mono-Recycle of Th/U-233 in MOX-Fueled PWRs 

 
 

The reference fuel cycle for the thorium-based modified-open option is a two-stage system with 

a single recycle of U-233 between the stages. The shorthand label of “MThU” for “modified-

open thorium/uranium fuel cycle” will be used as shorthand for this option throughout this 

analysis. Figure 7 shows the major material flows of this fuel cycle. The color blue is used for 

steps related to uranium/plutonium, the color yellow is used for steps related thorium/U-233, and 

the color green is used for steps that involve both uranium/plutonium and thorium/U-233. 

 

 
Figure 7, Schematic of Material Flows in the Thorium-Based Modified-Open Fuel Cycle 

 

The MThU fuel cycle is intended to be an analogue to the MUPu fuel cycle to make direct 

comparisons defensible. That being said, there are some important (and unavoidable) differences 

between the two fuel cycles. The most important difference is that external fissile material (in 

this case U-235 from enriched natural uranium) is used to breed the supply of U-233 in Stage 1 
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to be used later in Stage 2 because thorium does not contain fissile material. Either relatively 

high enrichments or a significant uranium fuel fraction (or both) is necessary in Stage 1 to 

sustain criticality and to breed appreciable quantities of U-233 in thorium blanket fuel. The 

consequences of relying on enriched uranium are that (1) the front-end facilities associated with 

enriched uranium (U mining, conversion, enrichment, and de-conversion) will also be required 

for this thorium-based fuel cycle (albeit to a lesser extent than for the MUPu fuel cycle) and (2) 

the used uranium fuel from Stage 1 is not used in Stage 2, meaning that the MThU fuel cycle will 

produce two separate streams of used fuel as opposed to the MUPu fuel cycle’s single spent 

nuclear fuel (SNF) stream. Regarding the second point, hypothetically it would be possible to 

recycle the uranium-based SNF for re-use in Stage 1, but this would hamper direct comparison to 

MUPu, and in any case, the residual fissile content of the used UOX driver fuel will be quite 

low. Thus, the version of MThU that is displayed above is the one included in this analysis. 

 

4.1.3. Uranium-Based Closed-Recycle Option: Recycle of U/Pu in SFRs 

 
 

This fuel cycle involves the continuous recycle of uranium and plutonium metal fuel arranged in 

a driver-blanket configuration in sodium-cooled fast reactors (SFRs). The fresh driver fuel 

consists primarily of uranium, plutonium, and zirconium, while the blanket fuel consists of 

uranium and zirconium11. The adoption of this specific fuel cycle option should not be read as an 

endorsement or a conviction that is necessarily the best or most likely option to be implemented. 

Rather, it is the fuel cycle option that has the most comprehensive and applicable material flow 

data sets among those with “typical” closed uranium and plutonium recycle in an SFR.  The 

                                                      
11 Zirconium is used as an alloying agent in metallic nuclear fuel and is not considered in the material balance of 
the heavy metals of the system. It should be considered most closely analogous to oxygen in the MUPu and MThU 
fuel cycles and fluorine in the CThU fuel cycle. 
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shorthand label of “CUPu” for “closed uranium/plutonium fuel cycle” will be used as shorthand 

for this option throughout this analysis.  

 

Both fuel types are reprocessed and re-fabricated at the end of each fuel residence time in the 

reactor, with the driver fuel re-fabrication plant receiving both uranium and plutonium recycle 

streams from reprocessing, and the blanket fuel receiving uranium from reprocessing. Interim 

storage of spent driver and blanket fuel takes place between discharge and reprocessing. Figure 

8, below, shows the major material flows of this fuel cycle. 

 

 
Figure 8, Schematic of Material Flows in the Uranium-Based Closed Fuel Cycle 

 

It is evident from the above figure that a definition of a “closed” fuel cycle has been chosen to 

only encompass the “primary” actinides of Th, U, and Pu (and to a lesser extent, Pa for the 

thorium-based fuel cycles). Recycle of transuranic elements is not considered in this analysis; its 
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inclusion or lack thereof does not impact the performance of most steps of the fuel cycle, and in 

any case, even for the fuel cycle steps that would be impacted, no systematic studies have been 

identified that describe the incremental environmental impact posed by transuranic recycle for 

these steps.  

 

4.1.4. Thorium-Based Closed-Recycle Option: Recycle of Th/U-233 in MSRs 

 
 

The reference technology for the closed thorium-based fuel cycle is a thermal-spectrum liquid-

fueled salt reactor. There are a number of reasons for using a different reference technology and 

neutron spectrum for the closed uranium- and thorium-based options. Historically, the most 

popular and well-studied implementation for closed uranium fuel cycles has been the SFR, with 

demonstration or small-commercial-scale reactors existing in France (Superphenix) [Gourdon 

1990], Russia (BN-600) [Oshkanov 2004], and Japan (Monju) [Sato 2007]. In contrast, the 

results of a thorium literature review [Ault 2016] indicate that MSRs have been the dominant 

technology associated with closed implementations of thorium-based fuel cycles, especially, 

Th/U-233 fuel cycles. While lacking the demonstration-scale experience associated with U-based 

SFRs, U-233 loading was the primary objective of ORNL’s Molten Salt Reactor Experiment and 

a Th/U-233 fuel cycle was the emphasis of the major Molten Salt Breeder Reactor project that 

took place at ORNL in the 1960s and 1970s. Thorium has been considered for Indian SFRs as 

part of India’s Three Stage Power Programme, but in conjunction with plutonium and not 

recycled U-233 [Chellapandi 2012]. In addition to the differences in research and operational 

emphasis, thorium offers improved breeding in the thermal spectrum due to neutron-capture 

cross-sections, etc., whereas a U/Pu single-stage closed option would not be viable in the thermal 

spectrum [David 2007]. In the other direction, it would be possible to have a fast-spectrum 
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thorium-based molten salt reactor, but this option does not have yet readily available material 

flow data or a standardized, well-recognized modeling approach. Thus, the best balance of 

technical sensibility and practicality leads to a comparison of a fast-spectrum U-based SFRs and 

thermal-spectrum Th-based MSRs, with an understanding that future investigations of fast-

spectrum Th-based MSRs would also be informative (as information becomes available). 

 

In this fuel cycle, a thorium-based fuel salt is dissolved in a fluoride-lithium-beryllium (FLiBe) 

salt; the primary fissile agent is U-233. The salt is continuously circulated through the reactor 

core and then a salt treatment system (continuously removing easily-isolated elements such as 

noble metals and volatile elements through various physicochemical methods), and then a more 

sophisticated salt processing system (removing transuranic elements and the more “difficult” 

fission products such as the rare earth elements) [McNeese 1967, Savage 1977, Powers 2013]. 

The processed salt will be immediately circulated back to the reactor with the addition of fresh 

thorium fluoride for recombination and then on to the reactor again. The thorium is added in 

quantities equivalent to the sum of the losses from salt treatment, salt processing, and salt 

discard, and conversion to U-233. The shorthand label of “CThU” for “closed thorium/uranium 

fuel cycle” will be used as shorthand for this option throughout this analysis. Figure 9, below, 

shows the major material flows for the CThU fuel cycle. Unlike the previous fuel cycles, the four 

boxes that form a rectangle at the heart of the fuel cycle are actually components of a single 

facility rather than separate facilities. However, they are still broken out separately in this 

diagram to clarify how mass streams are being separated. 
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Figure 9, Schematic of Material Flows in the Thorium-Based Closed Fuel Cycle 

 
 

4.2. Environmental Performance Metrics 

 
 

Having introduced the fuel cycle options being compared in this analysis, this section turns to the 

measures by which the fuel cycles are being compared. This is among the most important 

components of this assessment, since the use of different metrics or assumptions can potentially 

lead to one fuel cycle option being favored more than the other. This analysis is limited to EH&S 

metrics, so other common performance metrics such as power density, breeding ratios, and 

economics are not considered (other than to the extent that they indirectly impact the EH&S 

results).   

 

The first part of this section will identify the metrics that are used to evaluate a fuel cycle’s 

environmental performance, while noting some caveats with each one. Subsequent sections 

describe the assumptions or calculations that were used to derive estimates for the values of these 
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metrics. These metrics are defined on a mass-normalized basis, whereas the final comparisons 

will be made on an energy-normalized basis. Since electrical energy is the primary product of 

nuclear energy systems12, energy is a more meaningful basis by which to draw comparisons 

between different fuel cycles. Nonetheless, it is almost always necessary to first collect data on a 

mass-normalized basis and later convert to an energy-based normalization. The implications of 

the metrics defined in this section are therefore not obvious until they are combined with the 

material flow analyses described in Section 4.3. This combination of mass-normalized metrics 

and the material flows is described in Section 4.4. 

 

4.2.1. Identification of Appropriate Environmental Metrics for the Evaluation of Advanced 

Nuclear Fuel Cycles 

 

 

Table 19, below, shows the metrics that are used in this analysis to evaluate the environmental 

performance of the fuel cycles. The seven metrics are grouped into three major categories: the 

safety of routine operations, waste management, and resource stewardship. As noted previously, 

this analysis only considers the environmental impacts of routine operations; thus, measures 

related to accidents and isolated events are not considered. In any case, reactor safety (in terms of 

accident prevention) is the subject of many other reports and requires highly specialized 

assessment tools which are not a part of the work described here. 

 

 

 

                                                      
12 There are other potential products of reactors, such as radioisotopes [Fisher 2009], but secondary product 
missions are not presently significant contributors to revenue for commercial-scale reactors and fuel cycles 
(although some research-scale reactors perform product missions other than electricity generation). The direct 
output of the reactor is thermal energy, which is then converted to electrical energy by an energy conversion 
system, but the efficiency of these conversion systems is dependent on properties of the reactor technology 
(especially the coolant outlet temperature). Comparisons of fuel cycles by bases other than electrical energy 
output were not considered in this analysis. 
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Table 19, Energy-Normalized EH&S Metrics Used in Analysis 

Metric Category Metric Unit Calculation Methodology 

Summary 

Safety of 

Routine 

Operations 

 

Collective 

Occupational Dose 

Imparted per GWe-yr 

of electricity 

production 

person-

mSv/GWe-yr 

Determine best mass-normalized 

estimate for each fuel cycle step 

and multiply by mass throughput 

at each step 

Waste 

Management 

Volume of Low-

Level Waste (Classes 

A, B, & C) Produced 

per GWe-yr of 

electricity production 

m3 LLW / 

GWe-yr 

Determine best mass-normalized 

volume estimate for each fuel 

cycle step and multiply by mass 

throughput at each step 

Activity of Used 

Nuclear Fuel and 

High Level Waste per 

GWe-yr of electricity 

production, integrated 

over a time interval 

of interest 

Bq-yr/GWe-

yr 

Calculate or identify isotopic 

inventories for each mass stream 

and use ORIGEN code to compute 

activity of those streams. Integrals 

determined by sampling at various 

times and taking a Riemann sum. 

Multiply the result by the mass 

throughput. 

Decay Heat of Used 

Nuclear Fuel and 

High Level Waste per 

GWe-yr of electricity 

production, integrated 

over a time interval 

of interest 

 

kW-yr/GWe-

yr 

Calculate or identify isotopic 

inventories for each mass stream 

and use ORIGEN code to compute 

decay heat of those streams. 

Integrals determined by sampling 

at various times and taking a 

Riemann sum. Multiply the result 

by the mass throughput. 

Ingestion 

Radiotoxicity of Used 

Nuclear Fuel and 

High Level Waste per 

GWe-yr of electricity 

production, integrated 

over a time interval 

of interest 

m3 water-

yr/GWe-yr 

Calculate or identify isotopic 

inventories for each mass stream 

and use ORIGEN code to compute 

radiotoxicity of those streams. 

Integrals determined by sampling 

at various times and taking a 

Riemann sum. Multiply the result 

by the mass throughput. 

Resource 

Stewardship13 

Metric Tons of 

Natural Uranium 

Required per GWe-yr 

of electricity 

production 

MTNU/GWe-

yr 

Core simulations combined with 

consistent front-end assumptions 

(e.g., enrichment tails, fabrication 

losses, etc.) Use previous studies 

if available.  

                                                      
13 Note that the impacts associated with thorium recovery will be addressed separately and in more detail in the 
third part of this proposed work, described in Section 4.1 
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Metric Tons of 

Natural Thorium 

Required per GWe-yr 

of electricity 

production 

MT 

NTh/GWe-yr 

Core simulations combined with 

consistent front-end assumptions 

(e.g., fabrication losses, etc.) Use 

previous studies if available. 

 

 

The sections that follow describe the rationale for including each of these metric groups, as well 

as how they are implemented in this study. Separate treatment is given to the LLW and HLW 

metrics within waste management. 

 

4.2.1.1, Safety of Routine Operations: Collective Occupational Dose 

 

Occupational dose is a key representative metric of the routine risk presented by nuclear fuel 

cycle operations to workers. Dose is a measure which incorporates the radiation energy imparted 

to a person, multiplied by weighting factors according to the health impacts of a particular type 

of radiation on a mass-normalized basis. Every nuclear facility imparts some radiological impact, 

although the magnitude of the contribution from facilities varies. Historically, uranium recovery 

accounted for over half of the total occupational radiological impact of the fuel cycle 

[UNSCEAR 1993]; today, for the once-through fuel cycle, the cumulative impact is dominated 

(nearly 90%) by reactors, primarily because fewer workers are required for uranium mining with 

the advent of modern recovery technologies [Krahn 2014]. In addition, the collective doses from 

reactors have also steadily declined over time during this period. 

 

Occupational doses impart immediate design requirements due to regulatory limits; for instance, 

the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission requires that on an annual basis, an individual worker 

cannot have a dose equivalent greater than 5000 mrem (50 mSv) [NRC 1991]. While such limits 
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are important from the perspectives of individual safety and compliance, they do not provide an 

indication of the total number of workers or the distribution of doses among multiple workers. 

To get a better sense of the radiological impact associated with a particular fuel cycle option, the 

concept of collective occupational dose can be useful for comparative purposes. Thus, the units 

of the metric used in this analysis are person-millisieverts, per metric ton (on a mass-normalized 

basis), or per gigawatt-year (on an energy-normalized basis when multiplied by the mass 

throughput per unit of energy produced, which is the ultimate objective of this chapter to enable 

meaningful comparisons of fuel cycles). 

 

Another metric that is sometimes discussed in the context of routine operations is the dose to the 

public. Inclusion of such a metric may be beneficial for studies for which public approval is 

significant. While identified public receptors generally refer to local human populations (e.g., 

[Pennington 2009], [NCRP 1987]), estimates are also occasionally performed for non-human 

biota such as aquatic wildlife [Blaylock 1975]. The biggest challenge with these approaches is 

that they are site-specific, involving many assumptions regarding the density of the nearby 

population, etc. and effluent management.  Furthermore, public dose estimates require 

assumptions about waste form and packaging release rates and subsequent regional transport 

phenomena. These factors tend to dominate any intrinsic properties of the fuel cycles. For these 

reasons, public dose is not included in this study. 

 

4.2.1.2, Waste Management (Low-Level): Low-Level Waste Volumes 

 

 

Low-level waste (LLW) is a category of waste that, in the US, is defined by exclusion: that is, it 

is radiologically-contaminated waste that does not fall into another formally defined category 
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such as spent nuclear fuel or high-level waste [NRC 1991]. Within LLW, there are different sub-

categories: Class A, Class B, Class C, and Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC), listed in order of 

increasing disposal hazard. GTCC requires special disposal considerations which are closer to 

those of used nuclear fuel and high-level waste, while classes A, B, C are appropriate for “near-

surface” disposal, as opposed to “geological” disposal which is required for other waste 

categories. These distinctions would be important when comparing different variations of the 

once-through fuel cycle with operational data, but for advanced fuel cycles, making meaningful 

estimates of the different types of LLW challenging; thus, in most cases, the different LLW 

categories are lumped together in this study. GTCC LLW is not considered due to a lack of data. 

 

There are currently four low-level waste disposal facilities which are available to accommodate 

wastes from commercial sources. One, EnergySolutions’ Clive Operations in Utah, only handles 

Class A waste. The other three (U.S. Ecology in Washington, EnergySolutions’ Barnwell 

Operations in South Carolina, and Waste Control Specialists in Texas) can receive wastes from 

Classes A, B, and C, although some regional restrictions apply to the U.S. Ecology and Barnwell 

sites.  

 

Correspondingly, standard package types have been developed and implemented for each of the 

near-surface LLW classes [SCDHEC 2007]. These packages have well-documented capacities 

which, combined with the total volume of LLW produced by nuclear fuel cycles, dictate the 

capacity requirements of the LLW disposal facilities. Saling’s comprehensive book on 

radioactive waste management discusses the impacts of Class A, B, and C LLW in terms of its 

volume, noting that costs at Barnwell are defined on a per-cubic-foot basis [Saling 2001]. 
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Subsequently developed fuel cycle analyses which have used waste metrics, such as DOE-NE’s 

Fuel Cycle Option Evaluation & Screening Study (FCO-ESS) [Wigeland 2014], have also 

followed this convention, and no literature was identified which advocates or uses an alternate 

metric for LLW impacts. 

 

4.2.1.3, Waste Management (High Level): Activity, Decay Heat, and Radiotoxicity  

 

 

There are no consistently applied metrics to gauge the risk posed by spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and 

high-level wastes (HLW), which include both wastes associated with reprocessing as well as 

used nuclear fuel, following the source-based definitions given in US regulatory schemes [NRC 

2015]. The most comprehensive measures of the risk posed by SNF and HLW are repository risk 

performance assessments (e.g., [Wilson 1994], [Hansen 2011]). However, these assessments 

require exceptional levels of detail (hundreds to thousands of pages for a full performance 

assessment report), and furthermore, they require site-specific characterization of the repository 

environment and the behavior of the wastes in it. The most complete performance assessments 

will require data from an individual location, but even simplified assessments entail assumptions 

about a particular type of geology. As a result, the results of a performance assessment are not 

directly dependent on the intrinsic characteristics of a fuel cycle, but rather of a geology. 

 

However, preliminary efforts have been undertaken to draw out the most significant components 

of performance assessment results to make inferences at the fuel cycle level. The underlying 

principle is that the number of radionuclides that contribute significantly to repository risk is 

limited, regardless of the particular geology being considered [Croff 2015]. Some, such as I-129, 

dominate risk in any environment, while others (e.g., Np-237) only contribute significantly to 
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risk in certain oxidizing ground chemistry conditions. In any case, the resulting postulated metric 

related to this concept is the energy-normalized production of these “key” radionuclides (by 

mass) [Croff 2015]. However, this concept has only recently been introduced, and has not yet 

been applied to specific case studies. 

 

Aside from the potential offered by the presently unadopted “simplified repository risk measure” 

above, there is no straightforward measure of the repository risk posed by a nuclear fuel cycle. 

Out of necessity, this analysis turns to measures of hazard, rather than risk, as a surrogate for the 

high-level waste performance of the system. Hazard has the advantage of being an intrinsic 

property of the fuel, without assumptions of specific implementation strategies. This was a 

problem that faced previous analyses, e.g. [Burkhardt 2013]. For instance, the use of waste 

volume metric requires assumptions regarding both waste treatment technologies and waste 

packaging; both can impact the potential result by several orders of magnitude. Therefore, this 

analysis considers three intrinsic parameters: activity, decay heat, and ingestion radiotoxicity. 

Any three of these parameters, individually, is insufficient to characterize SNF/HLW disposal 

requirements; however, the combination of these parameters may be useful.  

 

Activity is a measure of the total number of nuclear decay reactions that takes place in a sample 

over a period of time. The SI unit for this parameter, the Becquerel (Bq), is actually defined as a 

single disintegration (or decay) per second. Total activity has been included in previous 

comparisons of fuel cycles, such as the FCO-ESS [Wigeland 2014]. An inherent challenge with 

using activity is determining when to evaluate it; as this study will show and previous studies 

have also shown (e.g., [Croff 2015]), conclusions regarding the favorability of one fuel cycle 
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versus another can switch depending on the time at which activity is evaluated (say, 100 vs. 1000 

years). To partially alleviate this issue, this analysis will consider integrated (over time) 

measures of activity, although this does not completely eliminate the challenge; the beginning 

and final limits of the integration may strongly impact both the value of the metric and its 

performance compared to other fuel cycles. 

 

Decay heat is a measure of the energy carried by decay particle emissions from a sample over a 

period of time. Since energy is divided by time, the actual measure of decay heat is power (SI 

unit: watts). Different decay reactions can pose very different contributions to decay heat. For 

instance, Te-131 and Te-132 are fission products that each have half-lives between 1 and 4 days 

and both decay via beta-minus mechanism…yet the decay power from Te-131 is four times 

larger than that of Te-132. This being said, there is still expected to be some strong correlation 

between activity and decay heat, and the results in subsequent sections of this analysis confirm 

this expectation. Decay heat is an important parameter for SNF/HLW management since 

packaging and repository design is frequently limited by heat densities [Dickey 1982]; thus, 

lower decay heat could be linked to a better perceived performance for a particular fuel cycle. 

 

Radiotoxicity is probably the least intuitive of the SNF/HLW metrics described here. There are 

two types of radiotoxicity, inhalation and ingestion; the latter is widely used (e.g., [Shelley 

2001], [Bergelson 2005], [Arafat 2011]) and is also adopted in this analysis. Both assume 

unlikely exposure pathways; ingestion radiotoxicity assumes that radionuclides are directly 

ingested in water at some point to be determined in the future. The units for ingestion 
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radiotoxicity are also unusual; it is measured in cubic meters of water14, which is equivalent to 

the amount that a radioisotope would need to be diluted in order to satisfy dose maximum 

thresholds for the general public [Arafat 2011]. Ingestion radiotoxicity does tend to correlate 

with activity and decay heat somewhat, but it puts a much larger weight on actinides than on 

fission products at long timescales. Radiotoxicity has been described as potentially useful in 

situations where large uncertainties limit the ability to conduct a full performance assessment, as 

is frequently the case when different fuel cycles are being compared [Piet 2013]. 

 

It should be emphasized that while three different properties are described here, all three are 

expected to be closely correlated with one another given their dependence on actinide 

inventories. Thus, while each of the three properties is reported in this dissertation, they should 

be viewed as three alternative representations of a single metric of “repository waste hazard”, 

rather than three independent metrics. In other words, repository waste hazard should not be 

viewed as being three times more important than other metrics discussed in this paper. 

 

 4.2.2. Radiological and Low-Level Waste Metric Quantification for Uranium-Plutonium Systems 

 

 

Many of these metrics were previously developed for Vanderbilt-EPRI work that was applied to 

a comparison of once-through and modified-open uranium-based fuel cycles [Burkhardt 2013, 

EPRI 2013a, EPRI 2014a]. An important exception is the impact of the sodium-cooled fast 

reactor, which was not previously considered. This includes SFR reprocessing and fuel 

fabrication impacts as well as the impacts from the reactor itself. Most of the data from [EPRI 

2014a] and [Wigeland 2014] includes LLW associated with decommissioning, which can 

                                                      
14 It can also be converted to dose by using the dose rate used to establish the maximum thresholds 
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represent a significant fraction of LLW production over a facility’s life cycle (especially for 

reactors). In most cases, only combined figures for operational and decommissioning LLW are 

provided here, with more detailed descriptions available in the referenced literature.  

 

4.2.2.1. Uranium Recovery 

 

 

Uranium is recovered primarily through three different recovery pathways: open-pit mining, 

underground mining, and in-situ leaching. The radiological impacts have been determined in 

prior work [EPRI 2013a] by grouping data from a variety of mines of each type; these impacts 

were 0.37 person-mSv per metric ton of natural uranium (MTNU) for open-pit, 0.41 person-

mSv/MTNU for underground mining, and 0.63 person-mSv/MTNU for in-situ leaching. 

However, the open-pit and underground mining approaches require additional processing, which 

imparts another 0.25 person-mSv/MTNU. Global uranium sources supply 17.3% from open-pit 

mines, 37.5% from underground mines, and 45.2% from in-situ leach approaches [Burkhardt 

2013]. So, the combined, weighted impact from uranium mining and milling is 0.64 person-

mSv/MTNU. 

 

With regards to low-level waste, wastes from the open-pit and the underground mining pathways 

are actually categorized as mining wastes, which are regulated by the US Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) rather than the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Mining wastes will 

not be counted among the conventional LLW, primarily because they would otherwise dominate 

the volume of low-level waste volume and mask the characteristics of “real” LLW. However, 

mining waste is significant from a volumetric standpoint and presents a non-trivial management 

challenge; thus, it will still be addressed as a separate waste category. 
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It is worth noting that open-pit mining produces 6059 m3 of mine waste and underground mining 

produces 548 m3 of mine waste/MTNU [EPRI 2014a]. The US NRC regulates the mill tailings 

that arise from the acid-leach milling process [NRC 2017], but these are inconsequential 

contributors to volume compared to the mining overburden. In-situ leaching produces another 

unique category of waste—leach solutions from which uranium has been stripped—which 

amounts to 0.19 m3/MTNU [EPRI 2014a]. After calculating a weighted average based on the 

prevalence of each method, as was done for dose, the resulting mine waste volume is 1254 

m3/MTNU. 

 

 

Table 20, Mass-Normalized Occupational Doses and Mining Waste Impacts of Uranium 

Recovery Pathways 

 Open-pit Mining 

+ Acid Leaching 

Underground Mining 

+ Acid Leaching 

In-Situ 

Leaching 
Total 

Normalized 

Collective Dose 

(person-mSv/MTNU) 

0.62 0.66 0.63 0.64 

Mining Waste 

(m3/MTNU) 

6059 548 0.19 1254 

Relative Contribution 17.3% 37.5% 45.2% 100% 

 

 

4.2.2.2. Uranium Conversion 

 

 

There are two distinct categories of uranium conversion technologies: wet and dry. Most of the 

world’s uranium conversion capacity uses the wet technology, although the Honeywell 

conversion facility in the US uses the dry process. With regards to radiological impacts, the 

differences between the two technologies are notable, with dry conversion imparting 0.118 

person-mSv/MTNU and wet conversion imparting only 0.0101 person-mSv/MTNU [EPRI 
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2013a]. While the exact market share of the two methods is not described, a related report 

indicates that the dry method accounts for 62.5% of the total dose in the U.S. [Burkhardt 2013], 

meaning that 12.5% of the mass throughput must come from dry conversion and the remainder 

from wet conversion. Thus, the overall mass-normalized impact of all conversion technologies is 

.024 person-mSv/MTNU. 

 

Table 21, Occupational Doses of Uranium Conversion Options 

 Dry Conversion Wet Conversion Total 

Normalized 

Collective Dose 

(person-

mSv/MTNU) 

0.118 0.0101 0.024 

Relative 

Contribution 

12.5% 87.5% 100% 

 

 

The dry conversion technology was estimated to produce 0.0371 m3 of LLW/MTNU, while the 

wet process produces 0.0103 m3 of LLW/MTNU (both also produce small amounts of RCRA 

mixed wastes which are not included here) [EPRI 2014a]. Using the same weighting factors as 

for dose, the combined radiological impact is 0.0137 m3 LLW/MTNU. 

 

4.2.2.3. Uranium Enrichment 

 

 

Enrichment radiological impacts have been developed for three different technology options: 

diffusion (0.170 person-mSv/metric ton low-enriched uranium, or MTLEU), centrifuge (0.136 

person-mSv/MTLEU), and laser (0.370 person-mSv/MTLEU) [EPRI 2013a]. Of these, laser 

enrichment is not currently contributing to production on a commercial scale, and the two 

gaseous diffusion plants (Paducah and Piketon) are closed as of 2015. So, the centrifuge value 

(0.136 person-mSv/MTLEU) is the most useful. 
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Along the same lines, looking at gas centrifuge enrichment technologies with regards to LLW 

production, 1.36 m3 LLW/MTLEU is produced. A much smaller amount of mixed LLW, which 

is mixed with hazardous material, is also produced (0.0000776 m3 MLLW/MTLEU) [EPRI 

2014a]. However, there is no comparable data for MLLW from thorium-based fuel cycles, so 

this value is not considered further. Depleted uranium is not included in either of these values 

and is tracked separately. 

 

4.2.2.4. Uranium Oxide Fuel Fabrication 

 

 

The radiological impacts of uranium oxide fuel fabrication are estimated to be 1.75 person-

mSv/MTIHM (metric ton of initial heavy metal) [EPRI 2013a]. This is based on data from 

hands-on fuel fabrication facilities in the US. 

 

In terms of LLW production, 49.1 m3 LLW/MTIHM are produced (averaging two different sets 

of data, with 88.5 m3 LLW/MTIHM prior to 1995 and 9.66 m3 LLW/MTIHM after 1995) [EPRI 

2014a]. While the original report used the average figure, the more recent figure (9.66 m3 

LLW/MTIHM) seems more representative of current practices. 

 

4.2.2.5. Uranium-Plutonium MOX Fuel Fabrication 

 

 

Previous EPRI estimates considered the radiological impacts experienced during both French 

and US MOX fuel fabrication efforts. The French data indicates 11.7 person-mSv/MTHM 

MOX, while the US data indicates 26 person-mSv/MTHM MOX [EPRI 2014a]. The French data 
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is more relevant to this study since it involves the recycle of reactor-grade plutonium and does 

not rely on a limited stockpile of weapons-grade Pu. 

 

As mentioned in Section 4.1.1, the MUPu fuel cycle fabricates MOX fuel from recycled uranium 

and plutonium. There is limited data from the OREOX process for a small facility that used 

recovered material in fuel fabrication. It produced 2.42 m3 LLW/MTHM MOX [OECD-NEA 

2006], which is the figure adopted here. In the event that MOX fuel was instead fabricated using 

depleted uranium, a different figure is available: 0.621 m3 LLW/MTHM MOX [EPRI 2014a]. 

 

4.2.2.6. Pressurized Water Reactors Fueled with Uranium or Uranium/Plutonium 

 

 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission annually reports occupational radiation exposure data 

at US nuclear power reactors. As of the time of this report, the latest available data is from 2012 

which reports an average collective dose of 0.067 person-rem/MWe-yr [Brock 2014], or 670 

person-mSv/GWe-yr. 

 

With regards to LLW production, previous EPRI work took the average of two methods which 

summed different categories of LLW, to reach an estimate of 288 m3 LLW/GWe-yr [EPRI 

2014a]. 205 m3, or 71%, of this amount comes from decommissioning-related LLW. 

 

4.2.2.7. Integral Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactors Fueled with Uranium/Plutonium 

 

 

Until 2014, the world’s only commercial-scale SFRs were in Russia, previously the BN-350, 

followed by the BN-600. The third evolution in this sequence, the BN-800, has also been 

designed and a preliminary unit has been constructed; however, it is not expected to supply 
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notable amounts of electricity to the grid until about 2020 [Korobeinikov 2013]. However, the 

BN-600 continues to operate and has documented radiological impacts [Vasilyev 2010]. As part 

of the FCO-ESS, this data was extended to estimate a normalized collective unit [Wigeland 

2014], as shown in Table 22 below:   

 

Table 22, SFR Dose Estimation Based on BN-600 [Wigeland 2014] 

Parameter Description (Unit) Parameter Value 

Average Annual Worker Collective Dose 

(person-mSv/yr)  

540 

Electricity Generating Capacity (MWe) 600 

Capacity Factor (unitless) 0.78 

Annual Electrical Energy Production (GWe-

yr/yr) 

.468 

Normalized Worker Collective Dose Metric for 

SFR system 

(person-mSv/GWe-yr) 

1200 

Source: 5-year average from 2005-2010 (annual breakdown is not available) was adopted from 

[Vasilyev 2010] describing the Russian BN-600 fast reactor. 

 

 

With regards to LLW production arising from SFRs, data is scarce for the operational and 

decommissioning contributions to LLW, and unlike for previous fuel cycle steps it is necessary 

to analyze these components separately. The only thorough estimate for the operational 

contribution for SFRs is by the OECD-NEA, which identifies a number of likely contributions to 

LLW, such as wastes arising from cleaning excess sodium from various surfaces along with 

many of the LLW types associated with PWRs, and then attempts a rough quantification of the 

sum of these streams [OECD-NEA 2006]. The waste classification system is different than in the 

US; in addition to being property-driven rather than source-driven, there are separate 

classifications of short lived intermediate- and low-level waste (LILW-SL) and long-lived 
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intermediate- and low-level waste (LILW-LL). These two contributions combined, amount to 

58.7 m3 LLW/GWe-yr [OECD-NEA 2006]. 

 

For the decommissioning portion, it was assumed in the FCO-ESS that the LLW impact of 

decommissioning would be identical for all reactor technologies on an energy-normalized basis; 

evidently, this is nearly true based on data for PWRs, BWRs, and HWRs, on which the estimates 

for the remaining technologies is based. This value is 205 m3 LLW/GWe-yr [Wigeland 2014]. 

The combination of these contributions, then, leads to a sum of 264 m3 LLW/GWe-yr. 

 

4.2.2.8. Reprocessing for the SFR-Based Fuel Cycle 

 

 

This estimate is impacted by the assumption of an integral fast reactor (IFR) design, which is 

more analogous to the online reprocessing approach used in the MSR design considered in this 

proposed work. More of a novel fuel cycle facility configuration than a unique reactor type, the 

IFR considers a scenario in which the reprocessing of spent SFR fuel occurs on-site through an 

electrochemical process [Brock 2014]. While no studies have been identified which specifically 

concern the radiological impact of an IFR, a preliminary assessment likens the IFR’s impact to 

the sum of the individual impacts of an SFR, a separate small electrochemical fuel reprocessing 

facility, and a separate small metallic fuel fabrication facility. For the reprocessing facility, a 

“placeholder” approach, as used in the FCO-ESS [Wigeland 2014], is to assume the same 

impacts as aqueous processing (see next section), which is 0.52 person-mSv/MTHM SNF.  

 

Regarding low-level waste production, there is limited data from which to draw estimates from 

electrochemical recycling. Estimates have been generated as part of a DOE study on used fuel 
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disposition, but they are centered on a representative facility size of 300 MTHM/year. Section 

4.3.2 will show that the CUPu fuel cycle only requires about 12 MT fuel (combined driver and 

blanket) per GWe-yr, so even a facility with multiple 1 GWe units would not expect to have 

anywhere near a need for 300 MTHM/year of fuel in an IFR system. The DOE study also 

emphasizes that the LLW impacts of the reprocessing facility would not be expected to scale 

linearly with the size of the facility. Nonetheless, this is the best estimate that is available to 

work with. The estimates are given for broad categories of LLW; no granularity is available 

beyond the level shown in Table 23 (e.g., there are no individual estimates for the volumes of 

Class A, Class B, and Class C wastes. 

 

 

Table 23, Low-Level Waste Production Estimate from Electrochemical Fuel Processing for 

SFRs (300 MTHM/yr Capacity) [Jones 2011] 

Parameter Description (Unit) Parameter Value 

Classes A, B, C (m3/MTHM) 9.1 

TRU and GTCC (m3/MTHM) 3.1 

Mixed LLW (m3/MTHM) 0.1 

Mixed GTCC (m3/MTHM) 0.15 

Total for All LLW Types (m3/MTHM 

Reprocessed) 

12.45 

 

 

 

4.2.2.9. Aqueous Processing of Uranium Oxide Fuels 

 

 

EPRI estimates, based on French reprocessing data from La Hague, indicate that the radiological 

impact of aqueous processing of uranium oxide fuels is about 0.52 person-mSv/MTHM SNF 

[EPRI 2014a]. 
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Total LLW volumes from reprocessing are estimated to be 4.95 m3/ MTHM reprocessed [EPRI 

2014a]. 

 

4.2.3. Radiological and Low-Level Waste Metrics for Unique Steps of the Thorium Fuel Cycle 

 
 

To the extent that the thorium fuel cycle relies on the uranium/plutonium fuel cycle, many fuel 

cycle facility requirements may be shared between thorium-based and U/Pu-based fuel cycles, 

and the impacts associated with their use in a thorium fuel cycle facility can be scaled from the 

above discussion. However, there are a few facility requirements which are unique to thorium 

fuel cycles. The impacts of these facilities are described and estimated below. 

 

4.2.3.1. Thorium Recovery 

 

 

See Chapter 3 of this dissertation for details about thorium recovery beyond the limited 

discussion of these metrics, and for the details of the concept of by-product thorium recovery. 

This section discusses a more narrowly metrics-focused scope of thorium recovery. 

 

Occupational radiological dose data for thorium recovery from monazite is not available from 

North American nations since commercial monazite processing has not recently been operated. 

In India, separate data is available for the process to extract thorium and REEs from monazite 

and the thorium refining process. The first process poses a greater radiological hazard since the 

REEs are still present and the primary radon-generating dose contributor, Ra-228, follows the 

REEs [Haridasan 2010]. Based on Indian experience, the cumulative occupational dose from 

monazite extraction is 8.0 person-mSv/MT Th [Haridasan 2008] and 1.6 person-mSv/MTTh for 

thorium refining [Haridasan 2010]. The actual impact depends on whether REEs are already 
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recovered from the hypothetical ore or not. If REEs are already recovered, the monazite 

extraction step would be attributed to the REE recovery, and the thorium-related impact would 

just be 1.6 person-mSv/MTTh. If thorium was the driving factor for monazite extraction15, then 

the total impact would be the sum of extraction and refining, or 9.6 person-mSv/MT Th. It is not 

clear which of these two scenarios would emerge as the dominant mechanism if thorium were to 

be recovered, so the arithmetic average of these values is used (5.6 person-mSv/MT Th). 

 

No mining wastes are expected to be attributable to by-product thorium recovery (they would be 

attributable instead to the primary product), although subsequent extraction and refining 

processes would lead to the production of mill tailings. Overall losses of thorium in the recovery 

flowsheet are about 6% [Keni 1990], with the bulk of this contribution coming from undigested 

ore, which is between 5-10% Th (the lower end of this figure seems more consistent with sources 

from other nations, e.g. [Long 2010], [Yiezitis 2012]). If .06 MT Th is lost for every ton of Th, 

and if all the losses are at the same ore fraction of 5% Th, then there are 1.2 MT mining 

losses/GWe-yr. Monazite densities of 5.0 g/cm3 are typical [Harjanto 2013], which implies a mill 

tailing volume of 0.24 m3/MT Th. This is comparable to the estimated mill tailings arising from 

in-situ leaching or from uranium milling (0.19 m3/MTNU). 

 

4.2.3.2. “Fresh” Thorium Oxide Fuel Fabrication 

 

 

The radiological impacts of fuel fabrication are largely dictated by the extent of radiological 

protection used (i.e., hands-on, glovebox, or remote) and the nuclear material involved rather 

than the fuel type. Due to some of thorium-232’s energetic decay products, thorium oxide fuel is 

                                                      
15 In the case where REEs provide some of the justification for monazite extraction, the thorium-related impact 
would lie somewhere between these two figures. 
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fabricated in a glovebox setting. The level of shielding is likely to be the primary determining 

factor for occupational dose; thus, the glove-box-based value for U/Pu MOX fuel fabrication is 

used again (11.7 person-mSv/MT fuel). This is consistent with the approach used during the 

FCO-ESS [Wigeland 2014].  

 

Without grounds for a different approach, LLW impacts are assumed to be comparable to those 

of MOX fuel fabrication (2.42 m3 LLW/MTIHM) [EPRI 2014a]. 

 

4.2.3.3. Recovered Thorium/Uranium Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication 

 

 

Historically, one of the challenging aspects of thorium fuel cycles featuring reprocessing is the 

necessary management of U-232. U-232 is produced in secondary (n, 2n) nuclear reactions in 

both U-233 and Pa-233, which are both neutron capture products of Th-232. The challenge with 

U-232 is that one of the nuclides in its decay chain, Tl-208, has a beta decay with an associated 

gamma energy of over 2.6 MeV. This species was noted beginning with early thorium fuel cycle 

research for its complication of both thorium recovery and re-fabrication processes [Arnold 

1955], and U-232 minimization was a major consideration in some early thorium fuel fabrication 

campaigns [Gross 1965, Tew 1968]. In any case, the few designs available for thorium fuel 

fabrication facilities using reprocessed thorium, such as the design for the uncompleted Thorium 

Uranium Recycle Facility at ORNL, employed remote fabrication technologies [Fitzgerald 

1977]. This is a step of radiological protection beyond that of glovebox handling that will be 

required for facilities handling reactor-grade U-233 and irradiated thorium. 
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Japan’s Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation conducted an assessment of 

the expected reduction in occupational dose if their MOX fabrication facility were to shift from a 

glovebox-handled facility to a fully remotely-handled facility. While not supported by 

experimental data, shielding calculations projected a reduction to 4.6 person-mSv/MT MOX fuel 

[Ryoji 1988]. This is somewhat larger the FCO-ESS’s value of 0.38 person-mSv/MT fuel for 

remotely fabricated fuel [Wigeland 2014], which was determined by likening the fabrication 

facility to a reprocessing facility, so that mass-normalized values from France’s La Hague 

facility could be used [NRC 2010]. Both of these data points are imperfect; the Japanese data is 

not experimentally driven and was intended for a facility with only a small annual output (5 tons 

per year), and the La Hague is based on actual facility operation, but for a completely different 

facility type. It is not clear that either of these data points is more valid than the other, so both 

data points are treated equally. Since the two data points span about an order of magnitude, it is 

advisable to use a geometric average to prevent the domination of the larger data point in the 

average [Spizman 2008]; the result is 1.32 person-mSv/MT fuel. 

   

No data was identified for the LLW associated with fabricating thorium/uranium oxide fuel. 

However, in the FCO-ESS, subject matter expertise was consulted to estimate that LLW arising 

from thorium/U-233 oxide fuel re-fabrication would be 50% larger than for U/Pu counterparts 

[Wigeland 2014]. Applying this to the figure previously used for U/Pu fuel in Section 4.2.2.5 

(2.42 m3 LLW/MTHM fuel), a value of 3.63 m3 LLW /MTHM fuel is computer for reprocessed 

Th/U-233 oxide fuels. 
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4.2.3.4. Thorium and Thorium/Uranium-233 Fluoride Salt Fabrication 

 

 

At steady-state, a closed fuel cycle with only MSRs will only require a small addition of pure 

natural thorium fluoride in small batches of molten salt to offset conversion to U-233 and any 

processing losses. Circulated salt will be cleaned by the system’s online reprocessing unit and 

returned to the reactor without requiring re-fabrication. However, it should be noted that in 

transition scenarios where U-233 is being supplied from an external source, or in steady-state 

scenarios where U-233-providing LWRs provide a fraction of the overall fuel cycle electricity 

source term, the fabrication of new U-233-bearing fuel salt will be required. This parameter will 

not be used in the steady-state analysis, but it will still be calculated now since the next chapter 

of the dissertation will employ this parameter. 

 

For fresh thorium fuel, salt preparation operations would employ glovebox techniques; for solid 

fuel fabrication in gloveboxes, this was previously identified to have an associated collective 

dose of 11.7 person-mSv/MT fuel. There is no basis for an alternative figure (although recent 

work on salt test loops could change this in the near term). 

 

As noted in the previous description for reprocessed solid Th/U fuel, complications with the 

fabrication of any fuel type containing U-233 arise from the presence of impurities of U-232. 

This feature means that the fabrication of any fuel with a U-233 component will require remote 

handling [Sease 1966]. The previous section described a dose of 1.32 person-mSv/MT fuel for 

remotely-fabricated fuel. However, this estimate was intended for solid fuel fabrication, so its 

applicability to liquid fuel may be limited. 
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U-233-bearing fuel salt was prepared for the later phases of operation of the Molten Salt Reactor 

Experiment. The salt had a relatively high U-232 content (222 ppm of the total U mass), and the 

work was conducted in a shielded cell [Chandler 1970]. Collective dose data for the process is 

not available, but it is reported that the collective protective measures reduced dose rates to 

somewhat less than 0.1 mrem/hour (0.01 mSv/hr) [Chandler 1969]. However, it is not clear how 

much product was created per unit of time, so it is impossible to reconstruct a dose estimate from 

this experience. 

 

A handful of reports are available on the topic of the preparation of molten salt fuel mixtures 

from the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment era [Chandler 1969, Chandler 1970, Shaffer 1971], but 

these reports do not quantitatively address radiological impacts. Thus, the estimate for remotely-

fabricated solid fuel, which is 1.32 person-mSv/MT fuel, is also assumed here. This figure will 

not be used in the steady-state analysis, but it will be considered in Chapter 5, when fresh fuel 

salt is added for new MSRs. 

 

There is no data to indicate the amount of LLW generation associated with any type of salt fuel 

fabrication. The FCO-ESS neglected possible LLW contributions from salt fabrication entirely 

[Wigeland 2014]. This seems unlikely, but salt fabrication would also probably not have the 

same high LLW accumulation associated with enriched UOX fuel fabrication. The lower value 

that was used for MOX fuel fabrication, 2.42 m3 LLW/MTHM, is used instead. 
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4.2.3.5. Pressurized Water Reactors Fueled by Thorium 

 

 

A handful of pressurized water reactors (PWRs) have operated with significant core inventories 

of thorium-based fuels. In addition to the variety of fuel tests in which small amounts of thorium 

were placed into an otherwise uranium-based core16, some programs have featured more 

significant deployment of thorium. The most important examples are probably the Indian Point 

Reactor, which partly implemented the Consolidated Edison Thorium Reactor (CETR) concept, 

and Shippingport Reactor, which fully implemented the Light Water Breeder Reactor (LWBR) 

concept.  

 

At Indian Point, a number of thoria-urania fuel elements with stainless steel cladding and a 

Zircaloy “fuel can” were irradiated, and a sampling of fuel rods from these elements were 

selected for analysis via gamma scanning and fission gas release tests [Bishop 1968a]. Chemical 

separation techniques were developed to separate the uranium, plutonium, neptunium, and select 

fission products for individual analysis [Bishop 1968b, Bishop 1968c]. The completion of 

various mechanical fuel performance tests determined that the fuel rods did not show signs of 

excessive damage and that irradiation behavior had been acceptable17 [Bishop 1968d, Bishop 

1968e].  

 

The thorium/U-233-fueled Shippingport core went critical in 1977 [Connors 1979]. Operation of 

the Shippingport LWBR confirmed previous calculations that achieving breeding in a thermal-

                                                      
16 E.g., Elk River [Brooksbank 1978] and Hanford K-East and K-West [Gross 1964]  
17 One caveat not addressed in these reports but gleaned from personal communication with those involved in the 
CETR experiment was that while the fuel performed very well, the reactivity prediction was inaccurate and the 
actual reactivity was lower than expected, resulting in a shorter cycle length. 
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spectrum reactor was (barely) possible, provided that a neutronically transparent cladding 

material (e.g., zirconium) is selected and that an optimal core geometry is used to capitalize on 

high-flux regions in the core and minimize leakage [Ullo 1980, Hecker 1981]. Ultimately, the 

reactor was shut down in 1982 with relatively successful operations throughout irradiation, with 

relatively few incidents to report and fairly smooth maintenance periods [Bettis 1986]. An end-

of-life fuel analysis was performed and determined that the fuel performance had been 

“excellent”, and no evidence of fuel rod failure was observed in the twelve fuel rod samples that 

were analyzed [Richardson 1987]. 

 

The trouble with using Indian Point and Shippingport as a basis for estimating the radiological 

impacts for prospective thorium-based-fueled PWRs--in addition their datedness--is that both 

were essentially large-scale demonstration reactors with research and demonstration missions 

beyond simple power production. There is no reason to expect notable differences in the 

radiological impacts of thorium- and uranium-based PWRs since exposure in a regulated nuclear 

industry is driven by the extent of barriers and shielding between the source term and receptor, 

not the fuel type. Thus, the much-better-known data for uranium-based PWRs (670 person-

mSv/GWe-yr) is an appropriate surrogate. 

 

The generation of LLW is anticipated to be driven by the technology rather than the fuel type, so 

the PWR LLW production assumed previously (288 m3 LLW/GWe-yr) is also applicable here. 
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4.2.3.6. Fluid-Fueled Molten Salt-Cooled Reactors with Thorium 

 

 

Thorium-based MSRs have a long design history, although operations have been limited to 

ORNL’s Molten Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE) which operated from 1965 to 196918,19. For a 

detailed account of this experience with extensive literature documentation, please refer to 

Appendix A.   

 

Dose records for the MSRE, or estimates from other systems, are unavailable. The FCO-ESS 

approach for estimating the radiological impacts from MSRs involved an observation of the 

similarities between an MSR and a reprocessing plant; most importantly, both systems include a 

hot-cell-type reprocessing unit with remote maintenance requirements. When renormalizing for 

the mass throughput of each facility, the MSR was estimated to have a collective dose of 490 

person-mSv/GWe-yr [Wigeland 2014]. 

 

While there is no data that provides a value for LLW impacts from MSR impacts, it would be 

expected to have LLW sources of conventional reactors (e.g., filters, core components, primary 

and secondary loop structural materials) plus those of a reprocessing plant. Regarding the reactor 

portion, the PWR and SFR were calculated to have relatively similar LLW contributions per 

GWe-yr. Since the PWR is supported by more data, this figure is also adopted for the SFR (288 

m3 LLW/GWe-yr). For the chemical processing portion of the MSR, analogies are drawn from 

generic electrochemical salt processing systems, based on work performed by past DOE-NE 

                                                      
18 The Aircraft Reactor Experiment was an even earlier operational MSR system, having operated in 1954 [Bettis 
1957]; however, it was not based on thorium or U-233. 
19 Strictly speaking, the MSRE did not have thorium but used U-233 from other reprocessed sources, and only part 
of the four-year operational period used a U-233-driven core. 
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used fuel disposition campaigns [Jones 2013]. Estimates for LLW from salt processes are given 

to be 0.176 m3/MTHM; the “MTHM” denominator in this case is the total throughput in the 

reprocessing system; this will be determined in the material flow analysis for the CThU fuel 

cycle. 

 

4.2.3.7. Aqueous Reprocessing of Oxide Fuels with Thorium 

 

 

Experience with the dissolution and reprocessing of thorium-based fuels also has some pilot- and 

demonstrate-scale background. In the FCO-ESS [Wigeland 2014], all reprocessing approaches 

were considered to have similar radiological impacts; thus, the “placeholder” estimate here is to 

use the value from Section 2.3.2.8, which is 0.52 person-mSv/MITHM. The FCO-ESS 

previously developed an estimate for thorium fuel separations where thorium and U-233 were 

co-extracted. The process was estimated to yield 14.2 m3 LLW/MTHM throughput [Wigeland 

2014]. This estimate was derived from uranium-plutonium co-extraction process (COEX) data 

augmented by a scale-up factor to represent additional waste associated with complications with 

Th/U separations compared to U/Pu separations. The scale-up factor was determined through 

subject matter expert judgment. 

 

4.2.4. High-Level Waste Metric Quantification 

 
 

Unlike for the previously described metrics, which have been estimated independently of their 

particular relevance to any specific fuel cycle option, the “intrinsic” SNF/HLW metrics 

described and quantified in this section are an inherent property of the particular fuel cycle. 

Thus, separate calculations will be described for each of the four fuel cycle options identified in 

Section 4.1, although the methodology used is similar between the four calculations.  
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All three of the high-level waste metrics calculated in this work are calculated using the 

combination of the “ORIGEN-S” and “OPUS” tools within SCALE [ORNL 2011]20. The 

ORIGEN-S tool is used to computationally process material inventories for many radioisotopes 

simultaneous and to deplete and/or decay radionuclides in these inventories. OPUS is used to 

“print” the results in plain text and also has access to libraries to convert the default and 

confusing unit of “gram-atoms” into more useful units such as grams, becquerels, watts, or 

radiotoxicity units (m3 water required to dilute to regulatory limits) [ORNL 2011]. 

 

For one of the options considered (MThU), new reactor physics simulations were required to 

calculate new material inventories for use in subsequent calculations; this reactor analysis 

method is discussed in Section 4.3. For the other three options (MUPu, CUPu, CThU), data from 

the FCO-ESS was taken and adapted [Wigeland 2014, Sandia 2016]. In its initial form, the data 

describes the radionuclide inventory of each entering and exiting reactor fuel stream by mass, 

normalized to one kilogram. While these accurately represent the radionuclide content of the 

spent fuel streams exiting the second stages of MUPu and MThU, they do not represent the 

HLW streams exiting the first stages of MUPu and MThU nor any of the waste streams from 

CUPu or CThU. Generally, HLW and similarly-managed wastes will contain the entire fission 

product inventory at the end of the residence time of a solid fuel and perhaps all of the minor 

actinides, plus some “lost” fraction of thorium, uranium, and plutonium. For liquid fuels, this 

determination is slightly more complicated, as will be described below. This section will 

                                                      
20 The SCALE manual ([ORNL 2011]) is a lengthy document (thousands of pages) with different chapters afforded to 
individual modules of SCALE, including for ORIGEN-S and OPUS. 
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describe the calculations and results of energy-normalized SNF/HLW metrics for each of the 

four fuel cycle options being considered in this analysis. 

 

This analysis assumes that during reprocessing, 99% of desired actinides are recovered, and that 

1% of these actinides and 100% of unwanted products (e.g., fission products, minor actinides) 

are sent to disposal. Thus, HLW masses are expressed in terms of radionuclide content and are 

determined by taking the combination of 100% of the fission products and non-recycled 

actinides plus 1% of the recovered actinides. In cases where a fuel is not reprocessed, the entirety 

of the fuel mass is considered SNF. An example of a complete material flow calculation for a 

different fuel cycle option, with supporting equations and calculated values, is available in 

Appendix B. 

 

MUPu: There are two high-level waste streams resulting from this fuel cycle: 

 The HLW stream exiting Stage 1 resulting from fuel reprocessing raffinate and losses 

 The SNF from Stage 2 

 

Not surprisingly, the mass-normalized values for each of the Stage 1 HLW metrics are about an 

order of magnitude greater than those of the Stage 2 SNF metrics at early times, since the Stage 1 

HLW is much more highly concentrated in fission products and transuranic actinides that 

dominate contributions to these integrated metrics. This is not because there are more total 

fission products in HLW, but that there is a lower mass of uranium in HLW to “dilute” the 

fission product concentration in terms of mass fractions. At later times, where uranium and 

plutonium are more important, the streams converge to very similar mass-normalized values. 
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Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12 give the activity, decay heat, and radiotoxicity curves, 

respectively, for the MUPu fuel cycle.  

 

 

 
Figure 10, Activity of MUPu SNF/HLW Streams over Time 

 
 

 
Figure 11, Decay Heat of MUPu SNF/HLW Streams over Time 
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Figure 12, Radiotoxicity of MUPu SNF/HLW Streams over Time 

 

Not included above is the stream consisting of excess recycled uranium, which will be nearly 

free of fission products and transuranic actinides, the species that (by many orders of magnitude) 

dominate radiotoxicity, activity, and decay heat over the timeframes considered in this study. It 

is likely that recycled uranium would be eligible for separate, less stringent disposal 

classification and requirements compared to those of HLW and SNF; studies have been 

dedicated to the management of reprocessed uranium in Europe (e.g., [IAEA 2007]). 

 

MThU: There are three high-level waste streams to consider in this analysis: 

 The HLW stream exiting Stage 1 resulting from fuel reprocessing raffinate and losses 

 The spent driver fuel that is discarded from Stage 1 

 The spent fuel from Stage 2 

 

At early times, as was observed for the MUPu fuel cycle, the HLW has about an order of 

magnitude higher impact (for all three metrics) than either of the SNFs. At intermediate times (in 
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the vicinity of 300 to 3000 years), the Stage 1 (uranium-based) SNF has about on order of 

magnitude higher values than the Stage 2 (thorium-based) SNF. This is due to significant 

contributions from the Am-241, Pu-240, and Am-243/Pu-239 decay chains which are virtually 

absent in the Stage 2 Th/U-233 fuel. At longer times, as these isotopes decay, the contributions 

from the U-234 and U-233 decay chains lead to the Stage 2 fuel posing greater hazards at times 

up to the end of this analysis (1,000,000 years).  Figure 13, Figure 14, and Figure 15 give the 

activity, decay heat, and radiotoxicity curves, respectively, for the MThU fuel cycle.  

 

 
Figure 13, Activity of MThU SNF/HLW Streams over Time 
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Figure 14, Decay Heat of MThU SNF/HLW Streams over Time 

 
 

 
Figure 15, Radiotoxicity of MThU SNF/HLW Streams over Time21 

 

CUPu: There are two high-level waste streams to consider in this analysis: 

 The HLW stream from reprocessing the driver fuel 

                                                      
21 The radiotoxicity results are generally consistent with those described in [Croff 2016a]. 
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 The HLW stream from reprocessing the blanket fuel 

 

It is possible that if this technology were implemented, the two fuel types could be separated via 

the same process or by two different processes at a single facility. Regardless of which of these is 

actually more likely, this analysis considers the streams separately for the purpose of 

comprehensiveness and ease of results tracking; in any case, the total HLW impact of the CUPu 

fuel cycle is described in Section 4.4.3.  

 

Both the streams have significant fission product content and are based on the U/Pu fuel cycle, 

so the curves are very similar for most times. At intermediate times where contributions from 

americium and plutonium become most important, the curve for the driver fuel rises somewhat 

above that from the blanket fuel since it contains a much higher concentration of these elements. 

Figure 16, Figure 17, and Figure 18 give the activity, decay heat, and radiotoxicity curves, 

respectively, for the CUPu fuel cycle. 

 

 
Figure 16, Activity of CUPu HLW Streams over Time 
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Figure 17, Decay Heat of CUPu HLW Streams over Time 

 
 

 
Figure 18, Radiotoxicity of CUPu HLW Streams over Time 

 

CThU: The HLW streams associated with the continuous processing of molten salts are 

somewhat more complicated than those of the previous three fuel cycle options. The three major 

streams include: 
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 Fission products removed during salt treatment (“FP1”) 

 Fission products and transuranic elements removed during salt processing (“FP2”) 

 Salt Discard  

 

The salt treatment removes groups of fission products that are readily isolated from the salt, such 

as volatile elements and noble metals, while salt processing is necessary to remove fission 

products with more actinide-like behavior, particularly the lanthanides. While an MSR-based 

fuel cycle could be configured to intentionally discard salt, this was not assumed in this study, so 

the salt discard stream is essentially processing losses. Both the FP1 and FP2 streams are 

dominated by fission products, the majority of which decay on much shorter timescales than 

other waste stream types. MSRs are assumed to be capable of more efficient processing than 

other technologies, and as such the MSR HLW streams contain considerably less actinide losses 

than the HLW from reprocessed solid reactor fuels. Thus, the rate at which the decay heat and 

radiotoxicity curves decline is much greater than for the HLW streams of previously described 

fuel cycles, particularly between 100 and 1000 years; the few fission products that do survive for 

longer times (e.g., Sb-126m, Tc-99, Zr-93/Nb-93m, Se-79, I-129) are not present in quantities to 

rival the mass-normalized contributions from waste streams with large actinide contents at times 

beyond 1000 years or so. The salt discard, on the other hand, behaves very similarly to the Stage 

2 Th/U-233 SNF from the MThU fuel cycle. Figure 19, Figure 20, and Figure 21 give the 

activity, decay heat, and radiotoxicity curves, respectively, for the CThU fuel cycle. 
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Figure 19, Activity of CThU HLW Streams over Time 

 
 

 
Figure 20, Decay Heat of CThU HLW Streams over Time 
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Figure 21, Radiotoxicity of CThU HLW Streams over Time 

 

Sometimes, plots along the lines of those of shown previously (i.e., those that are normalized by 

mass) are used to make definitive statements regarding comparisons between fuel cycles. In 

some cases this may be acceptable, but there are examples that are clearly misleading. For 

instance, the salt discard stream from CThU might look notably hazardous on an mass-

normalized basis, but it is produced in very small amounts compared to the mass flows of other 

waste stream types from other fuel cycles. In general, it is preferable to instead consider the 

energy-normalized results that will be described in Section 4.4.3. 

 

4.2.5. Resource Stewardship Metrics 

 

The resource usage characteristics of the different fuel cycle options cannot be calculated 

independently from the material flow analysis that is described in the next section. The energy-

normalized results for resource stewardship are described in Section 4.4.4. 
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4.3. Material Flow Analysis through Advanced Nuclear Fuel Cycles at Steady-State 

 
 

Most of the metrics described in the previous section were normalized by mass. However, 

material flows may differ substantially between streams; e.g., one would expect a modified-open 

fuel cycle to have a significantly higher loss of heavy metal from used fuel compared to those in 

the reprocessing waste streams. Furthermore, different fuel cycles can have varying total mass 

flows, so direct comparisons cannot be made between fuel cycles on a mass-normalized basis.  

 

The next step of the process, therefore, is to determine the energy-normalized material flows 

through each step of the representative fuel cycles in this study. This enables the mass-

normalized metrics to be multiplied by the energy-normalized material flows to compute energy-

normalized metrics.  

 

The first portion of this section will introduce the reader to the mass flow calculation 

methodology that was applied for each of the fuel cycles. The latter portion of the section will 

describe the results of this exercise, which will carry forth into the subsequent section. 

 

4.3.1. Approach and Techniques 

 

 

The basic tenants of material flow balances stem from the identification of a “basis” from which 

all other material flows are calculated [Himmelblau 1962]. The basis is a normative unit that can 

used to standardize the calculations relative to a parameter of interest. For energy systems, 

including nuclear fuel cycles, a frequently used basis is electrical energy output, in this report 

described as gigawatt-years of electricity (GWe-yr). This is an appropriate basis since the “final 
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answers” are readily interpreted and compared when normalized by electrical energy, and there 

is a direct relationship between electrical energy and the mass throughput of the system.  

 

Electrical energy is provided by just one component of the fuel cycle, the reactor22; therefore, 

this is the logical point at which to begin when analyzing the material flows through the fuel 

cycle. This is also the step at which significant physical (nuclear) reactions occur, as different 

elements and isotopes are converted to others primarily through fission, neutron capture, and 

decay-based nuclear reactions. A fraction of the total initial mass entering a reactor is converted 

directly to energy, as dictated by the famous relationship: “E =mc2”. However, for every kg of 

U-235 that fissions, only about one gram (0.1%) is converted directly converted to thermal 

energy (the remainder remains as mass in fission products and neutrons); furthermore, only a 

small percentage of material added to a reactor actually undergoes fission [Shultis 2007]. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to approximate that the total mass of fuel entering a reactor is 

equivalent to the total mass (including the fission products) leaving it, even for a system with 

multiple reactor core passes such as a molten salt reactor. 

 

The first step of determining the mass throughput of the reactor stage (or in the case of multi-

stage systems, each reactor stage) is to determine the composition of the input and output 

composition vectors of the reactor fuel. The ways in which nuclear reactions transform the fuel 

material over time is highly dependent on many radiation transport behaviors that are functions 

of the geometry and evolving composition of the fuels and the other core material. To account 

for these effects, even at a relatively simplified level, it is necessary to introduce particle 

                                                      
22 More accurately, electricity is produced by the electricity generation systems that are integrated with the 
reactor. However, in this analysis, these systems as treated as components of the reactor step of the fuel cycle. 
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transport and depletion calculation tools into the problem-solving process. Thankfully, the input 

and output compositions were previously determined for a number of relevant fuel cycles as part 

of the FCO-ESS [Wigeland 2014]. This material composition data has been made available in an 

online format [Sandia 2016] and was frequently applied during this study. In particular, data was 

adopted for both stages of the MUPu cycle, as well as for the CUPu and CThU cycles. For the 

MUPu cycle, simple reactor input and output compositions were provided. For the CUPu cycle, 

separate input/output compositions for the blanket and driver fuel were provided, and additional 

information could be used to determine the relative contributions of each fuel type to the total 

core mass. For the CThU cycle, mass stream information was provided for a variety of streams: 

the fresh freed (pure thorium), the salt output before salt treatment, the salt output after salt 

treatment but before salt processing, the post-processed salt returning to the reactor, the exiting 

salt treatment stream (entirely fission products), the exiting salt processing stream (mostly fission 

products, some transuranics), and salt losses. Only heavy metal and “heavy-metal-derived” 

isotopes (e.g., fission products) were included in these mass compositions; that is, fuel 

component anions (e.g., oxygen, fluorine), structural materials (e.g., iron, nickel), and coolant or 

coolant contaminant material (e.g., hydrogen, chlorine) were not included. Each mass stream was 

normalized to one metric ton of material. 

 

For original depletion calculations, in particular those applied to the MThU fuel cycle, SCALE 

was used. SCALE is a comprehensive modeling and simulation suite for nuclear safety analysis 

and design developed and maintained by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) under contract 

with the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the US Department of Energy (DOE), and 

the US National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) to perform reactor physics, criticality 
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safety, radiation shielding, and spent fuel characterization for nuclear facilities and 

transportation/storage package designs [Bowman 2011]. Certain modules of SCALE enable the 

simulation of cores partly or primarily oriented around the use of thorium, and there has been 

extensive experience with using the tool for thorium fuel cycle applications with a variety of 

reactor technologies. This study made use of a number of SCALE modules including TRITON 

for the depletion code and ORIGEN-S for burnup calculations, along the lines described for 

previous applications of SCALE to both uranium- and thorium-based fuel cycles [Ganda 2012]. 

 

The next step is to combine the stream composition data with key assumptions that link material 

flows to electrical energy output. For conventional-solid fueled systems (applicable to the 

MUPu, MThU, and CUPu cycles), the key parameters are burnup (a measure of thermal energy 

output per initial mass of fuel), fuel residence time (the average amount of time a unit of fuel 

mass spends in a reactor), capacity factor (ratio of actual to potential output), and electrical 

efficiency (the fraction of thermal energy that is converted to electrical energy). For fluid-fueled 

systems (namely, the one in CThU), the notion of “burnup” is not applicable. Burnup is 

traditionally defined in terms of “initial mass”, but the fluid fuel is continuously circulated23 and 

fresh fertile salt is also added, making it impossible to distinguish between fresh and recycled 

fuel. Because no alternative fuel utilization metric exists for liquid-fueled systems, power density 

must be used instead. Power density is defined as the rate of thermal energy output (i.e., power) 

per unit mass heavy metal. For fluid-fueled systems, there are two potential ways to define the 

denominator of power density; the mass of heavy metal in the core at any given time, and the 

                                                      
23 A fluid-fueled system could also employ a “batch” mode of operations, where fuel is circulated for a fixed period 
without reprocessing, eventually to have it reprocessed all it once. The traditional metric of burnup could be used 
in this case, but this is not the system that was modeled in this analysis. 
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total mass of heavy metal in the system. Either can be used to calculate electrical energy output, 

but the former must be combined with knowledge of the allocation of material within and outside 

of the core, whereas the latter can be used to directly calculate the electrical energy output. 

 

For single-stage systems (CUPu, CThU), the above steps are sufficient to relate the mass 

throughput of the core to the electrical energy output of the system; thus, also subsequent 

material flows can be defined relative to 1 GWe-yr, for instance. For two-stage systems (MUPu, 

MThU), it is necessary to determine the relative power contributions of the multiple stages. This 

can be complicated for systems which employ “intra-recycle”; that is, recycle within a stage. 

Conveniently, neither of the multi-stage fuel cycles in this study employs intra-recycle, and the 

mass dependency between Stages 1 and 2 is simpler and is based on the behavior of different 

material types during reprocessing. The material composition of the outgoing Stage 1 fuel is 

known; each of the material types (e.g., thorium, uranium, plutonium, minor actinides, fission 

products) is assigned a stream mass fractionation that is based on assumptions. For instance, for 

both the MUPu and MThU fuel cycles, it is assumed that 100% of fission products and minor 

actinides are sent directly to disposal. For other materials, such as plutonium in the MUPu cycle, 

it is assumed that the maximum amount possible (say, 99.9%) is recovered for re-use in Stage 2, 

but that there are still some process losses (0.1%) that are also sent to disposal. Also accounting 

for losses from the fabrication of Stage 2 fuel, the material balance assumes that the mass of a 

key fissile material (for MUPu, plutonium; for MThU, U-233) remaining after process losses 

from Stage 1 is precisely equal to the amount entering the reactor in Stage 2. One approach is to 

start with 1 metric ton of fuel in Stage 1, apply burnup and electricity generation parameters, find 

the amount of the key material that results from Stage 1, comprise fuel for Stage 2 that contains 
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this amount of key material, apply new burnup and electricity generation parameters, and 

calculate the total rate of electricity generation for the system. This calculated rate can then be 

compared to the parameter of interest, and all the material flows of the system can be scaled up 

based on the ratio of the basis to the calculated rate. Now, the material flows are normalized to 

the parameter of interest, and the fractional power shares of each stage are also known. 

 

Most of the material flow analysis is characterized after these steps. Remaining efforts involving 

back-calculating through the front-end of the fuel cycle (i.e., fuel fabrication, then enrichment, 

then conversion, then resource recovery) to determine the material flows through the remaining 

steps of the fuel cycle. A few standard fuel cycle assumptions are implemented, keeping with the 

standards established in by the FCO-ESS [Wigeland 2014]. These assumptions include: 

 99% reprocessing efficiency for recovered actinides. 

 100% reprocessing efficiency for the removal of fission products and non-recycled 

actinides (e.g., neptunium, americium, curium, protactinium for MThU, and plutonium 

for CThU) 

 99.8% fuel fabrication efficiency  

 

4.3.2. Material Flow Results 

 
 

This section describes the quantitative results of the application of the techniques described in 

the previous section for each of the four fuel cycle options under consideration. The material 

flows themselves are not the primary objective of this study; rather, they are a means to an end 

for calculating energy-normalized metrics. Thus, the discussions of these material flows are kept 

brief (assessments of resource consumption will be deferred until Section 4.4.4, even though the 
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resource consumption of the fuel cycle options will be immediately evident from the graphics 

included in this section.  

 

4.3.2.1. MUPu Material Flows 

 

 

Figure 22, below, shows the material flow moving through the MUPu fuel cycle, normalized as 

the material flows needed to support 1 GWe-yr of combined system electrical output: 

 

 

 
Figure 22, Material Flow Results for the MUPu Fuel Cycle 

 

Stage 1 constitutes 87.4% of the electrical energy output of the MUPu system, while Stage 2 

constitutes 12.6% of the electricity energy output of the system. Subsequent analysis shows that 

these material flows would not change significantly if the governing assumptions of uranium 

recycle were modified. If, for instance, depleted uranium were used to constitute the fertile 
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matrix of Stage 2 MOX fuel rather than recycled uranium from the used fuel of Stage 1, then the 

amount of depleted uranium that would need to be managed as waste would decrease by 2.7 MT 

– a difference of only 1.7% of the total depleted uranium output. Furthermore, this same quantity 

would be added to the excess uranium from the Stage 1 spent fuel. Furthermore, if excess 

recycled uranium were sent for re-use in Stage 1, the fissile content of this uranium is nearly 

identical to that of natural uranium (0.80% vs. 0.72%). This means that even if all 16.8 MT of 

excess recycled uranium were supplied for re-enrichment, the natural uranium requirement 

would decrease by slightly less than 10%, at most. In fact, the savings could be even less than 

this, since re-enrichment of uranium also concentrates U-236, which is a parasitic neutron 

absorber and often requires slightly higher enrichments to counteract [Del Cul 2009]. 

 

4.3.2.2. MThU Material Flows 

 

 

Figure 23, below, shows the material flow moving through the MThU fuel cycle, normalized as 

the material flows needed to support 1 GWe-yr of combined system electrical output: 
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Figure 23, Material Flow Results for the MThU Fuel Cycle 

 

Stage 1 constitutes 73.7% of the electrical energy output of system, while Stage 2 constitutes 

26.3% of the electricity energy output of the system. 

 

4.3.2.3. CUPu Material Flows 

 

 

Figure 24, below, shows the material flow moving through the CUPu fuel cycle, normalized as 

the material flows needed to support 1 GWe-yr of system electrical output: 
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Figure 24, Material Flow Results for the CUPu Fuel Cycle 

 

 

4.3.2.4. CThU Material Flows 

 

 

Figure 25, below, shows the material flow moving through the CThU fuel cycle, normalized as 

the material flows needed to support 1 GWe-yr of system electrical output: 
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Figure 25, Material Flow Results for the CThU Fuel Cycle 

 
 

4.4. Amalgamation of Material Flows and Environmental Metrics: Impacts Analysis 

 
 

With the material flow results calculated in the previous section, this section combines the mass-

normalized metrics from Section 4.2 with the mass flows calculated in Section 4.3 to determine 

the energy-normalized metrics by which to compare the EH&S performance of the four fuel 

cycle options. Each sub-section within this section focuses on results for a separate metric or 

group of metrics. 

 

4.4.1. Impacts of Safety of Routine Operations 

 
 

The mass-normalized doses determined for each component of each fuel cycle in Section 4.2.2 

and 4.2.3 were combined with the mass flow calculations described in Section 4.3.2. Figure 26, 

below, illustrates the comparative routine occupational radiological impacts of each fuel cycle, 
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broken down by major contributions. “Front-end” includes the combination of resource recovery, 

conversion, enrichment, de-conversion, and fuel fabrication. Because geological disposal of 

HLW and SNF is not included in this analysis, the “back-end” is effectively limited to 

reprocessing. 

 

 

 
Figure 26, Energy-Normalized Occupational Radiological Dose by Fuel Cycle24 

 

The most immediate takeaway is that the two modified-open fuel cycles have comparable total 

radiological impacts, CUPu has about a 50% higher radiological impact than the modified-open 

fuel cycles, and CThU has about a 45% lower radiological impact than the modified-open fuel 

cycles. However, there are more meaningful takeaways from this graphic than simply the total 

numerical results. Most significantly, for all fuel cycles, reactors dominate total contributions to 

occupational fuel cycle dose. The extent of domination varies between the options (72% for 

MThU to 97% for CThU), but it is clear that regardless of the potentially complex variations in 

                                                      
24 Note that the back-end contributions are so small that they are difficult to visually distinguish at the tops of the 
bars. 
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material flow results based on a range of plausible assumptions, comparative radiological 

impacts will instead be dictated by the assumed dose from the reactor. This is actually 

independent of the material flow25, since the reactor(s) are the only source of the fuel cycle’s 

electrical output and the reactor dose is normalized by electrical energy. 

 

 For comparison, using the same data sets and assumptions, the once-through fuel cycle (OTC) 

has a total fuel cycle impact of 851 person-mSv/GWe-yr, with 21.2% of this coming from the 

front-end and none coming from the back-end since there is no reprocessing. This is within 3% 

of the occupational dose impact for the MUPu fuel cycle, which generally has similar 

characteristics since most of its power is contributed by the Stage 1 PWR. 

 

For modern fuel cycle implementation, it has been established that reactors dominate total fuel 

cycle dose impacts for the once-through fuel cycle [Krahn 2014]. Subsequent work comparing 

the uranium-based once-through fuel cycle to the modified-open uranium-based fuel cycle 

showed that dose impacts between the two fuel cycles were quite similar, in large part due to the 

fact that both used the same reactor technologies, so that differences in the front- and back-ends 

of the fuel cycle between the two fuel cycles were not important at the cumulative level 

[Burkhardt 2014]. In the new results presented in this chapter, though, different reactor 

technologies are used, each with their own assumed radiological impacts using highly variable 

                                                      
25 The only exception would be for fuel cycles that are comprised of multiple reactors, and at least two different 
reactors had different energy-normalized doses. In this instance, the total dose would depend on the material flow 
breakdown (and more specifically, the different power share of each reactor of the total electricity generated). 
However, for this study, only two of the representative fuel cycles had two reactors, and in each instance the two 
reactors were of the same technology (PWR) and were assumed to have the same energy-normalized dose 
contribution. Thus, the conclusion about mass flow independence still applies. 
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approaches. In this case, the resulting discrepancies give the impression that the fuel cycles have 

distinctly different radiological performances. 

 

In reality, there is a good chance that the differences between fuel cycles would not be as large as 

this analysis indicates. The figures for PWR doses are based on many years of experience with 

multiple commercial units, and are a reasonable indicator of how future PWRs would perform. In 

contrast, the SFR dose assumption is based on documented experience with a single commercial 

reactor in Russia that has experienced frequent operational challenges. The combination of the 

technology’s level of maturity with different radiological requirements between countries means 

that the true dose for an nth-generation SFR may be lower than the value for the BN-600. This is 

probably a reasonable argument, considering that average individual doses at light water reactors 

worldwide fell by more than 75% between 1975 and 2000 [Krahn 2014]. However, even if this 

argument were not accepted, the uncertainty for a single data point is exceptionally large; there is 

no standard formula that applies for a sample size of 1 and estimations require expert judgment, 

but regardless of approach the uncertainty would be at least half the value of the data point, or 

600 person-mSv/GWe-yr [SELA 2016]. If the SFR were assumed to have half of its presently 

assumed radiological impact, the CUPu fuel cycle would have a 17% lower dose than the 

modified-open fuel cycles. 

 

Meanwhile, the assumption regarding the MSR is even more uncertain, as it relies on a highly 

tenuous analogy based on the perceived similarities between an MSR and a reprocessing facility 

due to an absence of relevant data. Modifications in the assumed flowrate through the MSR 

alone would change the numerical estimate significantly, and an equally plausible argument is 
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that an MSR would have radiological impacts somewhere in between the extremes of a sole 

reprocessing plant and the combination of a reactor and a reprocessing plant. At this other 

extreme, if the MSR’s dose was assumed to be equivalent to that of a reprocessing plant AND 

that of a PWR, the CThU fuel cycle would have a 30% higher dose than the modified-open fuel 

cycles.  

 

The argument might be made that because (1) large uncertainties exist in reactor dose 

assumptions which dominate any quantitative comparison between fuel cycles and (2) nth-

generation advanced reactors at steady-state might be expected to have nearly-identical 

radiological impacts based on requirements imposed by laws and regulations, then the 

differences in the reactor contributions to dose should be assumed to be negligible26. This article 

does not necessarily support or reject that notion, but it may be worth at least considering for the 

sake of argument. If only the front- and back-end contributions to dose are compared, the results 

come out as shown in Figure 27, below. 

 

                                                      
26 There are probably some inherent differences in dose based on variations in the availabilities (i.e., the fraction of 
time a system is operational) of different reactor systems, because higher maintenance frequencies will lead to 
higher doses. However, availability is difficult to predict for nth generation advanced reactor systems. Nth-of-a-
kind SFRs might be predicted to have higher maintenance frequencies than nth-of-a-kind LWRs given the 
challenges of managing metallic sodium, but this is not known with certainty. 
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Figure 27, Collective Non-Reactor Occupational Radiological Dose by Fuel Cycle 

 

Uncertainties in parameter assumptions are still important to consider for any nuclear fuel cycle 

analysis, but with the reactor doses removed the inherent characteristics of the fuel cycles are 

more readily apparent. Both of the closed fuel cycles have minimal natural resource requirements 

and, by extension, avoid a significant portion of the non-reactor fuel cycle dose. CThU, in 

particular, avoids many fuel cycle steps altogether (conversion and enrichment, along with 

reprocessing being lumped into the reactor dose) and minimizes fuel fabrication due to the 

reactor’s high power density and correspondingly small heavy metal throughput. The other 

dominant factor that is also apparent here is the difference between “hands-on” and glovebox 

fuel fabrication. This is required for natural thorium fuel, and is the driving force for the MThU 

fuel cycle having the highest non-reactor dose among the four options (and the reason for 

CThU’s resource impacts being visible while CUPu’s resource impacts are not). Meanwhile, 

both fuel types in the CUPu fuel cycle require at least glovebox fuel fabrication, and this fuel 

cycle correspondingly has the largest fuel fabrication dose of all the fuel cycles. Even if the 

CUPu fuel cycle began to employ remote fabrication instead of glovebox techniques, its fuel 
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fabrication impact would still be 60% larger than that of the CThU fuel cycle, since CUPu must 

refabricate fuel at the end of each cycle whereas salt reprocessing returns most of the fuel back to 

the reactor directly in the correct chemical form. Regardless of these findings, it is important to 

remember the context of this “sub-investigation”; at most, the non-reactor dose contributions 

would amount to 28% of the total dose contributions, and usually less than this. 

 

4.4.2. Impacts of Waste Management (Low-Level) 

 
 

With regards to LLW production, there are some visible differences between some of the fuel 

cycle options. Figure 28, below, shows the energy-normalized results for this metric. For the 

time being, mining wastes are not included as they utterly dominate the category by volume 

(they will be addressed separately).  

 

 

 
Figure 28, Energy-Normalized Low-Level Waste Volume by Fuel Cycle 

 

As with the previous section, uncertainty with single data points or estimates must be considered 

with caution. Nonetheless, there are some takeaways from the above that are indicative of the 
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fundamental properties of the fuel cycle options. In particular, CThU is calculated to produce 

significant amounts of LLW from reactor operations because of the large throughput of material 

through the salt treatment and processing systems per unit of energy, compared to that of other 

fuel cycles. While the impact from an individual pass is small, filters, resins, and other 

separations agents are eventually going to be depleted and require disposal assuming that LLW 

accumulation is proportional to the material throughput. Recall that separations are lumped 

together with the reactor for the MSR, so there is no ability to parse the reactor and separations 

contributions in the CThU column; however, much of CThU’s LLW impact (68%) is attributed 

to the reprocessing portion of that system. 

 

Among the other fuel cycle options, the differences are not as large, primarily because the LLW 

contributions from the reactors are roughly equivalent for each fuel cycle. However, there are 

still some important differences, namely that the CUPu LLW impacts are somewhat lower than 

those of MUPu and MThU. This is because the CUPu fuel cycle requires less total fuel 

fabrication on an energy-normalized basis due to higher fuel burnup and also because of the 

differences in mass-normalized LLW production for fresh and recycled fuel fabrication (9.66 m3 

LLW/GWe-yr vs. 2.42 m3 LLW/GWe-yr). As a reminder, these results did not separately break 

out different types of LLW (Classes A, B, and C) since this level of specificity could not be 

determined for any fuel cycle except MUPu based on a lack of data or defensible assumptions. 

 

For comparison, using the same data sets and assumptions, the once-through fuel cycle (OTC) 

has a total fuel cycle impact of 557 m3 LLW/GWe-yr, with 48.3% of this coming from the front-

end and none coming from the back-end since there is no reprocessing. This is within 12.3% less 
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than the occupational dose impact for the MUPu fuel cycle, which generally has similar 

characteristics since most of its power is contributed by the Stage 1 PWR; however, the 

additional LLW contributions from reprocessing are avoided.  

 

Mining waste was not included in the preceding graphs in this section, since for certain fuel 

cycles the volumetric contribution from the rest of the fuel cycle would be completely dwarfed 

by this waste category (for instance, for CUPu, mine wastes would account for 99.8% of the total 

combined volume of mine wastes and LLW). Mine wastes do represent a comparatively low-

hazard contribution of the overall fuel cycle; however, given their massive volume and their 

nevertheless significant management challenges [Thomas 1981], they are still addressed briefly. 

Figure 29, below, shows the mine waste results. Because the differences are so significant, the 

results are plotted on a logarithmic scale. Note that the true log10 values are actually one smaller 

than what is plotted below; the mine waste contribution for CThU is so small that the log10 

value is actually negative, so one is added to all the log10 values so that all bars appear above the 

axis line (for ease of graphical viewing only). 
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Figure 29, Energy-Normalized Mining Waste Volume by Fuel Cycle 

 

On the logarithmic scale, the difference between MUPu and MThU appear small even though 

there is actually about a factor of 2 difference. Both of these fuel cycles employ significant 

quantities of enriched uranium and therefore require substantial inputs of natural uranium, which 

results in a significant mine waste burden of both fuel cycles. The MThU fuel cycle actually uses 

only about a quarter of the amount of uranium-based fuel that the MUPu fuel cycle does, but the 

use of higher enrichments results in the difference in NU consumption only being a factor of 2. 

For comparison, the OTC produces another 14% more mining waste than MUPu given its even 

greater demand for natural uranium. 

 

 The CUPu fuel cycle also relies on natural uranium and its associated mining waste, but it only 

requires small amounts of new material and also does not require enrichment, so its consumption 

of natural uranium is two orders of magnitude less than that of the modified-open fuel cycles. 

The CThU fuel cycle does not rely on natural uranium at all; since natural thorium recovery is 

assumed to be achieved from by-product sources for perpetuity, its associated mining waste 
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volume is very small. This is coupled with the CThU fuel cycle’s inherently low requirement for 

new material to make the mining waste impacts for this fuel cycle more than 5 orders of 

magnitude lower than the modified-open fuel cycles and more 3 orders of magnitude lower than 

CUPu. Again, these are steady-state results; transitions to a CThU-like fuel cycle would still 

require significant initial loadings of external fissile sources, and will therefore directly and 

indirectly require natural uranium. However, this is the subject of the next chapter, not this one. 

 

There are two additional categories of material that would require disposal or some other form of 

repurposing: depleted uranium and excess recycled uranium. Of the four fuel cycle options 

considered in this study, only MUPu and MThU produce depleted uranium (156.95 MT/GWe-yr 

and 85.96 MT/GWe-yr, respectively), and only MUPu produces excess recycled uranium (16.81 

MT/GWe-yr). For reference, the OTC produces 179.50 MT DU/GWe-yr. The prospective 

disposal of depleted uranium in the US has been the subject of several reviews, and there are 

several areas of uncertainty including the disposal site, the disposal chemical form, regulatory 

classification (e.g., whether or not it should be reclassified as LLW), and the economics of 

disposal [Hertzler 1994, Ranek 2002, Camper 2011]. The management of excess recycled 

uranium has not been studied in as much detail in the US since reprocessing is not currently 

practiced and the quantities of depleted uranium are much larger, but it has been the subject of 

international efforts [IAEA 2007]. While the precise disposal outlook for these material streams 

is not clear, the management of both depleted and recycled uranium presents a challenge that has 

not yet been resolved, and there will be at least be some impact associated with their disposal. 
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4.4.3. Impacts of Waste Management (High-Level) 

 
 

The results of the SNF/HLW analysis are discussed with two separate metrics: radioactivity and 

decay heat (further simplified to decay heat, for reasons discussed subsequently) and 

radiotoxicity. 

 

4.4.3.1. Radioactivity and Decay Heat 

 

 

The curves for total energy-normalized radiotoxicity and total decay heat for each fuel cycle 

option are shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31, respectively. It is necessary to plot the results on a 

logarithmic scale since the values for both metrics vary significantly both over time and between 

fuel cycles.  

 

 
Figure 30, Energy-Normalized Radioactivity as a Function of Time for Four Fuel Cycle 

Options, with Radioactivity and Time Each Plotted on a log-10 Scale 
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Figure 31, Energy-Normalized Decay Heat as a Function of Time for Four Fuel Cycle 

Options, with Decay Heat and Time Each Plotted on a log-10 Scale 

 

It was originally planned to consider separate insights from radioactivity and decay heat metrics 

within the topic of SNF/HLW management. Calculations were performed for both parameters for 

each SNF/HLW stream from each of the four fuel cycle options across a range of start and end 

times after stream discharge. However, it was quickly discovered that activity and decay are so 

closely correlated that including both metrics does not yield much incremental comparative 

information, regardless of the particular timescale being considered. Consider Figure 32 and 

Figure 33, below, which select two arbitrary time intervals, one at relatively short times (1 to 100 

years) and one at relatively long times (1000 to 100,000 years). 
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Figure 32, Side-by-Side Comparison of Energy-Normalized Activity and Decay Heat 

Integrals from 1 to 100 Years 

 
 

 
Figure 33, Side-by-Side Comparison of Energy-Normalized Activity and Decay Heat 

Integrals from 1000 to 100,000 Years 

 

In both cases, there are some subtle differences between the activity and decay heat charts 

(especially the Stage 2 SNF from the MUPu fuel cycle and the secondary HLW from the CThU 

fuel cycle), but for the most part the graphs for activity and decay heat appear nearly identical for 

all time scales. Visualized another way, Figure 34 and Figure 35 show the fuel cycle options with 

the highest energy-normalized radiotoxicity and decay heat impacts, respectively, for each major 

starting and ending integral timeframe: 
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Figure 34, Fuel Cycle Options with Highest Energy-Normalized Integrated Activities at 

Various Starting and Ending Timescales 

 
 

 
Figure 35, Fuel Cycle Options with Highest-Energy-Normalized Integrated Decay Heats at 

Various Starting and Ending Timescales 

 

In these figures, black cells denote irrelevant integrals (e.g., any reverse integral, such as from 

10,000 to 100 years). The fuel cycle with the highest integrated decay heat for each cell is 

indicated by the color in the legend. Cells with multiple colors denote cases where the two fuel 

cycle options having the highest integrated decay heat were within 10% of one another. 

Switching from between activity and decay heat does not change which fuel cycle option has the 

largest impact at nearly any timescale except those beginning and ending at very early times that 

are unimportant to disposal timeframes. The results are similar when considering the fuel cycle 

options with the lowest integrated activities and decay heats, respectively, as shown in Figure 36 

and Figure 37 respectively, below: 
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Figure 36, Fuel Cycle Options with Lowest Energy-Normalized Integrated Activities at 

Various Starting and Ending Timescales 

 
 

 
Figure 37, Fuel Cycle Options with Lowest Energy-Normalized Integrated Decay Heats at 

Various Starting and Ending Timescales 

 

Once again, the two figures are nearly identical. It is therefore concluded that considering both 

activity and decay heat is unnecessary, and that since decay heat is probably the more important 

of the two factors with regards to both waste package and repository design [Hill 2010], it is the 

metric discussed further in this analysis. 

 

Previous figures have indicated that for more nearly all conceivable timeframes, CThU has the 

most favorable integrated decay heat properties while MThU has the least favorable integrated 

decay heat properties. Exceptions occur for integrals that begin at very early times, especially 

those that begin immediately at the time of discharge (t=0). For the closed fuel cycle options, a 

large fraction of the total decay heat integral between 0 to 1,000,000 years is attributed to the 

first year: for CUPu, this fraction is 14%, while for CThU, this fraction is 84%. It is believed that 

the large variations in the dominance of these “short-term effects” between fuel cycles is not 
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necessarily an intrinsic difference between the fuel cycle options, but rather a consequence of 

different assumptions in the isotopic inventory data from which these results were generated. 

These inventories for MUPu, CUPu, and CThU were taken from results from the FCO-ESS 

[Wigeland 2014] that were later posted to a database [Sandia 2016], while the inventories for 

MThU were generated independently. While guidelines are not published for the timeframe of 

the isotopic inventories of these fuel cycle (as they are of little relevance to nearly purpose 

except this HLW property exercise), it is thought that the values for MUPu and CUPu must 

account for some short storage period while the values for CThU represent those that are straight 

out of an MSR, immediately after discharge.  

 

To avoid these misleading “edge effects”, this analysis will consider integrals that begin well 

after 1 year. In any case, SNF/HLW would be unlikely to be disposed any earlier than 10 years 

after discharge, and in all likelihood this interim period would be even longer than 10 years. 

Thus, this analysis considers integrals beginning at 100 years. Regulatory timescales have 

changed over time and have covered periods at least to 10,000 years and occasionally to 

1,000,000 years. The results of integrals beginning at 100 years and ending at times 10,000 

years, 100,000 years, and 1,000,000 years are shown in Figure 38, Figure 39, and Figure 40 

respectively, below: 
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Figure 38, Energy-Normalized Integrated Decay Heat from 100 to 10,000 Years 

 
 

 
Figure 39, Energy-Normalized Integrated Decay Heat from 100 to 100,000 Years 
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Figure 40, Energy-Normalized Integrated Decay Heat from 100 to 1,000,000 Years 

 

“Secondary HLW” refers to the less-hazardous waste stream for the closed fuel cycles that have 

two HLW streams: the blanket-processing HLW stream for CUPu and FP2 for CThU. While the 

magnitude of integrated decay heat changes considerably between these three timescale options, 

the comparative trends between the four fuel cycle options are relatively consistent for all three 

time. At each timescale, MThU has the highest SNF/HLW decay heat impact, with the bulk of 

this contribution coming from the discharged Th/U-233 fuel of Stage 2. Even though Stage 2 

only accounts for about a quarter of the power share in MThU, the decay chains of first the U-

233 decay chain and later the U-234 decay chain contribute comparatively significant amounts of 

decay heat for very long periods of time. Even at shorter timescales not shown in the previous 

three figures, the MThU fuel cycle is compromised by having the “worst of both worlds”; since 

it discharges both used UOX and Th/U-233 MOX fuels, its decay heat plot shows the peaks of 

both fuel types.  
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MUPu has the second least favorable SNF/HLW decay heat impact at all three timescales; its 

decay heat integral varies between 33% and 64% of the value for MThU depending on the 

particular timescale that is used. The Stage 2 discharge fuel comprises an increasingly dominant 

fraction of the total decay heat of the fuel cycle at longer times, primarily due to the Np-237 

decay chain (essentially the same as the U-233 decay chain), and to a lesser extent due to the Pu-

242/U-238 decay chain.  

 

The most important message to be taken from these results is the difference between modified-

open and closed fuel cycles, rather than between U/Pu and Th/U fuel cycles. At long timescales, 

actinides dominate the contribution to decay heat, and closed fuel cycles send far fewer actinides 

to disposal on an energy-normalized basis. The significant difference between CUPu and CThU 

is due more to differences in the reference technology than it is to the properties of thorium 

versus uranium. The actinide losses are essentially limited by reprocessing efficiency, and even 

0.1-0.2% losses from SFR fuel reprocessing are significant compared to the practically perfect 

reprocessing efficiency that is supposedly permitted by MSR separations (actinide-bearing 

HLW/GWe-yr: 1.04 MT for CUPu vs. 0.002 MT for CThU). However, even if salt discard losses 

were much larger than initially assumed, say 100 times larger, the CUPu fuel cycle would still 

have a higher integrated decay heat impact than CThU, as can be seen below in Figure 41: 
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Figure 41, Energy-Normalized Integrated Decay Heat from 100 to 1,000,000 Years if 

CThU's Salt Discard Losses Are Increased by a Power of 100 

 

Granted, the values for CUPu and CThU are now about a factor of 3 different instead of a factor 

of 9, but this still a significant difference. The salt discard stream actually has quite a large 

integrated decay heat on a mass-normalized basis, given the significant presence of both the U-

233 and U-234 decay chains, but even the revised mass flow rate, 0.2 MT/GWe-yr, is still much 

smaller than the 1.04 MT/GWe-yr for the CUPu fuel cycle. It is unlikely that the MSR salt 

discard rate would be larger than this; even if the MSR disposed of its entire salt inventory every 

80 years (which would completely imbalance the steady-state assumption), which is equivalent 

of an annual loss of 1.25%, the salt discard rate would still only be .09 MT/GWe-yr which is less 

than the 0.2 MT/GWe-yr for which the previous results are shown. In other words, there is no 

reasonable variation of the assumptions which would result in the MSR-based CThU not having 

the lowest decay heat impacts. Again, this conclusion is primarily attributed to the technological 

differences between SFRs and MSRs and their associated reprocessing techniques: a uranium-

based MSR would probably have similar decay heat properties as a thorium-based MSR, and the 
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same would be true for a comparison of a uranium-based and thorium-based SFR. In other 

words, the driving force for the energy-normalized integrated decay heat is actinide losses in the 

HLW and UNF. 

 

4.4.3.2. Radiotoxicity 

 

 

The results for energy-normalized radiotoxicity for each fuel cycle over time are shown in Figure 

42, below: 

 

 
Figure 42, Energy-Normalized Radiotoxicity for Fuel Cycle Options 

 

The Figure above indicates that the curves don’t frequently cross each other, which explains why 

the following Figure 43 and Figure 44 show the same “best” and “worst” fuel cycle options for 

nearly all possible timescales of integration: 
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Figure 43, Fuel Cycle Options with Highest Energy-Normalized Integrated Radiotoxicities 

at Various Starting and Ending Timescales 

 
 

 
Figure 44, Fuel Cycle Options with Lowest Energy-Normalized Integrated Radiotoxicities 

at Various Starting and Ending Timescales 

 

While radiotoxicity trends are not identical to decay heat and radioactivity, they both depend on 

the mass inventories of the same classes of radionuclides, and thus there is still some correlation 

between radiotoxicity and decay heat (see [Stauff 2015]). Conclusions regarding integrated 

radiotoxicity regardless of whether short-, medium- or long-term timescales are of interest, as is 

shown by Figure 45, Figure 46, and Figure 47, below: 
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Figure 45, Energy-Normalized "Near-Term" Integrated Radiotoxicity Impacts (10 to 1000 

Years) 

 
 

 
Figure 46, Energy-Normalized “Medium-Term” Integrated Radiotoxicity Impacts (100 to 

10,000 Years) 
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Figure 47, Energy-Normalized “Long-Term” Integrated Radiotoxicity Impacts (1000 to 

1,000,000 Years) 

 

While the magnitude of the differences changes over time, the order of most radiotoxic to least 

radiotoxic is always MThU, MUPu, CUPu, and CThU. Once again, the gap between the 

modified-open fuel cycles and the closed fuel cycles becomes increasingly large over time as the 

quantity of actinides, and to a lesser extent the identity of those actinides, dictates radiotoxicity 

performance. The U-233/Np-237 and U-234 decay chains turn out to be the driving forces for 

radiotoxicity for MUPu and MThU, just as they were for decay heat. 

 

4.4.3.3. Additional Insights Regarding Repository Risk 

 

 

The previously calculated parameters of activity, decay heat, and radiotoxicity are actually 

measures of waste hazard rather than true measures of risk in a repository; in particular, they do 

not consider the ability of a particular radionuclide to mobilize and be transported through 

repository barriers and geologies to the accessible environment. This is a very important 

consideration when determining the threat that is actually posed by a particular fuel cycle – 
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waste package – repository configuration. To account for these transport phenomena, detailed 

performance assessments (PAs) can be conducted that make assumptions regarding the 

probability distribution functions of the escape of radionuclides from waste forms and waste 

packaging over time, then combine these fractional escape rates with complex transport physics 

(e.g., [Wilson 1994], [Hansen 2011]). While the information they yield is useful, even the less 

comprehensive PAs are major undertakings generally requiring multiple software tools and 

extensive data collection, and they are well beyond the scope of this study. In any case, they 

require very specific assumptions about waste packaging and repository geology that would 

confound the emphasis on intrinsic fuel cycle properties. 

 

An alternative approach has been identified based on a review of trends in previously conducted 

PAs. This review determined that in spite of the range of waste forms and geologies that can be 

considered, the same list of seven fission products and activation products dominate 

contributions to risk, albeit at varying magnitudes for different assumptions: C-14, Cl-36, Se-79, 

Tc-99, Sn-126, I-129, and Cs-135 [Croff 2015]. This is very different than the driving factors 

behind decay heat or radiotoxicity, which were dominated by actinides and their decay chains at 

long times.  

 

Two of these, C-14 and Cl-36, are activation products from reactions with naturally occurring 

material in the reactor. C-14 is produced by impurities from three different sources: N-14, O-17, 

and C-13. Nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon are among the planet’s most common elements and will 

always form some impurities in fuel, moderator, and other hardware structures [Davis 1977]. 

Chlorine-35 is an impurity in graphite rods, coolant water, and other hardware structures 
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[Griffiths 2007]. C-14 and Cl-36 are both frequently major contributors to repository risk 

(although generally still much less important than I-129); however, the concentrations of C-14 

and Cl-36 are not calculated during reactor physics simulations unless the initial concentrations 

of their precursors is specified, and this is seldom done due to lack of knowledge concerning 

precursor concentrations. Even for conventional used fuels this data is limited, and for advanced 

fuels there is no basis for making inferences of the relative concentrations of these impurities. 

Thus, C-14 and Cl-36 are not considered in this analysis. 

 

The eventual intent of the methods described in [Croff 2015] is to establish weighting factors for 

the key radionuclides that can be multiplied by the concentrations and/or masses of those 

nuclides in various spent fuel or waste streams. While some general understanding of the relative 

risk has been developed (e.g., I-129 is in most cases responsible for 80% or more of the total 

risk), formal weighting factors have not yet been developed. In the meantime, the total masses of 

the remaining five fission products that are sent to waste can be compared among the four fuel 

cycle options, as is shown in Table 24 below: 

 

 

Table 24, Energy-Normalized Masses of Key Risk-Contributing Radionuclides Destined for 

Waste by Fuel Cycle (All masses in kg/GWe-yr) 

 MUPu** MThU CUPu CThU 

Se-79 0.21 0.32 0.14 0.46 

Tc-99* 27.33 21.02 20.75 20.53 

Sn-126 1.06 1.02 1.47 1.10 

I-129 6.77 6.80 6.67 8.01 

Cs-135 16.40 14.61 36.21 4.75 

*Also includes mass of parent nuclides Mo-99 and Tc-99m 

** For comparison, the OTC’s contributions are similar to MUPu’s: 0.21 for Se-79, 27.40 for 

Tc-99, 1.03 for Sn-126, 6.54 for I-129, and 15.58 for Cs-135 
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The most important radionuclide, I-129, is relatively similar for the first three fuel cycles, but 

CThU produces 19% more I-129 than the average of the other three fuel cycles. This is because 

I-129 has a somewhat larger fission yield for U-233 than it does for U-235 and Pu-239. MThU is 

also subject to this characteristic, but a large fraction of the total fissions in the MThU fuel cycle 

come from U-235, given the high enrichment of the Stage 1 driver fuel. MUPu and CUPu both 

have larger fission contributions from Pu than MThU does, and Pu-239 has a slightly higher I-

129 fission product yield than U-235. When these effects are combined, the resulting I-129 mass 

is very similar among MUPu, MThU, and CUPu. 

 

For Se-79, production is notably larger for MThU than for either of the uranium-based fuel cycle 

and larger still for CThU, which has even more U-233 character. As might be expected, U-233’s 

fission yield of Se-79 is significantly larger than for U-235 or Pu-239. Two other radionuclides, 

Sn-126 and Cs-135, are produced in larger yields by Pu-239 and Pu-241 than is true for U-233 or 

U-235…as a result, the fuel cycle dominated by plutonium fissions produces considerably larger 

amounts of those two radionuclides. Tc-99 production is relatively similar for all the fuel cycles.   

 

It should be noted that one point on this data table is primarily a result of technology 

assumptions rather than nuclear properties; CThU’s production of Cs-135 looks particularly low. 

While it is true that U-233 produces somewhat fewer Cs-135 than other fuel cycles, the primary 

reason for this exceptionally low value is cesium’s chemical similarity to lithium, which 

comprises a large mass fraction of the circulating fuel salt. Salt cleanup and processing is 

specifically configured to leave lithium in the reactor so that salt is not wasted. This also means 
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that most cesium follows the lithium, and only a small amount of cesium is removed during 

every cycle. 

 

The results of this exercise demonstrate why comparisons of waste hazard must be done 

cautiously, and why future work in the area of performance assessments of thorium-based fuels 

is desirable to reach “final” conclusions. The hazard-based metrics do tend to favor the CThU 

fuel cycle, which has been used to support many pro-thorium arguments over multiple decades. 

However, when it comes to actual repository risk, which is likely a more practical view of the 

actual “impact” of the SNF/HLW, the fuel cycles are actually very similar, and if anything, 

CThU poses a slightly larger risk due to its slightly greater production of I-129.  

 

While the goal of this effort is to focus on fuel cycles rather than technologies, there would 

potentially be a significant change in the results had another reference technology been 

considered. If the intent were to revisit this study with a comparison of two fast-spectrum 

options, a molten-chloride fast reactor would be apt to produce large amounts of Cl-36 given its 

massive initial concentrations of Cl-35 as the primary anion of the fuel salt. While Cl-36 has 

trailed I-129 in importance for past performance assessments, no fuel cycle evaluated to-date has 

produced particularly large quantities of Cl-36, so the order of importance could be impacted for 

that particular technology implementation. 

 

4.4.4. Impacts of Resource Stewardship 

 

 

A natural outcome of the fuel cycle material flow analysis is the natural resource requirement of 

each fuel cycle. These results are shown below in Table 25. 
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Table 25, Resource Usage by Fuel Cycle 

 MT NU/GWe-yr MT NTh/GWe-yr 

MUPu 178.1 n/a 

MThU 89.8 10.7 

CUPu 1.06 n/a 

CThU n/a 0.91 

 

 

The MUPu fuel cycle uses about 10% less natural uranium than the once-through fuel cycle, 

which is consistent with the present understanding of similarly operational fuel cycles in Europe. 

While the MThU fuel cycle has a relatively high U-235 enrichment due to its significant fissile 

requirements, with respect to resource usage this fuel cycle benefits from (1) the relatively small 

fraction of Stage 1 fuel (26.5%) that is comprised of uranium and (2) the larger power 

contribution from Stage 2 due to the larger accumulation of new fissile material (i.e., U-233) 

from Stage 1. For equivalent amounts of uranium and thorium fuel, natural uranium 

requirements will nonetheless be much higher than natural thorium requirements if any 

appreciable enrichment is performed, due to the significant loss of incoming natural uranium to 

depleted uranium. Thus, even though most MThU fuel is thorium-based, natural uranium 

consumption still dominates natural thorium consumption on a mass basis. For comparison, the 

OTC (under the same assumptions as MUPu’s Stage 1) uses 203.7 MT NU/GWe-yr, which is 

about 14% larger than that of MUPu. 

 

The closed fuel cycles have much smaller energy-normalized resource requirements than those 

of the modified-open cycles. There is no reason to visualize only the CUPu and CThU 

requirements, as they are quite similar on a mass basis: 1.06 MT NU/GWe-yr for CUPu and 0.91 

MT NTh/GWe-yr for CThU. For comparisons at steady-state, this is not a particularly interesting 

result, other than to confirm that the resource requirements of CUPu and CThU are similar. As 
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Chapter 5 will show, the resource comparisons between CUPu and CThU are much more 

important for transition analyses from the present once-through fuel cycle, as cumulative 

resource impacts will essentially come down to which fuel cycle is capable of implementing a 

large fraction of end-state (closed fuel cycle) behavior the quickest. 

 

4.5. Key Insights from Steady-State Comparison of Uranium/Plutonium- and Thorium-

Based Options 

 
 

This chapter has compared four representative fuel cycle options that encompassed a spectrum of 

recycle options for both thorium- and uranium-based fuels. Metrics were identified and then 

quantified on a mass-normalized basis for routine occupational dose, LLW volumes, SNF/HLW 

properties and hazard/risk, and resource stewardship. Mass flow analyses were conducted for 

each fuel cycle to support the conversion of the quantified mass-normalized metrics to energy-

normalized metrics, enabling the fuel cycle options to be compared on a common basis. The 

results of these energy-normalized metrics were then evaluated, compared, and discussed. Major 

findings are as follows: 

 

For Occupational Dose: 

 The CThU fuel cycle may offer some advantages by effectively consolidating multiple 

facilities (reactor, reprocessing, and potentially fuel fabrication) into a single facility, 

limiting the opportunities for separate exposure. In combination with the closed fuel 

cycles having only a small dependence on front-end services such as resource recovery, 

this reduction in exposure looks promising.  

 However, both the CUPu and CThU fuel cycles are subject to large uncertainties 

regarding the most important contributor to dose: the reactor. The consequence of 
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adopting different assumptions for the doses from different advanced reactor 

technologies is that the effects of all other assumptions are mostly insignificant.  

 If the contributions from reactors is assumed to equal for all technologies, CThU still 

looks promising since it avoids most impacts of the front-end of the fuel cycle, including 

both recovery and fuel fabrication. CUPu is also preferable to the modified-open fuel 

cycles given its low resource recovery requirements. 

 

For LLW: 

 LLW volumes are also highly uncertain for the advanced fuel cycles in particular, but it 

appears that CThU will produce larger volumes of LLW than other fuel cycle options 

given its continuous throughput of material through many processing systems and the 

tendency to quickly use up small components during chemical purification.  

 Among the remaining fuel cycle options, impacts are relatively similar.  

 If mining wastes are considered on a volumetric basis, they completely overwhelm all 

other LLW categories. Because uranium depends on “primary” mining, it has a much 

larger associated mining waste volume than thorium that is produced as a by-product of 

titanium. 

 Both MUPu and MThU produce depleted uranium, while MUPu also produces excess 

recycled uranium, these are two additional waste streams that will require management. 

 

For SNF/HLW: 

 It is apparent that the CThU can be made to look “good” or “slightly below average” 

depending on which metrics are considered.  
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 For most long-term integrals of the hazard-based metrics of decay heat and radiotoxicity, 

CThU performs favorably when compared to CUPu and even more favorably when 

compared to the modified-open fuel cycles, primarily due to the relatively small amounts 

of actinides that are sent to disposal.  

 However, repository performance assessments have demonstrated that certain key fission 

products, rather than actinides, are indicative of the repository risk posed by a fuel cycle. 

One fission product, I-129, is overwhelmingly the most important radionuclide for nearly 

all disposal scenarios, and CThU actually produces 19% more I-129 than the other fuel 

cycles, which perform relatively similarly in this regard. 

 

For Resource Stewardship: 

 Conclusions regarding resource stewardship fall much more along the lines of differences 

in recycle approaches – modified vs. closed – rather than thorium versus uranium. CUPu 

and CThU have relatively similar resource requirements by mass, which is much lower 

than the associated requirements for MThU and MUPu.  

 

Overall: 

 While closed fuel cycles will face larger implementation challenges than modified-open 

or once-through options, on the basis of environmental perspectives at steady-state, 

closed fuel cycles generally perform more favorably than other options.  

 Regarding comparisons between closed thorium and closed uranium options, there appear 

to be tradeoffs depending on the particular metric, with the overall sense that the two will 

perform similarly with regards to EH&S at steady-state.  
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 The question then turns to how steady-state will be reached for these two promising 

options; this is the subject of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5, THE IMPACTS OF DYNAMIC TRANSITION TO CLOSED THORIUM- AND 

URANIUM-BASED FUEL CYCLES 

 
 

The previous chapter considered the relative environmental performance of representative 

thorium- and uranium-based cycles in their final implementation, at steady-state. In contrast, this 

chapter considers the near- and medium-term ramifications of transitioning from the present 

once-through fuel cycle in light water reactors to advanced nuclear fuel cycles. An emphasis is 

placed on transitions to closed fuel cycles, since these were shown in Chapter 4 to generally offer 

superior environmental performance than modified-open fuel cycles at steady-state.  

 

While a fuel cycle may look promising at steady-state, it is important to conduct transition 

analyses to evaluate the likelihood of success of particular options. A relevant analogy is the 

difference between thermodynamics and kinetics; while a reaction might be thermodynamically 

favorable, difficult kinetics may make the reaction too slow to occur on relevant timescales, or 

enable it to be out-competed by faster reactions. Similarly, fuel cycle transitions are dependent 

on certain intermediate factors. In particular, transition studies can reveal the following types of 

insights that a steady-state analysis would miss: 

 The timeframe over which a transition would need to occur;  

 The role of intermediate, potentially unfavorable phases, e.g., a large-scale investment 

into reprocessing and advanced fuel fabrication facilities without immediately reaping 

their benefit; and 

 The existence of material flow bottlenecks, either temporary or quasi-permanent, that 

could disrupt otherwise beneficial transitions 
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This chapter will proceed through a series of logical steps to ultimately compare the dynamic 

impacts associated with transitions to closed thorium- and uranium-based fuel cycles. First, some 

general principles of dynamic transitions will be described to provide a computational context 

for the remainder of the chapter, including some background on the software tool that was used 

to support the analysis. Next, each of the five scenarios studied in this chapter will be described 

and defined. The two subsequent sections represent the analytical backbone of the chapter; first, 

the material flow results of each of the five scenario simulations will be reviewed and discussed. 

Then, the dynamic material flow results will be combined with mass- and energy-normalized 

impacts to assess the cumulative environmental impacts associated with the different transition 

pathways. 

 

5.1. Dynamic Transition Analysis Techniques 

 
 

This section is broken into two sub-sections. The first will provide some general background for 

assessing nuclear fuel cycles on a time-dependent basis; the other sub-section will provide 

background on the implementation of software-enabled fuel cycle simulation tools to support 

dynamic analysis. 

 

5.1.1. Some Perspectives on Fissile Material Balances for Dynamic Transitions 

 
 

The underlying principle of a material balance is that the net accumulation or depletion of a 

substance is equal to the rate of its production and/or entry minus the rate of its consumption 

and/or loss. However, accounting for these streams becomes increasingly challenging when 

considering time-dependent problems with evolving terms. Section 2.3 presented some 
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background on previous applications of dynamic transition analysis, while Appendix C presents 

a discourse on the computational concepts related to dynamic material balances.  

 

It is necessary to conduct rigorous dynamic simulations using sophisticated modeling approaches 

to understand scenarios before they reach their self-expanding state. While key growth 

parameters may eventually become relatively constant at long times, there are likely to be long 

time periods where fluctuation is significant, and the material balance relationships will be 

complex. Also, the early transitions are unlikely to occur with only contributions from the final 

closed-recycle stage; thus, there will be a period of time, potentially extended, where co-

existence between the SFRs/MSRs and previous-generation LWRs will be necessary. Newer 

LWRs may need to be built, even after the transition has begun, due to material availability and 

electricity demand issues. Furthermore, if high breeding ratio requirements present technology 

development and implementation challenges, it may make more sense to continue to allocation 

of portion of new builds to LWRs to help carry the weight of fissile material production. These 

are difficult questions to answer with theory and intuition alone -- presenting the argument for a 

structured quantitative analysis. 

 

5.1.2. Fuel Cycle Analysis Software Tools 

 

 

The complexity of the phenomena and the inter-relationships described above makes it necessary 

to employ sophisticated modeling tools to conduct even simplified dynamic analyses. One 

computational challenge with dynamic scenario analysis is the variety of objectives and 

constraints, which can often be mutually exclusive or competitive. A top-level objective is the 

continuous satisfaction of an imposed energy demand, but possible secondary objectives include 
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meeting specified reactor portfolio compositions, utilizing all existing reactors to their capacity, 

and balancing immediate and future energy and fissile materials requirements. Possible 

constraints include fissile material availability, facility capacity (including deployment dates as 

well as the scale and efficiency of individual facilities), technological maturity27, and resource 

limitations28. Given the complex and changeable nature of these objectives and constraints, it is 

necessary to employ computational and modeling aids to quantitatively evaluate scenarios of 

interest. 

 

A number of pre-developed, software-enabled tools exist to model the deployment of nuclear 

technologies. Each of these tools is multi-faceted and capable of accommodating a range of 

problems; however, each also comes with strengths and weaknesses.  Appendix D provides a 

background on four tools which are known to have diverse capabilities and whose uses in prior 

work have been well-documented: DANESS, VISION, ORION, and CYCLUS. There are other 

fuel cycle analysis tools which have developed and used at other times, but these seem to either 

have been outmoded (e.g., DYMOND effectively being succeeded by VISION) or withdrawn 

from active recent development (e.g., CAFCA [Boscher 2004]). 

 

This analysis adopts the Verifiable Fuel Cycle Simulation Model (VISION). VISION is a 

computer software modeling tool, developed at INL, which enables dynamic fuel cycle 

simulations to determine material flows and potentially other parameters of interest. It was 

originally developed based on a preceding tool, DYMOND, but has added additional 

                                                      
27 Economic constraints are another critical real-world constraint, but these were not considered in this analysis. 
28 Environmental metrics were treated as outputs rather than as constraints in this study, but hypothetically they 
could also be applied as constraints if a tool existed to accommodate such an approach. 
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functionalities such as economics and isotopic decay. VISION was intended to be general-use 

tool, without limitations to particular reactor or fuel cycle technologies. It is rooted in the system 

dynamics software tool, PowerSim [Yacout 2006]. The VISION model consists of three key 

functionalities: tracing the flow of material through the entire fuel cycle, tracking the life cycle of 

essential strategic fuel cycle facilities, and calculation of a variety of fuel cycle metrics. The tool 

tracks 81 isotopes or isotope groups [Jacobson 2006]. 

 

No previous work on the application of VISION to thorium fuel cycles was identified (although 

the tool has been demonstrated to be viable for this purpose, as this study will show). However, 

insights from the application of VISION to non-thorium systems are available. INL has used the 

tool internally for a variety of purposes. Among these, VISION was used to simulate the impacts 

of system uncertainties on partial and total fuel cycle costs. This approach was extended to both 

light water reactors and fast-spectrum reactors with uranium/plutonium recycle. The simulations 

showed significant variations in costs in response to changes in burnup, capacity factor, and 

reactor power [Taylor 2008]. North Carolina State University has used to VISION to support 

build schedules for constituent facilities of advanced nuclear fuel cycles. The model successfully 

provided information regarding ideal facility sizes, lead times, and building schedules under a 

variety of constraints [Schweitzer 2008]. 

 

For this study, VISION was selected for its ready availability (VISION is freely available, 

although its underlying platform PowerSim requires a license), for its ability to model facilities 

that are commonly found in the US nuclear fuel cycle as well as those anticipated for advanced 

fuel cycles, and for its demonstration of reliable performance. 
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5.2. Overviews of Transition Pathways 

 
 

This section introduces the specific transition pathways that are considered in this study. While 

an emphasis is placed on transitions that approach two steady-state fuel cycles, CUPu and CThU, 

there are multiple conceivable pathways to connect the present fleet of uranium-fueled light 

water reactors29 to each of those end-state options. Three transitions pathways to CUPu and two 

transition pathways to CThU are described in this section and are analyzed in subsequent 

sections. This section emphasizes a qualitative description of the fuel cycles; quantitative 

assumptions and parameters that are required to perform modeling simulations are described in 

the relevant subsections of Section 5.3. 

 

5.2.1. CUPu Transition Scenario Descriptions 

 

 

5.2.1.1. Scenario CUPu-T1 – Expansion by Plutonium-Breeding SFRs 

 

 

The simplest transition for CUPu (in terms of the complexity of material flow, not in terms of 

technology maturation requirements) is a rapid switch from the current once-through uranium 

fuel cycle in PWRs to an initial fleet of SFRs, which then capitalize on their ability to produce 

excess plutonium via breeding to sustain the growth of new SFRs. Reprocessing plants must 

come online prior to the deployment of the earliest SFRs to recover plutonium from reprocessed 

PWR fuel. Figure 48, below shows the evolution of the components of this fuel cycle transition, 

which is henceforth identified as “CUPU-T1”, over time. 

                                                      
29 To make both computations and interpretation more straightforward, the existing fleet is modeled as entirely 
PWRs, rather than as approximately two-thirds PWRs and one-third BWRs. The downblending of weapons-grade 
plutonium is also not incorporated, as its impact is difficult to project for future time intervals. 
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Figure 48, Evolution of Major Fuel Cycle Components over Time for Scenario CUPu-T1 

 

During Intermediate Phase 2, the balance of multiple reactor types shifts to an increasingly larger 

contribution from SFRs over time. To clarify how material flows evolve as the transition 

progresses, Figure 49, below, shows the flows of heavy metal-derived material that comprises 

this transition. 
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Figure 49, Evolution of Material Flows for Scenario CUPu-T1 

 

To make the diagrams easier to interpret (i.e., less cluttered), this diagram, and the next four 

similar diagrams, do not show the flow of depleted uranium and/or process losses from 

reprocessing or fuel fabrication. As discussed in Chapter 4, recovered and natural uranium are 

used for the fertile matrix of the SFR fuels, so all depleted uranium from the enrichment portion 

of the UOX-PWR stage will be managed as near-surface disposal waste. 

 

5.2.1.2. Scenario CUPu-T2– Expansion by a Balanced PWR-SFR Fleet 

 

 

The CUPu-T1 transition requires a sufficiently high breeding ratio to accumulate enough 

plutonium to sustain the expansion of an ever-growing SFR fleet. While breeding has been 
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demonstrated in test- and demonstration scale reactors (see Section 5.3.1.1, below), it has not yet 

been executed at the scale of a multi-reactor commercial fleet. Higher breeding ratios may also 

be accompanied by economic and materials safeguards challenges [Orlov 1980]. In any case, if 

decision-makers were to settle on an SFR design with a lower breeding ratio, existing SFRs 

would be able to sustain their own fuel supply but might not be able to support the expansion of 

the SFR fleet. However, the plutonium shortage could be overcome by perpetually (even at 

steady-state) dedicating a fraction of the fleet to new PWR builds; this is the case considered in 

this scenario. Figure 50, below, shows the evolution of fuel cycle components for this scenario, 

which is henceforth referred to as “CUPu-T2”. 

 

 
Figure 50, Evolution of Major Fuel Cycle Components over Time for Scenario CUPu-T2 

 

During Intermediate Phase 2, the balance of the reactor types shifts to an increasingly large 

contribution from SFRs, eventually approaching a constant ratio in the Final State that is mostly 
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SFRs. The accompanying evolution of material flows for CUPu-T2 is shown in Figure 51, 

below. 

 

 
Figure 51, Evolution of Material Flows for Transition CUPu-T2 (with Translucent Arrows 

Showing Persistence of UOX-PWR Stage) 

 

 

The diagrams for CUPu-T2 look quite similar to those for CUPu-1, except that UOX-PWRs will 

persist (intentionally) for the duration of the scenario to offset the lower SFR breeding ratio.  

 

5.2.1.3. Scenario CUPu-T3 – Expansion through an Intermediate MOX-PWR Phase 

 

 

The third transition returns to a higher-breeding ratio case, but with an important difference: a 

fuel cycle transition may elect to ease into the implementation of reprocessing and plutonium 

fuel technologies by adopting the use of uranium-plutonium mixed oxide (MOX) fuel in PWRs 
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prior to the deployment of SFRs. The earliest reprocessing of plutonium from PWR fuel would 

allocate its recycled material to MOX-PWRs. After a trial period, the reprocessed plutonium 

would instead be allocated to SFR fuel. The used fuel from MOX-PWRs, on the other hand, 

would not be reprocessed, although the MOX-reprocessing case could be considered as an 

alternative. Figure 52, below, shows the evolution of fuel cycle components for this scenario, 

which is henceforth referred to as “CUPu-T3”. 

 

 
Figure 52, Evolution of Major Fuel Cycle Components over Time for Scenario CUPu-T3 

 

The MOX PWRs in Intermediate Phase 1 do not “disappear”, but rather begin to be fueled with 

UOX at the onset of Intermediate Phase 2 as the plutonium inventory is allocated to SFRs. Over 

the course of Intermediate Phase 2, the balance of reactors shifts to an increasingly large 

contribution from SFRs. The accompanying evolution of material flows for CUPu-T3 is shown 

in Figure 53, below. 
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Figure 53, Evolution of Material Flows for Transition CUPu-T3, with Dashed Line 

Showing Optional Reprocessing of PWR-MOX fuel 

 

As Section 5.3.1.3 will elaborate on below, the “MOX-PWRs” will only use MOX fuel during 

the trial period described previously. For any remaining period in the reactor’s lifetime, these 

PWRs will be fueled with conventional UOX fuel.  

 

5.2.2. CThU Transition Scenario Descriptions 

 
 

Each of the next two scenarios involve transitions to thorium-based MSR fuel cycles, which are 

fundamentally different from the CUPu transitions in that their primary fissile isotope, U-233, is 

not present in significant quantities in existing UOX-fueled reactors. Thus, an additional step 

will be necessary to build up an inventory of U-233. 
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One option is to first accumulate a small inventory of U-233 through the irradiation of thorium 

blankets in reactors such as PWRs and then use that initial inventory to launch an initial small 

fleet of U-233-driven MSRs. These MSRs could then generate new U-233, through breeding, to 

support the fueling of additional MSRs. This sounds promising qualitatively, but a number of 

papers have noted limitations in the ability of U-233-based thermal-spectrum MSR fleets to 

beget additional material for new MSRs [Merle-Lucotte 2004, David 2007, Nagy 2008]. A few 

preliminary calculations suggest that these concerns are warranted. Even before diving into 

detailed systems analyses, the growth of a hypothetical MSR fleet can be estimated in terms of 

material doubling times, which is the time required to reproduce an initial fissile material 

inventory. Consider the case where a U-233 inventory (of any origin) is used to start an initial 

fleet of 10 thermal-spectrum Th/U-233 MSRs in 2050, with subsequent breeding occurring only 

in those MSRs. The resulting fleet expansion would resemble Figure 54:  

 

 
Figure 54, Rate of MSR Expansion in Self-Breeding Case for Two Possible Doubling Times 
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The 20-year and 40-year doubling time assumptions represent optimistic and conservative 

perspectives on potential doubling rates in thermal-spectrum MSRs; see Section 5.3.2 for more 

background on this topic. Even in the 20-year doubling time case, the scenario spends many 

years lagging far behind the electricity demand curve; as late as 2100, MSRs satisfy less than 

30% of the scenario’s electricity demand, meaning that the remainder would need to be satisfied 

by other sources. In the 40-year doubling time case, the fleet never even gets close to 

approaching the demand curve over the entire 200-year interval. While MSRs are probably the 

best option for thermal-spectrum breeding, accumulating fissile material at a rapid rate is 

nonetheless a challenge.  

 

Thus, the scenarios that follow instead consider the case where the use of thorium blankets in 

PWRs is used for longer periods to continue to support the expansion of a new MSR fleet. This 

PWR fuel configuration is called a Seed-Blanket Breeder (SBB), in which the seed, or driver, 

fuel consists of enriched uranium and the blanket fuel consists of thorium. As the fissile content 

of the driver fuel is depleted, the blanket fuel is steadily converted into U-233. Subsequent 

reprocessing is applied to recover the desired fissile material from the blanket fuel while 

discarding the used driver fuel. By maintaining an ample SBB-PWR fleet, existing MSRs 

constructed are thereby less pressed to supply additional U-233 material for new MSRs. 

 

5.2.2.1. Scenario CThU-T4– Expansion by U-233-Breeding MSRs 

 

 

The first variant of this scenario entails a case where MSRs exhibit breeding behavior, so the 

goal is to eventually transition away from the interim SBB-PWR fleet to one that consists 
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entirely of MSRs. Figure 55, below, shows the evolution of fuel cycle components for this 

scenario, which is henceforth referred to as “CThU-T4”. 

 

 
Figure 55, Evolution of Major Fuel Cycle Components over Time for Scenario CThU-T4 

 

During Intermediate Phase 2, the balance of reactors shifts towards increasingly contributions from 

MSRs over time. The accompanying evolution of material flows for CThU-T4 is shown in Figure 

56, below. 
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Figure 56, Evolution of Material Flows for Transition CThU-T430 

 

 

5.2.2.2. Scenario CThU-T5 – Expansion by a Balanced PWR-MSR Fleet 

 

 

The next transition is similar to the previous one, except that it adopts a less optimistic breeding 

performance for the MSR, requiring a larger fraction of SBB-PWRs at later times to support 

continued growth. The relationship between these scenarios is similar to the relationship between 

CUPu-T2 and CUPu-T1, described in Section 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.1.1, respectively. Figure 57, below, 

                                                      
30 Note that the dashed yellow line around the MSR facilities designates that the salt processing and salt 
fabrication “facilities” are in fact integral components of combined molten salt reactor-processing facility. The 
parentheses around thorium exiting the SBB-PWR blanket processing facility and the MSR processing facility 
indicate the option to discard some thorium at these stages and replace it with new natural thorium, if thorium 
recovery is deemed to be challenging. However, the reference assumption in this study incorporates an optimistic 
recycle of thorium at these junctures. 
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shows the evolution of fuel cycle components for this scenario, which is henceforth referred to as 

“CThU-T5”. 

 

 

 
Figure 57, Evolution of Major Fuel Cycle Components over Time for Scenario CThU-T5 

 

During Intermediate Phase 2, the balance of reactors shifts towards an increasingly large 

contribution from MSRs over time, eventually approaching a constant ratio that is maintained in 

the final state. The accompanying evolution of material flows for CThU-T5 is shown in Figure 58, 

below. 
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Figure 58, Evolution of Material Flows for Transition CThU-T5 (with Translucent Arrows 

Showing Persistence of SBB-PWR Stage) 

 
 

5.3. Material Flow Requirements for Fuel Cycle Transition 

 
 

The reference scenarios have now been defined qualitatively; this section will present the 

specific quantitative input parameters that were used to conduct the analyses, and will also 

describe the characteristics and behaviors that result when the scenarios are modeled in VISION. 

Also included are results for a variety of perturbations to the “default” assumptions for certain 

scenarios; however, the environment, health, and safety results described in Section 5.4 will 

emphasize a single set of consistent assumptions among the five transition scenarios. The 

“reference” assumptions are listed below: 
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Scenario Details and Assumptions: 

 Scenario begins in 200531 to provide approximately a decade for calibration to the present 

date; proceeds through the maximum number of 200 full time steps (i.e., to 2205) 

 The electricity demand is at 90 GWe-yr/yr for the initial 10-year calibration period; 

beginning in 2015, there is a 1% annual increase in electricity demand 

 Initial fleet is approximated as entirely PWRs 

 Initial fleet of PWRs is decommissioned at a rate of two units every year, beginning in 

202032 

 2030 deployment date for PWR reprocessing facilities; effectively unlimited capacity 

from this point on, although the impacts of capacity restrictions are also considered in 

this section (adapted from [EPRI 2013] and [EPRI 2014]) 

 2030 “permissible” deployment date for intermediate advanced reactor phases (e.g., 

MOX PWRs, SBB-PWRs)…but MOX PWRs will have a time delay based on the 

availability of reprocessed plutonium (adapted from [EPRI 2013] and [EPRI 2014]) 

 2045 deployment date for fuel fabrication facilities for SFR or MSR fuels 

                                                      
31 This starting time is selected to provide approximately a decade for calibration to the present date; proceeds 
through the maximum number of 200 full timesteps (i.e., to 2205). A calibration period is necessary to initialize 
VISION’s forecasting and energy strategy algorithms. 
32 It is difficult to predict when each member of the existing reactor fleet will retire, so a constant rate of 
retirement is assumed. 2020 was selected as a near-term starting date for retirement, although some existing 
reactors could retire before that time. 
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 2050 deployment date for the first generation of advanced “end-state” reactors (i.e., SFRs 

or MSRs, depending on the scenario) and their accompanying reprocessing facilities33 

 There is no available pre-existing stockpile of non-natural fissile material (e.g., U-233 or 

Pu-239) 

 

Fuel Cycle Facilities: 

 99% reprocessing efficiency for solid fuels (adapted from [Wigeland 2014]) 

 99.8% fuel fabrication and re-fabrication efficiency for all fuels (adapted from [Wigeland 

2014]) 

 Once fuel fabrication technologies are available, unlimited fuel fabrication capacity for 

all fuel types (provided that necessary materials are available) 

 No restrictions on natural uranium recovery or any front-end facilities (conversion, 

enrichment) 

 Uranium enrichment tails are 0.25% U-235 at all times (adapted from [Wigeland 2014]) 

 

Reactors: 

 Thermal efficiencies: 33.33% for PWRs, 40% for SFRs, 44.44% for MSRs (adapted from 

[Wigeland 2014]) 

 Every reactor unit has a rated capacity of 1 GWe 

 Every reactor unit has an assumed capacity factor of 90% 

 New reactor lifetimes are all 80 years 

                                                      
33 This is a commonly assumed date for advanced reactor deployment in transition studies. Examples include 
[Shiotani 2011], [Kim 2011], and [NEA 2012]. 2050 is also the deployment date assumed in ongoing DOE-NE 
research on fuel cycle transitions, though this is work is mostly unpublished as of 2016. 
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The general assumptions described in the bulleted lists above are necessary for ensuring that as 

fair-as-possible comparisons are made between potential implementation scenarios; additional 

scenario-specific assumptions will be introduced as necessary/relevant throughout the 

subsequent sections. 

 

5.3.1. CUPu Material Flow Results 

 
 

5.3.1.1. Material Flow Results for Scenario CUPu-T1 

 

 

In addition to the general assumptions listed above, CUPu-T1 assumes a reference breeding ratio 

of 1.2 for the SFR. The separate driver and blanket SFR fuels are not distinguished in VISION, 

and the fissile plutonium (both Pu-239 and Pu-241) is approximated as being entirely Pu-239 to 

simplify material balance calculations. The SFR core configuration studied in the steady-state 

analysis had a large fraction of fuel that achieved high burnups with short residence times, since 

excess breeding was not a priority. However, excess breeding is an important mission in this 

transition scenario, so expectations of high burnups and short fuel residence times must be 

tempered. An adjusted burnup of 47.5 GWd thermal/MTIHM (weighted average of core and 

blanket) and an adjusted residence time of 5.44 years were adopted from fuel cycle transition 

work conducted at Idaho National Laboratory and the University of Wisconsin [Carlsen 2016]. 

For the PWR, standard assumptions from the FCO-ESS report (50 GWdth/MTIHM burnup, 

4.21% enrichment in U-235, residence time of 4.5 years) were also used here [Wigeland 2014]. 

The results of the T1 scenario based on the reference set of assumptions are shown below in 

Figure 59: 
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Figure 59, Electrical Output over Time for Scenario CUPu-T1 under Reference 

Assumptions 

 

As a reminder, the flat line at the start of the plot shows the calibration period between 2005 and 

2015, when electrical demand does not grow (because it is already at the 2015 power output 

during this entire period). Beginning in 2015, electrical demand begins its 1%/year increase and 

output correspondingly increases through the implementation of new reactor builds. In 2021, the 

first of the initial “legacy” reactor fleet begin to go offline, at a rate of two reactors per year. 

However, from 2021 to 2050, 99 new PWRs are constructed, which is equivalent to 3.3 reactors 

per year, which implies a net increase to the fleet size of 1.3 reactors per year. In 2050, 

construction priority shifts to SFRs, and PWR construction temporarily ceases during this time. 

The legacy fleet continues to retire at the same rate, so the number of PWRs decreases by 2 

reactors per year until the year 2070, when all legacy reactors have retired. Beginning in 2070 

there is a period during which the number of PWRs remains constant, until 2095 when the first 

of the “non-legacy” PWR builds begin to retire.  
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To fill the electricity gap caused by the falling and then plateauing number of PWR, SFRs begin 

construction in large quantities starting a couple years before 2050, with the first set coming 

online in 2050. The build rate is especially fast from 2050 to 2070, when the number of PWRs is 

actively falling; the rate slows a bit during the PWR plateau and picks up again once the plateau 

falls in 2095. By 2100 there are 140 operating SFRs (implying an average build rate of 2.8/yr for 

the preceding half-century). The trajectory of the scenario appears to be on pace for SFRs to 

completely replace PWRs within the timespan of the scenario; however, the previous figure does 

not show the tumultuous trend of plutonium availability which is occurring in the background. 

Figure 60, below, shows the amount of the available plutonium inventory that is available for 

SFR fuel fabrication as a function of time: 

 

 
Figure 60, Available Inventory of Fissile Plutonium over Time for CUPu-T1 

 

The sharp jump at the start of separations availability in 2030 is an artifact of the “unlimited 

separations” condition that is imparted as part of the reference assumptions. However, even with 

unlimited separations capacity, there are still limits on the total amount of plutonium that is 
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available from both the PWR and SFR fuel. Before 2050, the available plutonium inventory 

steadily increases since it is not yet being drawn to produce SFR fuel. In 2050, plutonium 

consumption begins and the plutonium inventory corresponding decreases. There is a temporary 

reprieve from plutonium depletion beginning in 2070 due to the stabilization of the PWR fleet, 

the subsequent slowing of new SFR builds, and the availability of the first batches of plutonium 

drawn from recycled SFR fuel. For a while the plutonium inventory actually increases again, but 

as the PWR fleet declines and the SFR build rate begins to accelerate again, the trend shifts 

toward rapid consumption of plutonium. Around 2110 the remaining Pu inventory and the rate of 

consumption become sufficiently large that it requires a new “late-stage” fleet of PWRs. This 

late-stage fleet serves two essential purposes: (1) it helps to meet ever-rising electricity demands 

without requiring any plutonium to fuel, and (2) the spent fuel from these PWRs can be used to 

re-populate the plutonium inventory. After a couple decades of building just enough PWRs to 

resolve the plutonium balance issue (notice the nearly flat line between 2110 and 2130 in Figure 

61), the SFR fleet grows large enough to mostly sustain its own growth, and once again only 

SFRs are constructed. However, the 41 late-stage PWRs are still operated through their full 80-

year lifetimes, of which 15 outlast the duration of the scenario. 

 

5.3.1.1.1. Consequences of Varying Breeding Ratio for CUPu-T1 

 

 

Secondary assessments were also conducted to determine the impact of varying the breeding 

ratio, with all other parameters remaining constant. The results for transitions spanning a 

spectrum of breeding ratios, from a low-breeding case (BR=1.05) to an optimistic advanced case 

(BR=1.50), are shown below. 
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Figure 61, Simulation Results for Breeding Ratio Variations of CUPu-T1 

 

As one might expect, as the breeding ratio increases, the ability to transition quickly to a full 

SFR fleet with less reliance on PWRs also increases. The results for breeding ratios of 1.30 and 

larger are virtually identical for the 1% electricity demand growth case. For the BR=1.30 case, 
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the plutonium inventory also experiences a dip between 2050 and 2075 and a second dip 

between 2110 and 2130. However, unlike for the reference BR=1.20 case, the second dip is 

eventually resolved by plutonium production in the SFRs alone, without needing to rely on a 

“late-stage” PWR fleet. For the BR=1.40 and BR=1.50 cases, the second dip is negligible. 

 

In terms of the ability to enable a fast, smooth transition, SFRs with breeding ratios of 1.30 and 

larger appear to have the potential to offer benefits. However, systems with this level of 

performance have not yet been demonstrated and are more poorly understood than systems with 

breeding ratios of 1.2 or less. The larger-scale SFRs that have operated to-date have had breeding 

ratios of 1.18 or less, as shown in Table 26 below: 

 

 

Table 26, Breeding Ratios of Operated Larger-Scale SFRs To-Date 

Reactor(s) Approximate Breeding Ratio Source 

Superphenix (France) 1.18  [Kessler 2013] 

Monju (Japan) 1.2 (target) 

1.18 (measured) 

[Usami 2001] 

BN-600 and BN-800 (Russia) Capable of breeding, but not 

operated in this configuration 

[Kessler 2011] 

 

 

Recall that both Superphenix and Monju suffered from reliability issues34, so even breeding near 

BR=1.18 has yet to be demonstrated consistently at the commercial scale. The world’s nearest-

term research and development efforts will likely not push the breeding ratio boundary further, 

although they may help to demonstrate reliability for the SFR technology in general. India’s 

                                                      
34 Superphenix had persistent reliability issues with a lifetime load factor of less than 10%. Major incidents included 
a leak in the fuel transfer tank in 1987 and an air leakage due to a faulty compressor in 1990 [Schneider 2009]. 
Monju experienced a major sodium leak and subsequent fire in 1995 in the secondary loop, which had long-lasting 
political, legal, and economic repercussions [Suzuki 2010].  
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planned Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) and FBR-600 have target breeding ratios of 1.05 

and 1.13, respectively [Vinayagam 2014], while Russia’s BN-1200 has scaled back its breeding 

ratio expectations to 1.2 (if a breeding configuration is used at all) [Vasilyev 2013]. Even if 

technical barriers are eventually resolved, especially high breeding ratios in fast reactors will 

present challenges from a materials safeguards perspective [Kutt 2014]. Indeed, this is the 

primary consideration that has led to the BN-series reactors not having operated in a breeding 

configuration [Kessler 2011]. With these factors in mind, it is unlikely that SFRs with breeding 

ratios much larger than 1.2 would be deployed in large numbers by 2050. It is possible that 

breeding ratios could evolve for later-generation SFRs, although this case was not considered 

since the BR=1.30 and larger cases already provided bounding results. 

 

5.3.1.1.2. Consequences of Limiting Reprocessing Capacity for CUPu-T1 

 

 

The default assumption used in this study is that the capacity of reprocessing facilities is 

unlimited once they first become available in 2030. However, it is possible that a slow 

deployment of reprocessing facilities could impact the rate at which an SFR fleet can be 

deployed. The Rokkasho reprocessing facility has a stated annual capacity of 800 tons per year 

[Heinonen 2010]; this sensitivity study considers the case where one Rokkasho-sized facility is 

made available per decade to accommodate used PWR fuel. The reprocessing capacity of used 

SFR is still assumed to be infinite. The results of this modified scenario are shown in Figure 62, 

below. 
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Figure 62, Comparison of SFR Electrical Output over Time for Scenario CUPu-T1 with 

Limited and Unlimited Reprocessing Capacity 

 

Overall, the rate of additions to the reprocessing capacity combined with the relatively high 

breeding ratio of the SFR fleet does not impact the transition much from the reference 

assumptions. The most severe impacts are felt in the earliest years of the transition; by 2055, 

SFRs are only generating 7.2 GWe of electricity in the reprocessing-limited case, compared to 18 

GWe in the same year for reference assumptions. However, by 2065 the gap has closed to 43.9 

GWe vs. 50.4 between the two cases. The gap varies from 5 to 30 GWe between 2065 and 2120, 

when the reprocessing-limited scenario catches up for good. Interestingly, because additional 

PWRs are constructed at earlier times in the reprocessing-limited case, the reprocessing-limited 

case actually surpasses the reference case for about the last third of the scenario. This is because 

by this time in both cases, plutonium availability and processing capacity are no longer issues, 

but the reference case has additional late-stage PWRs that must be operated through the end of 

their lifetimes. The temporary gap can be seen to close at the end of the scenario in 2205 as the 

last of the PWRs retire in the reference case. Overall, the results are sufficiently similar that there 
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is little concern about the impact of reprocessing capacity on the cumulative material flow 

performance of the scenario. 

 

5.3.1.2. Material Flow Results for Scenario CUPu-T2 

 

 

In contrast to CUPu-T1, this scenario examined a lower breeding ratio case with the SFRs 

coupled by a commitment to a partial PWR fleet for perpetuity. From 2050 onward, a rough 

reactor balance of 90% SFRs and 10% PWRs was “suggested” to VISION, with the 

understanding that VISION prioritizes satisfying the electrical demand before attempting to 

resolve the desired relative fractions of different reactor types. In this case, the breeding ratio 

was reduced to 1.02 (akin to the “breakeven” core described in [Joo 2008], which is sufficient to 

support “breakeven” plutonium production but likely not enough to sustain reactor growth with 

material support from the PWR fleet. However, the use of lower breeding ratios does allow 

higher power levels to be used; the burnup was raised to the level used in the steady-state 

analysis (combined burnup of 69.9 GWd th/MTIHM for the driver and blanket fuel [Sandia 

2016]). The driver and blanket fuels had difference resident times (3.6 years and 5.4 years); the 

longer of these was taken as the “effective” residence time35. The results of the CUPu-T2 

simulation are shown in Figure 63, below: 

                                                      
35 This is because VISION cannot distinguish between multiple, co-existing fuel types within a reactor. 
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Figure 63, Electrical Output over Time for Scenario CUPu-T2 under Reference 

Assumptions 

 

For the first 50 years, the scenario is identical to CUPu-T1, where electrical output from the 

PWR steadily rises to match demand until 2050, after which most new builds are SFRs. 

However, the fraction of PWRs must remain large in the early years of SFR deployment, since a 

large fraction of the SFRs are brand new and require their first core load. Between 2050 and 

2095, there is a slight dip followed by a slight rise in the size of the PWR fleet, but overall 

changes in the fleet size are quite small as the rate of new PWR builds roughly matches the 

legacy fleet retirement rate. Near the end of the 21st century, a significant fraction of the SFRs 

have existed for some time and the plutonium availability issue is alleviated somewhat, so the 

scenario attempts to move closer to the 90%-10% that was specified. From 2095 to 2130, the 

PWR fleet power falls, and the plutonium inventory that was accumulated in the previous 

century falls with it (see accompanying Figure 64, below). Eventually, in 2130, the number of 

PWRs going offline decreases sharply because this is 80 years after the first SFRs came online 

and the PWR build rate was largely replaced by SFR build orders. Between 2130 and 2155, 
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PWRs are built and retired at equally slow rates, and the PWR fleet remains nearly constant 

during this interval. However, SFRs continue to come online at a fast pace, and the plutonium 

inventory continues to drop. Finally, in 2155, the plutonium inventory comes perilously close to 

bottoming out, so the rate of PWR growth increases significantly to sustain the SFR plutonium 

supply. From 2185 to the end of the scenario, the ratio of the build rates of SFRs and PWRs 

remains roughly constant, at about 2.5:1. This build ratio enables the plutonium inventory to 

stabilize, as seen in Figure 64 below. 

 

 
Figure 64, Available Inventory of Fissile Plutonium over Time for CUPu-T2 

 

At the end of the CUPu-T2 scenario in 2205, the fleet consists of 69% SFRs and 31% PWRs, 

compared to the 97.7%/2.3% balance at the end of the CUPu-T1 scenario. Furthermore, the 

SFR/PWR ratio appears to be fairly stable at the end of CUPu-T2, whereas CUPu-T1 the 

scenario ended while moving quickly towards a fleet comprised entirely of SFRs, as the last 

dozen or so PWRs were within a decade of shutdown in 2205.  
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5.3.1.3. Material Flow Results for Scenario CUPu-T3 

 

 

This scenario returns to the first SFR breeding ratio of 1.20 used in CUPu-T1, but this scenario 

passes through an intermediate step of MOX-fueled PWRs. The MOX-fueled reactors begin to 

come online in 2030; in the period from 2030 to 2049, a composition of 20% MOX-PWRs and 

80% UOX-PWRs is “suggested” to VISION. The composition of the MOX-PWR fuel is about 

10.5% plutonium (all isotopes combined). It was assumed that while the MOX-PWRs would still 

operate to the extent of the operational lifetimes beyond 2050, they would operate with UOX 

after 2050 in order to make plutonium available for the rapidly emerging SFR fleet. While the 

MOX-PWR fuel is not reprocessed, UOX fuel added to the originally-MOX-dedicated PWR 

fleet can be reprocessed after 2050. Figure 65, below, shows the results of the CUPu-T3 

scenario: 

 

 
Figure 65, Electrical Output over Time for Scenario CUPu-T3 under Reference 

Assumptions 
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Keep in mind that while the “MOX-PWR” fleet persists until 2129 (80 years beyond 2049, the 

date of the last new MOX-PWR), beyond 2050 the fleet is fueled with UOX fuel rather than 

MOX fuel. The plot of electrical output features several small changes in slope throughout the 

transition which are easy to overlook; the transition looks relatively smooth, but as the only 

CUPu scenario with three different fuel types, there are many challenging materials transactions 

taking place in the background. Figure 66, below, shows the trend in the plutonium buffer for the 

SFR fuel supply and better depicts the action behind the scenes in CUPu-T3.  

 

 
Figure 66, Available Inventory of Fissile Plutonium over Time for CUPu-T3 

 

The three or four major plutonium inventory “events” (~2045, ~2095, and ~2140, with ~2185 

being a less dramatic example) are much more easily identified in this representation. In 2045, 

the first plutonium from the UOX-PWR fleet becomes available, as this resource was previously 

dedicated to MOX fuel production in the period from 2030 to 2045. This new plutonium 

inventory doesn’t have long to accumulate before it is quickly depleted by the earliest SFRs. 
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After the first 22 SFRs are brought online quickly by 2056, the pace slows considerably as only 

five additional SFRs are added between 2056 and 2061. By this time, the existing SFRs start to 

become able to re-supply their own fuel, enabling the SFR fleet size to accelerate again. 

However, plutonium availability continues to be the driving constraint until about 2080, when 

the breeding capability of the existing SFRs is finally sufficient to outpace the plutonium fuel 

demand for newly constructed reactors.  The plutonium inventory begins to rise again, but in the 

period between 2095 and 2100, the transition encounters a second challenge as the large portion 

of PWRs (both “original” UOX and modified “MOX-turned-UOX”) constructed before 2050 

approach the end of their operational lifetimes. As the production of plutonium in PWRs 

correspondingly drops, the trend of accumulation plateaus in the period from 2095 and 2100 and 

then falls rapidly before 2105.  

 

To compensate for the declining rate of plutonium production, a new late-stage fleet of UOX-

PWRs ordered with construction beginning in 2104 –the first new PWR builds since 2068. The 

build rate almost precisely matches the rate of retirement (as can be seen in the near flat trend in 

Figure 66) to maintain the plutonium inventory at a relatively steady level. The breeding gains 

eventually once again enable the plutonium inventory to accumulate (about 2135). The transition 

encounters one last “blip” as the burst of PWRs that was brought on between 2055 and 2065 

retires, but the plutonium inventory dips only momentarily before resuming is upward climb 

through the end of the scenario. The rate of accumulation wanes in about 2185 (80 years after the 

emergence of the “late-stage fleet”), but it does not appear to pose any lingering effects beyond 

the end of the scenario in 2205. 
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At the end of the CUPu-T3 scenario in 2205, the fleet consists of 98.0% SFRs and 2.0% PWRs, 

which is nearly identical to the balance at the end of the CUPu-T1 scenario. Thus, while the 

allocation of plutonium to an interim MOX fleet does lead to a more challenging transition in 

terms of plutonium availability, these effects can be fully overcome within a 200-year span.  

 

5.3.2. CThU Material Flow Results 

 

 

5.3.2.1. Material Flow Results for Scenario CThU-T4 

 

 

The CThU transitions represent a significant shift from the CUPu transitions in that they involve 

a balance of U-233 rather than plutonium. However, in both cases, there is still an underlying 

dependency on the breeding ratio and the related concept of doubling time. There is not 

necessarily a consensus regarding what a “reasonable” breeding ratio for a thermal-spectrum, 

thorium molten salt reactor might be. Unlike for SFRs, there is no operational experience with 

fissile material breeding in MSRs of any kind (the one operational MSR, the Molten Salt Reactor 

Experiment, was not used to breed fissile material [Rosenthal 1969]). However, there are a 

handful of systems studies that describe a range of possible performance, as shown in Table 27 

below: 

 

 

Table 27, Breeding Ratio Estimates from Thermal Thorium-Based MSR Studies 

Study/Project Breeding Ratio for Thermal-

Spectrum, Thorium-Based 

MSR 

Fissile Material Doubling 

Time (if available) 

[Mathieu 2002] 1.02 n/a 

[Engel 1975], [Rosenthal 

1970] (MSBR) 

1.06-1.07 20-22 years 

[Nagy 2010], [Nagy 2012] 1.05 18 years 

[Green 2015] Up to 1.10 45 years 
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Somewhat larger breeding ratios have been described for fast-spectrum systems (e.g., 1.12) 

[Delpech 2009], although these systems have not been studied to the same extent. This study 

adopts the rounded figures of a breeding ratio of 1.05 and a doubling time of 20 years, which are 

consistent with what has been described as feasible in the literature. 

 

VISION, along with most other FCSTs, is not specifically designed to accommodate the 

continuous-processing nature of MSRs. However, it is possible to approximate the behavior of 

an MSR as a solid-fueled system by considering a total material input vector and a total material 

output vector over a particular timescale. Fortunately, some previous work performed as part of 

the FCO-ESS enables a variety of these kinds of these parameters to be determined. 

 

Namely, a “residence time” of 8.8 years is determined in the following manner: from MSR work 

that was used to populate the FCO-ESS catalog and database, a measure of “effective” burnup 

for MSR fuel was given to be 101.9 GWd/MTIHM [Sandia 2016]. This was determined by 

considering the average amount of energy extracted from an entering mass of fresh natural 

thorium feed before being lost as converted fission products or transuranics, process losses, etc. 

Recall that in an MSR, fuel salt circulates in both the core and in the chemical processing 

system. While the power density used in MSR core simulations was 50.8 MW/MTIHM, 37.6% 

of the salt mass in the MSR is located outside the core in the reference design. When normalizing 

to all of the heavy metal mass in all regions of the MSR, the adjusted power density is 31.7 

MW/MTIHM. The effective residence time (burnup divided by the adjusted power density) is 

8.8 years [Sandia 2016]. 
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The input parameters for the SBB-PWR are taken from a reference design in the Sandia Fuel 

Cycle catalog, which uses driver fuel at 11.37% enrichment and pure thorium oxide blanket fuel 

in a ratio of about 43:57. To permit ample breeding of U-233, the blanket fuel has a residence 

time of 9.67 years. The combined burnup of the driver and blanket fuel is 61.7 GWd/MTIHM 

[Sandia 2016]. 

 

Using these parameters to construct a scenario, along with assuming that the reprocessing time is 

equivalent to the shortest permissible timescale in VISION (0.25 years), it is possible to closely 

approximate the behavior of an emerging MSR-based fleet. The results of the CThU-T4 

simulation are shown in Figure 67, below: 

 

 
Figure 67, Electrical Output over Time for Scenario CThU-T4 under Reference 

Assumptions 

 

In contrast to the CUPu transitions, CThU-T4 exhibits very straightforward behavior. The 

intermediate PWR-SBB fleet comes online somewhat faster than the MOX-PWRs in CUPu-T3, 
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simply because the PWR-SBBs do not require any reprocessed material for start-up. In 2050, 

new builds shift over entirely to new MSRs, with the last PWR being constructed immediately 

before this. The rate of MSR construction accelerates as the last of the PWRs go offline between 

2095 and 2130; from 2130 onward, the transition is complete and the fleet consists entirely of 

MSRs. The rate of material accumulation is sufficient to sustain the growth in electrical demand 

for perpetuity, since (1.01)^20=1.22, which is considerably less than 2. This means that there is 

actually a sizeable excess of U-233 produced throughout in this scenario. Using a more 

conservative doubling time would still not impact the development of this scenario; a doubling 

time of 50 years yields an identical figure, albeit with a much smaller excess of U-233. 

 

Incidentally, an SFR with a breeding ratio of 1.2 and a fuel residence time of 5.44 years, such as 

the one studied in CUPu-T1, has a very similar doubling time of 20.7 years. As the results of 

CUPu-T1 and CThU-T4 have shown, both transitions are eventually capable of sustaining their 

own growth once a sufficiently-sized initial fleet is available. Most of the complications from 

transition occur during the early years, when many fresh SFR or MSR cores are required and 

have not yet begun to recycle their own fuel. In this regard, SFRs require considerably more 

fissile material to get going than MSRs for a 1 GWe (capacity, not true output) reactor, as shown 

in the following pair of calculation: 

 

𝑆𝐹𝑅 𝑃𝑢 𝑅𝑒𝑞. =  
1 𝐺𝑊𝑒 ∗ (5.44 𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) (

365.242 𝑑
𝑦 ) (7.64% 𝑃𝑢 𝑏𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠)

(40% 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑓𝑓. ) (47.501 𝐺𝑊𝑡ℎ −
𝑑𝑎𝑦

𝑀𝑇𝐼𝐻𝑀 𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑢𝑝)
 

 

= 7.99 𝑀𝑇 𝑃𝑢 
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𝑀𝑆𝑅 𝑈 − 233 𝑅𝑒𝑞. =  
1 𝐺𝑊𝑒 ∗ (8.8 𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) (

365.242 𝑑
𝑦 ) (1.48% 𝑈3 𝑏𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠)

(44.4% 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑓𝑓. ) (101.9 𝐺𝑊𝑡ℎ −
𝑑𝑎𝑦

𝑀𝑇𝐼𝐻𝑀 𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑢𝑝)
 

 

= 1.05 𝑀𝑇 𝑈 − 233 
 

 

 

Most of the difference between these two values is attributed to the higher fissile loading in the 

SFR compared to the MSR (7.64% vs. 1.48%), which is made possible by the MSR’s use of 

homogenous liquid fuels. As a result, even though the Pu content of the UOX-PWR fuel (1.20%) 

is actually slightly higher than the U-233 content of the SBB-PWR fuel (0.86%), a smaller fissile 

stockpile is needed to start up the MSR fleet than the SFR fleet; thus, the CThU transition does 

not encounter the fissile material depletion issues that the CUPU transition encounters in the first 

hundred years or so. 

 

There are some important caveats to note before leaping to the conclusion that the CThU-T4 

transition is “easier” or “faster” than the CUPu-T1 transition. Most importantly, while this 

analysis assumes equivalent deployment timeframes for initial reprocessing (2030) and advanced 

reactors (2050) for both scenarios, one could argue that such a timeframe would be much more 

feasible for CUPu than CThU. The CUPu fuel cycle incorporates technologies (PUREX-like 

aqueous reprocessing and U/Pu SFRs with breeding ratios near 1.2) that have been 

commercialized in the former case (e.g., La Hague [NEA 2012]) and demonstrated on a large 

scale in the latter case (e.g., Superphenix [Latge 2012]). Electrochemical processing is assumed 

for the SFR fuel separations. A useful concept to illustrate this point is the system of “technology 

readiness levels” (TRLs), which employ a 1 to 9 scale where TRL 1 refers to a preliminary 

concept description and TRL 9 refers to a commercially deployed product [Mankins 1995]. As a 
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commercial technology in Europe, PUREX would likely be at TRL 9 (perhaps with an 

adjustment to a regional TRL 7-8 in the US given the lack of commercialization there), while 

THOREX would optimistically be at TRL 6 (demonstration scale) given its use in the 1960s and 

1970s (e.g., [Rainey 1962], [Jackson 1977]), although expertise may have declined since its peak 

use. On the reactor front, the demonstration-scale SFRs warrant a TRL of 5-6 depending on how 

precisely the deployed design followed previous examples, while a recent Vanderbilt-EPRI 

review of a representative MSR technology indicated a maximum TRL of 4 for several of its 

critical components [EPRI 2015]. While the present TRL does not necessarily correspond to the 

length of time needed to reach commercialization, it is reasonable to expect that the deployment 

of the required technologies for CUPu could be achieved on faster timescales than the 

deployment of required technologies for CThU.  

 

5.3.2.2. Material Flow Results for Scenario CThU-T5 

 

 

The results of this scenario are shown below in Figure 68: 
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Figure 68, Electrical Output over Time for Scenario CThU-T5 under Reference 

Assumptions 

 
 
Not surprisingly, the number of SBB-PWRs required to sustain the growth of the MSR fleet in 

CThU-T5 is smaller than the required UOX-PWR fleet to support SFR growth in CUPu-T2, 

because as established previously, the amount of fissile material required to startup new MSRs is 

relatively small.  

 

5.4. Environmental Impacts of Fuel Cycle Transition 

 

 

The previous section discussed the results of the dynamic material balance simulations of various 

transition scenarios to advanced closed fuel cycles. However, the emphasis of this chapter (and 

this dissertation as a whole) is on the environmental, health, and safety impacts associated with 

these transitions. This section applies the mass-normalized environmental metrics developed 

during the previous chapter of this dissertation and applies them to the dynamic mass 

calculations determined in this chapter. The results were tabulated by multiplying the material 

flows for each year by the mass-normalized impacts for each type of flow; cumulative results 
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were tabulated by adding each new year to the previous cumulative sum. The end result is a 

comparison of both the time-dependent behaviors and cumulative impacts of key environmental 

parameters. 

 

5.4.1. Dynamic Impacts of Safety of Routine Operations 

 
 

As in the previous chapter, the safety of routine operations is expressed in terms of collective 

occupational dose (person-Sieverts). Figure 69, below, shows the results for occupational 

radiological dose impacts for the fuel cycle transitions. 

 

 
Figure 69, Comparison of Cumulative Occupational Radiological Dose Impact for 

Different Transition Scenarios 

 

The results for occupational dose during transition largely reflect the results that were 

determined for the steady-state calculations in the previous chapter: that is, contributions to fuel 

cycle dose are overwhelmingly dominated by the reactor facilities. As a result, the dose impacts 

for the five transition scenarios are nearly indistinguishable prior to 2050, since in each scenario 
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the fleets consist of entirely PWRs up to this point (recall that the dose from all PWRs is 

assumed to be equal, regardless of whether UOX or MOX fuel is used). As the electricity 

contributions from SFRs and MSRs increase in the CUPu and CThU scenarios, respectively, the 

difference in the assumed dose impacts from the two advanced reactor technologies (1200 

person-mSv/GWe-yr for SFRs, 490 person-mSv/GWe-yr for MSRs) begins to impact the 

cumulative dose. This gap steadily increases over time and would continue to increase if the 

scenario were extended beyond 2205, with the ratio ultimately approaching the steady-state 

CUPu:CThU dose ratio (2.675:1) at sufficiently long times. 

 

Compared to the magnitude of the differences between the CUPu and CThU scenarios, the 

differences among the various CUPu or CThU options is notably smaller. Because of CUPu-T2’s 

smaller breeding ratio, the rate of SFR deployment is somewhat slower than in CUPu-T1 and 

CUPu-T3, so its associated cumulative dose is somewhat smaller by the end of the scenario in 

2205 (about a 7% difference between CUPu-T1 and CUPu-T2). CUPu-T1 has a slightly faster 

rate of SFR deployment than CUPu-T3 due to the latter’s interim allocation of plutonium to 

PWR MOX fuel, so it has a slightly higher cumulative dose than CUPu-T3 (a 1.8% difference in 

2205). Among the two CThU scenarios, CThU-T5 has a somewhat higher cumulative dose than 

CThU-T4, primarily because of the larger fraction of persisting SBB-PWRs which have a higher 

energy-normalized reactor dose impact than MSRs.  

 

As discussed previously in Chapter 4, the results for the dose occupational comparison are 

particularly uncertain, given the strong dependence on a single set of parameters (reactor dose) 

for which data is limited (in the case of SFRs) or unknown/speculative (in the case of MSRs). Of 
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the relatively small dose contribution from non-reactor facilities (between 7.59% for CUPu-T1 

and 16.66% for CThU-T5), most of the remaining dose comes from a combination of natural 

uranium recovery (all transitions), natural thorium recovery (CThU only), and SFR fuel 

fabrication (CUPu only). Table 28, below, shows the breakdown of non-reactor dose 

contributions. 

 

 

Table 28, Occupational Dose Contributions (as Percentages) from Non-Reactor Fuel Cycle 

Facilities 

 Natural U 

Recovery 

Natural Th 

Recovery 

SFR Fuel 

Fabrication 

All Other 

Non-Reactor 

Total Non-

Reactor Dose 

Contribution 

CUPu-T1 2.81% n/a 3.67% 1.11% 7.59% 

CUPu-T2 5.02% n/a 2.11% 1.23% 8.36% 

CUPu-T3 3.35% n/a 3.57% 1.21% 8.13% 

CThU-T4 3.60% 4.35% n/a 2.73% 10.68 

CThU-T5 6.28% 7.07% n/a 3.31% 16.66% 

 
 
 

5.4.2. Dynamic Impacts of Waste Management (Low-Level) 

 
 

As a reminder, the impact of LLW is expressed in terms of volume. Figure 70, below, shows the 

breakdown of LLW volumes arising from the various studied scenarios. 
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Figure 70, Comparison of Cumulative LLW Volumetric Impact for Different Transition 

Scenarios 

 

Much like for occupational dose, LLW arising from reactor operations is the largest contributor 

for all transitions, from a minimum of 55.32% for CUPu-T1 to a maximum of 96.82% for 

CThU-T5. However, in comparison to dose, reprocessing plays a much more important role in 

contributing to overall LLW. The CUPu transitions have an average of a 36.15% LLW 

contribution from PWR and SFR fuel reprocessing. Furthermore, the reference MSR technology 

incorporates online reprocessing as part of the reactor facility, so the total CThU LLW volume is 

also highly influenced by the LLW arising from its fuel processing systems. As discussed in 

Chapter 4, the high fuel throughput of the MSR system is assumed to lead to larger volumes of 

LLW production compared to other reactor types; this trend also emerges during transitions, as 

these results show. Consequently, the CThU transitions produce considerably more LLW than 

the CUPu transitions. 
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There are also some visible distinctions among the various CUPu and CThU transition pathways. 

Because CThU-T4 builds MSRs at a faster rate than CThU-T5, it also produces LLW more 

quickly, ultimately leading to 16.3% more LLW by the end of the scenario in 2205. Among the 

CUPu pathways, there is virtually no distinction between CUPu-T1 and CUPu-T3, since the 

slightly larger contribution from SFR reprocessing in CUPu-T1 almost exactly offset the impacts 

of MOX fuel fabrication and slightly higher UOX fuel fabrication in CUPu-T3. The CUPu-T2 

transition, however, produced 10.4% less LLW than the other CUPu transitions. This is because 

the rate of SFR reactor deployment, and thereby also SFR fuel reprocessing deployment, was 

somewhat slower in the CUPu-T2 transition scenario due to lower breeding ratios. 

 

This section has thus far only discussed traditional LLW categories. However, in terms of 

volume, mining waste is by far the most abundant low-hazard waste form arising from nuclear 

fuel cycles. By-product thorium recovery does have some associated mill tailing volumes; 

however, the mining waste associated with uranium recovery dwarfs the thorium mill tailings by 

several orders of magnitude in all scenarios; thus, only the results for uranium mining wastes are 

included in the plot below. Another potentially important category of low-hazard waste is 

depleted uranium. Figure 71 and Figure 72, below, show the results for uranium mining waste 

and depleted uranium, respectively. 
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Figure 71, Comparison of Cumulative Uranium Mining Waste Volumetric Impact for 

Different Transition Scenarios 

 
 

 
Figure 72, Comparison of Cumulative Depleted Uranium Production for Different 

Transition Scenarios 

 

The estimates for uranium mining waste scale linearly (and for depleted uranium, nearly linearly) 

with uranium resource consumption, which is described in more detail in Section 5.4.5.  
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5.4.3. Dynamic Impacts of Waste Management (High-Level Waste Properties) 

 
 

Recall that three different types of HLW properties are considered in this study: activity, decay 

heat, and radiotoxicity (the key radionuclides for repository risk will be considered separately in 

the next sub-section). Each of these parameters is calculated as an integral over a period of time 

in a repository. One potentially confusing notion regarding the cumulative dynamic impacts of 

HLW is deciding when to “count” the impact for an integrated parameter such as the integrated 

radiotoxicity from 100 years to 1,000,000 years. If the waste properties were calculated in “real 

time”, i.e., as the radionuclides actually decay and produce heat in a repository, there would be a 

number of shortcomings to this method: 

 The scenario would end well before the long-term impacts of the waste would become 

evident; fission products would overwhelm all other characteristics during these years. 

 There would be no way to discriminate between fuel cycles based on meaningful waste 

hazard or repository results. 

 It would be computationally intensive (to the point of infeasibility) to recalculate the 

property integrals at each time step. 

 

Therefore, instead, the dates of the long-term waste impacts are pegged to the year corresponding 

to the energy production associated with that waste generation. For example, the steady-state 

calculations revealed that 1 GWe-yr of thorium-based MSR operations would lead to about 282 

W-yr of integrated decay heat from 100 years to 1,000,000 years. In the CThU-T4 scenario, 9 

GWe-yr of electricity was produced in the year 2053. In terms of integrated decay heat then, 

there would be 282*9=2540 W-yr of future 100-to-1,000,000 year ‘full-term” integrated decay 

heat produced in 2053. This approach is used for the calculations for activity, decay heat, and 
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radiotoxicity in this section. The simplified repository risk values are simply masses of certain 

isotopes produced per year, so this method is not applicable to those calculations. 

 

5.4.3.1. Activity 

 

 

As was shown in Chapter 4, the trends for integrated activity (and other HLW properties) vary 

considerably depending on which integrated limits are applied. The results for integrated activity 

are first shown across a “full-term” window of time (100 to 1,000,000 years) in Figure 73, but 

other time intervals will be shown later. 

 

 

 
Figure 73, Comparison of Cumulative “Full-Term” (100 to 1,000,000 years) Integrated 

Activity for Different Transition Scenarios 

 

In contrast to the steady-state results, where CThU had by far the lowest integrated SNF/HLW 

property impacts of any fuel cycle option, the CThU scenarios have a considerably larger full-

term integrated activity impact than the CUPu scenarios. While it may not be obvious at first, the 

difference between the steady-state and the transition results can be attributed to the management 
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of uranium and plutonium, rather than thorium or uranium-233. All of the scenarios begin with a 

UOX-PWR-based fleet whose character influences the environmental performance of the 

scenario for many decades. However, in the CUPu scenarios, most or all of the uranium and 

plutonium in used nuclear fuel is repurposed for new fuel, regardless of whether it originated in a 

PWR or an SFR. The only spent fuel stream that is not reprocessed is used PWR-MOX fuel in 

scenario CUPu-T3, which leads to that scenario having a slightly higher integrated activity than 

CUPu-T1 or CUPu-T2 in earlier years.  

 

As it turns out, the activity of spent uranium or uranium/plutonium-based fuel is dominated by 

several plutonium decay chains after a sufficiently long period has passed for the effects of 

shorter-lived fission products to have waned. In the CThU scenarios, the used UOX-PWR fuel is 

not reprocessed for its plutonium content, and the full inventory of uranium and plutonium is 

sent to disposal. Table 29, below, highlights the contributions of the uranium- and plutonium 

decay chains at times from 10,000 years and beyond. 

 

 

Table 29, Relative Contributions to Activity for PWR-UOX UNF at Longer Timescales 

 10,000 years 100,000 years 1,000,000 years 

Pu-239/U-235 Series 90.65% 63.72% 17.30% 

Pu-240/U-236 Series 4.82% 0.47% 0.54% 

Pu-242/U-238/U-234 

Series 

1.99% 20.36% 77.00% 

Am-241/Np-237 Series 0.03% 0.58% 1.14% 

Fission Products  2.50% 14.86% 4.02% 

 

 

The HLW associated with the reprocessing of UOX-PWR fuel in the CUPu scenarios still 

contains some uranium and plutonium due to process inefficiencies, but most of the uranium and 
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plutonium is re-used. In contrast, the CThU scenarios send all of these actinides to disposal in 

early years. The contributions of fission products (especially before 10,000 years) and actinides 

other than uranium and plutonium offset the difference in performance between CThU and 

CUPu somewhat, but nevertheless, by 2105 the cumulative integrated “full-term” activity of 

repository wastes from CThU-T5 is 163% larger than that of CUPu-T1 by the year 2205. 

Afterwards, however, the gap closes considerably since the steady-state activity from MSR HLW 

is quite low. By the end of the scenario in 2205, the integrated full-term activity for CThU-T5 is 

just 28.6% larger than that of CUPu-T1. At sufficiently long times, the integrated activity yield 

of CUPu would be expected to overtake that of CThU, reflecting the differences in those fuel 

cycles’ properties at steady-state. 

 

At a secondary level, the CThU-T5 scenario has a somewhat larger integrated full-term activity 

impact than CThU-T4 (8.67% higher in 2205) due to the persistence of the SBB-PWR fleet. The 

non-recycled plutonium content of the driver fuel of the SBB-PWR continues to accumulate 

even at later times, resulting in the higher activity. Among the CUPu scenarios, the performance 

is relatively similar, with the CUPu-T1 scenario having a slightly (4.55%) lower full-term 

integrated activity in 2205 than the CUPu-T2 or CUPu-T3 scenarios. This is due to the faster 

transition to a closed fuel cycle compared to CUPu-T2 and the avoidance of unreprocessed MOX 

fuel associated with CUPu-T3. 

 

At nearer-term intervals, where the contribution from fission products becomes much more 

important, the trends look quite different. Figure 74, Figure 75, and Figure 76, below, show the 
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integrated activity for “short-term” (10 to 1000 y), “mid-term” (100 to 10,000 y), and “long-

term” (10,000 to 1,000,000 y) intervals, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 74, Comparison of Cumulative “Short-Term” (10 to 1000 years) Integrated Activity 

for Different Transition Scenarios 

 

 

 
Figure 75, Comparison of Cumulative “Mid-Term” (100 to 10,000 years) Integrated 

Activity for Different Transition Scenarios 
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Figure 76, Comparison of Cumulative “Long-Term” (10,000 to 1,000,000 years) Integrated 

Activity for Different Transition Scenarios 

 

The differences between the transitions in the short-term interval are relatively small, since each 

fuel cycle produces a fairly similar suite of short-lived radionuclides that dominate the short-term 

integral but are otherwise not regarded as critical to long-term repository risk. Examples of these 

fission products are Cs-137 (t1/2=30.08 y), Sr-90 (t1/2=28.79 y), and Sb-125 (t1/2=2.76 y). The 

shape looks relatively similar for the mid-term interval except that the gap between CUPu and 

CThU increases somewhat. This is to be expected, since the period between 1,000 and 10,000 

years favors thorium-based fuels due to the dominance of americium and plutonium decay chains 

during this period; thorium fuels have much lower concentrations of these elements. The long-

term comparison generally mirrors the full-term trends, except that this period is where CUPu-T3 

begins to separate itself from CUPu-T1 and CUPu-T2 due to the contribution from the 

unprocessed MOX fuel. 
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5.4.3.2. Decay Heat 

 

 

The results for the “full-term” integrated decay heat are shown in Figure 77, below: 

 

 

 

 
Figure 77, Comparison of Cumulative “Full-Term” (100 to 1,000,000 years) Integrated 

Decay Heat for Different Transition Scenarios 

 

The integrated decay heat values are essentially a more accentuated version of the trends 

observed for activity; again, the transition results are opposite from the steady-state results given 

the contributions from non-recycled UOX UNF. The similarities to the activity results are not 

surprising, since decay heat is linked to the rate of radioactive decay (which is the definition of 

activity), and many of the same radionuclides are key contributors to both metrics (e.g., Cs-137 

and Sr-90 in the short-term; Pu-239, Pu-240, and U-238 decay chains in the long term). The non-

recycled UOX PWR fuel in the CThU scenarios contributes far more decay heat than all of the 

combined UNF streams from the CUPu scenarios at times before about 2100. After this, the 

decay heat from CThU-T5 is 552% higher than that from CUPu-T1. From this point on, though, 

the decay heat output from thorium-based fuels (especially for MSRs) is quite low, and the 
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CUPu scenarios slowly begin to catch up. Nonetheless, at the end of the scenario, CThU-T4’s 

integrated decay heat is still 83.5% higher than that of CUPu-T1, while CThU-T5’s integrated 

decay heat is 110% higher than that of CUPu-T1. If the scenario were extended beyond 2205, the 

CUPu scenarios would eventually overtake the CThU scenarios; however, the magnitude of the 

impact from the unrecycled UOX fuel takes several centuries to overcome. 

 

Regarding the variations between specific scenarios, the trends are also essentially identical to 

what was observed for decay heat. By 2205, CThU-T5 has produced 14.2% more full-term 

integrated decay heat than CThU-T4, primarily due to the additional uranium and plutonium 

content of the disposed driver fuel from SBB-PWRs. Similarly, CUPu-T3 outpaces the other 

CUPu scenarios by 9.0% in 2205 due to the disposal of MOX fuel from PWRs. 

 

If other time intervals are considered, the results change in the same manner that they did for the 

activity results. Figure 78, Figure 79, and Figure 80 below show the results for the short-term, 

mid-term, and long-term intervals. 
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Figure 78, Comparison of Cumulative “Short-Term” (10 to 1000 years) Integrated Decay 

Heat for Different Transition Scenarios 

 
 

 
Figure 79, Comparison of Cumulative “Mid-Term” (100 to 10,000 years) Integrated Decay 

Heat for Different Transition Scenarios 
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Figure 80, Comparison of Cumulative “Long-Term” (10,000 to 1,000,000 years) Integrated 

Decay Heat for Different Transition Scenarios 

 

The only difference to note compared to the results for activity is that during the mid-term 

interval, the plutonium output from the CThU scenarios is enough to outpace the CUPu scenarios 

prior to 2100 or so, although the CUPu scenarios still overtake the CThU scenarios prior to the 

end of the simulation in 2205.  

 

5.4.3.3. Radiotoxicity 

 

 

The results for full-term integrated radiotoxicity are shown in Figure 81, below. 
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Figure 81, Comparison of Cumulative “Full-Term” (100 to 1,000,000 years) Integrated 

Radiotoxicity for Different Transition Scenarios 

 

While the units for radiotoxicity are different, the ratio of the radiotoxicity impacts between 

scenarios is similar to those observed for decay heat and activity, but at even greater magnitudes. 

At the mid-point of the scenario in 2105, the CThU-T5 scenario has accumulated 922% more 

full-term integrated decay heat than the CUPu-T1 scenario, but this gap closes to 194% by the 

end of the scenario in 2205. The same radionuclides contribute to both decay heat and 

radiotoxicity, but actinides are weighted even more heavily for radiotoxicity. Thus, the 

magnitude of difference between the CThU and CUPu scenarios is attributed to the uranium and 

plutonium from UOX used fuel that are sent to disposal in the CThU scenarios.  

 

The similarities to activity and decay heat extend to the other integration intervals as well, as 

shown in Figure 82, Figure 83, and Figure 84, below: 
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Figure 82, Comparison of Cumulative “Short-Term” (10 to 1000 years) Integrated 

Radiotoxicity for Different Transition Scenarios 

 
 

 
Figure 83, Comparison of Cumulative “Mid-Term” (100 to 10,000 years) Integrated 

Radiotoxicity for Different Transition Scenarios 
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Figure 84, Comparison of Cumulative “Long-Term” (10,000 to 1,000,000 years) Integrated 

Radiotoxicity for Different Transition Scenarios 

 

Much like the decay heat results, the mid-term interval features a crossing point where the CUPu 

scenarios’ radiotoxicity trends surpass those of the CThU scenarios. 

 

5.4.4. Dynamic Impacts of Simplified Repository Risk – Key Fission Product Accumulation 

 

 

As discussed at length in Chapter 4, the “traditional” HLW properties are not accurate indicators 

of the actual risk posed by a repository waste; instead, repository risk is dominated by a handful 

of long-lived fission products and activation products. While the two key activation products (C-

14 and Cl-36) were not included as there was no basis for determining their concentrations in 

advanced reactors, the tendency of the scenarios to produce five key fission products (I-129, Se-

79, Tc-99, Sn-126, and Cs-135) is discussed in this sub-section. The results plotted in this sub-

section are based on the year that these fission products were generated, rather than the year in 

which they were sent to disposal. 
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5.4.4.1. Iodine-129 

 

 

I-129 is far and away the most important radionuclide in determining repository risk, regardless 

of the particular geology. The production of I-129 throughout the different scenarios is shown in 

Figure 85, below. 

 

 
Figure 85, Comparison of Cumulative I-129 Production in Different Transition Scenarios 

 

While I-129 is the most important contributor to repository risk, the results show relatively small 

differences between the various scenarios. The difference between the maximum and minimum 

cumulative I-129 production never exceeds 10% until the very end of the scenario, where CThU-

T4 has produced about 11% more I-129 than CUPu-T2. While it is difficult to discern with the 

lines being close together, at early times the CUPu scenarios actually produce more I-129 than 

the CThU scenarios. At the peak of this difference in the year 2103, the CUPu-T2 scenario has 

produced 9.94% more I-129 than the CThU-T5 scenario. However, as the fraction of U-233 
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fissions out of total scenario fissions becomes larger in the CThU scenarios, they begin to catch 

up to and eventually overtake the CUPu scenarios.  To understand these trends, consider the 

fission yields of I-129 for the primary fissioning isotopes in Table 30, below. 

 

 

Table 30, Fission Yields of I-129 as % of Total Fission [JEFF 2006] 

 Thermal-Induced Fast-Induced 

Th-232 n/a 0.431 

U-233 1.63 1.73 

U-235 0.706 1.03 

U-238 n/a 0.622 

Pu-239 1.407 1.31 

Pu-241 1.28 1.67 

 

 

In 2050, the CUPu scenarios begin to deploy SFRs in which a large fraction of the total fissions 

comes from Pu-239. In both the thermal and fast spectra, Pu-239 yields more I-129 per fission 

than U-235, which is the primary fissioning isotope for much of the lifetime of PWR-UOX fuel. 

The I-129 yield for Pu-239 is less than that of U-233, but the MSR fleets in the CThU scenarios 

have a slower initial deployment than the CUPu scenarios due to the immediately available 

source of fissile Pu that is available in the CUPu scenarios. However, ultimately, the fraction of 

total scenario fissions accounted for by U-233 becomes larger and larger for the CThU scenarios. 

Thus, by the end of the simulation, CThU-T4 has overtaken all other scenarios since an 

overwhelming portion of its fissions come from U-233, and this gap would be expected to widen 

if the simulation were extended beyond 2205. CThU-T5 still has a significant portion of its 

fissions coming from U-235 and Pu-239 due to the persistence of SBB-PWRs (and therefore, its 

uranium-based driver fuel) at the end of the scenario. Therefore, it overtakes the CUPu scenarios 

at a later time (2177, compared to 2129 for CThU-T4), and by a smaller margin. 
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Among the CUPu scenarios, the CUPu-T3 scenario initially slightly outpaces the other two 

scenarios due to its somewhat earlier deployment of Pu-laden fuel as part of its PWR-MOX fuel 

campaign that begins in 2030. However, the gap is small, with a peak difference of 1.73% in 

2049 (the last year before the first SFR emerges). Afterwards, the CUPu-T1 and CUPu-T2 

scenarios close the gap by 2074 since they deploy Pu-laden SFRs at a faster rate in the years 

immediately following 2050. By the end of the century, though, CUPu-T3 has largely moved 

towards an SFR-based fleet as well, and the three scenarios perform similarly with regards to 

cumulative I-129 until the end of the scenario (never more than a 0.25% difference after 2074). 

 

5.4.4.2. Selenium-79 

 

 

While I-129 is the largest contributor to repository dose, the differences in its production among 

different transition scenarios are relatively small, making it difficult to distinguish between 

different fuel cycle and/or transition options. However, this is not the case for some other key 

repository radionuclides, as first shown for Se-79 in Figure 86, below. 
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Figure 86, Comparison of Cumulative Se-79 Production in Different Transition Scenarios 

 
 
Recall that in Chapter 4, it was determined that CThU and MThU produced 0.46 and 0.32 kg of 

Se-79 per GWe-yr, respectively, compared to 0.21 and 0.14 for MUPu and CUPu. This gap is 

sufficiently large that the CThU scenarios pull away from the CUPu scenarios with regards to 

Se-79 production almost as soon as the initial fleet of advanced reactors is deployed. By 2205, 

the CThU scenarios have produced an average of 132% more Se-79 than the CUPu scenarios. 

The CThU-T4 scenario is 11.4% above CThU-T5 in 2205 since it has more completely 

transitioned towards a steady-state CThU fuel cycle. Among the CUPu scenarios, the differences 

are relatively small, with the CUPu-T2 scenario accumulating 7.13% more Se-79 than CUPu-T1 

by 2205. This is due to a somewhat larger Se-79 fission yield for U-235 compared to Pu-239; in 

general, since Se-79 is on the far lower end of the mass spectrum of common fission products, 

lighter fissile isotopes produce more Se-79.  
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5.4.4.3. Technetium-99 

 

 

The results for the production of Tc-99 are shown in Figure 87, below. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 87, Comparison of Cumulative Tc-99 Production in Different Transition Scenarios 

 
 
On the whole, only small differences exist between the scenarios with regards to Tc-99 

production. The CUPu scenarios produce more Tc-99 than the CThU scenarios, although the 

difference is not large: there is an average difference of 12.7% by 2205. The difference is likely 

attributed to the fact that U-235 produces more Mo-99/Tc-99 than U-233: 6.132% fission yield 

in the thermal spectrum, compared to 5.03% for U-233 [JEFF 2006]. However, all scenarios 

entail a significant portion of U-235 fissions, so the cumulative Tc-99 differences between fuel 

cycles are small. 
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5.4.4.4. Tin-126 

 

 

The results for the production of Sn-126 are shown in Figure 88, below. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 88, Comparison of Cumulative Sn-126 Production in Different Transition Scenarios 

 

Much like the results for Tc-99, the CUPu scenarios produce somewhat, but not much, more Sn-

126 than the CThU scenarios. By the end of the scenario in 2205, the CUPu scenarios have 

produced an average of 27.2% more Sn-126 than the CThU scenarios.  

 

5.4.4.5. Cesium-135 

 

 

The most lopsided distribution of the five key fission products belongs to Cs-135, as shown in 

Figure 89, below: 
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Figure 89, Comparison of Cumulative Cs-135 Production in Different Transition Scenarios 

 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the large difference in production of Cs-135 between scenarios is due 

to chemical, rather than nuclear, behavior. The release of cesium from MSRs is limited by the 

similarity between cesium and lithium. Enriched lithium-7 is a valuable commodity in MSRs that 

use a lithium-based carrier salt, so reprocessing schema are designed to retain as much lithium as 

possible for re-use. As another alkali metal, cesium has similar properties to lithium and thus 

gets a “free ride” through the reprocessing system, with only a small amount going to HLW. This 

is an artifact of the MSR technology rather than an inherent property of the thorium fuel cycle.  

 

The most MSR-intensive scenario, CThU-T4, therefore accumulates the least Cs-135, with 

CThU-T5 having the next least. Among the CUPu scenarios, the differences are relatively small. 

Pu-239 yields slightly more Xe-135 (Cs-135’s parent isotope) than U-235, especially in the fast 

spectrum, so the order of the scenarios with regards to Cs-135 production is equivalent to the 

order of which scenarios have deployed the most SFRs: i.e., CUPu-T1, then CUPu-T3, then 

CUPu-T2. 
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5.4.5. Dynamic Impacts of Resource Stewardship 

 
 

Most resource consumption, even for the CThU fuel cycles, consists of natural uranium usage. 

Figure 90, below, shows the trends in natural uranium consumption over time. 

 

 

 
Figure 90, Comparison of Cumulative Natural Uranium Consumption in Different 

Transition Scenarios 

 

In contrast to previous metrics, the results are not as simple as “CUPu vs. CThU”; the transition 

pathway is just as important. Interestingly, the CThU-T4 and CThU-T5 pathways placed 5th and 

2nd respectively with regards to uranium consumption, with the CUPu-T3 and CUPu-T1 

scenarios falling in between these two. Actually, for most of the scenario, CThU-T5 is the most 

resource-intensive scenario of all five, only being surpassed by CUPu-T2 in 2170.  

 

To understand why this is the case, recall that the uranium driver fuel of the SBB-PWRs is 

enriched to 11.37% U-235. Even though the driver fuel of the SBB-PWR only accounts for a 
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relatively small portion of the total fuel in the fleet at a given time, it is quite resource-intensive. 

For a constant depleted uranium tails of 0.25%, 1 MT of 11.37%-enriched uranium will require 

24.1 MT of naturally-enriched uranium to be consumed, compared to 8.59 MT for the reference 

4.21% enrichment assumption for conventional PWR fuel. The CThU-T4 transition is able to 

move away from SBB-PWRs sufficiently quickly that it still consumes less uranium than the 

CUPu transitions. On the other hand, CThU-T5 retains a significant SBB-PWR fleet until the end 

of the simulation, resulting in a cumulative uranium consumption that rivals that of the slowest 

CUPu transition. 

 

Only two of the scenarios use any natural thorium, in each case in much smaller than the amount 

of uranium usage. The results for cumulative thorium use for the two CThU scenarios are shown 

in Figure 91, below. 

 

 
Figure 91, Comparison of Cumulative Natural Thorium Consumption in Different 

Transition Scenarios 
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While some thorium is supplied to fabricate new fuel salt for both new and existing MSRs, the 

majority of the thorium is consumed to fabricate blanket fuel for SBB-PWRs. Thus, it is not 

surprising that the transition which relies on a larger, longer-lived SBB-PWR fleet, CThU-T5, 

has used 97.8% more thorium than CThU-T4 by the end of the scenario. As a fraction of total 

natural resource usage on a mass basis, thorium accounts for 8.65% of the resource consumption 

in CThU-T4, compared to 9.22% in CThU-T5. Thus, even though a steady-state CThU fuel cycle 

does not require any natural uranium, less than 10% of the natural material used to approach 

steady-state consists of thorium. 

 

5.5. Key Insights from Dynamic Comparison of Uranium/Plutonium- and Thorium-Based 

Options 

 
 

The key insights from this chapter can be summarized along the following lines: 

 

Transition Feasibility: 

 The amount of time to reach steady-state, whether pursuing a uranium or a thorium-based 

option, is significant, requiring timeframes of at least 150 years (and usually longer) even 

under the most ideal policy circumstances. 

 Each of the five transitions studied in this chapter is feasible, albeit with various types of 

challenges: 

o Assuming that reprocessing facilities are constructed in a timely fashion, U/Pu-

fueled SFRs can be deployed in significant quantities beginning in 2050 since 

there is several decades’ worth of used PWR fuel to draw from.  
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o However, the rate of SFR deployment is eventually limited by plutonium 

availability, so some new PWRs must continue to be constructed after 2050; the 

extent of this effect is inversely related to the assumed breeding ratio.  

o Th/U-233-fueled MSRs initially face a fissile material availability issue, since the 

existing fleet of UOX-PWRs does not contribute any U-233 and new SBB-PWRs 

must be built at a later date.  

o However, the low fissile loading requirement for MSRs offsets this issue to a 

large degree, and a relatively small fraction of SBB-PWRs is eventually sufficient 

to sustain the expansion of the MSR fleet. 

 

Occupational Dose: 

 Reactor dose dominates the contribution to the overall dose of the fuel cycle in 

transitions, just as it did at steady-state.  

 The CThU scenarios perform more favorably than the CUPu scenarios due to the lower 

dose estimate for MSRs compared to SFRs. 

 

Low-Level Waste: 

 Similarly to occupational dose, reactors dominate the contributions to LLW for all of the 

scenarios, as was observed at steady-state. 

 The CUPu scenarios perform more favorably than the CThU scenarios, given the 

proclivity of MSRs to produce significant quantities of LLW due to the nature of 

continuous processing. 
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 Mining waste volumes dominate the volume of low-hazard waste. CUPu-T2 and CThU-

T5 produce the most mining waste since they consume the most natural uranium (see 

conclusions for “Resource Requirements” below). 

 

High-Level Waste Properties: 

 Any integrals of activity, decay heat, and/or radiotoxicity that include longer intervals of 

time (especially beyond 10,000 years) will favor CUPu scenarios over CThU scenarios, 

which is the opposite of the steady-state result. This is because of the large amount of 

unprocessed UOX fuel produced by both UOX-PWRs and the driver fuel of SBB-PWRs. 

This conclusion might change if the scenario were extended beyond 2205, since the 

steady-state contributions to the HLW properties favor CThU over CUPu, as discussed in 

Chapter 4. 

 Shorter intervals of time marginally favor the CThU scenarios over the CUPu scenarios, 

although the results are close. This is primarily due to the small differences in the yields 

of particular medium-lived fission products such as Cs-137, Sr-90, and Sb-125. 

 

Key Radionuclides for Repository Risk: 

 The production of most important radionuclide, I-129, marginally favors CUPu over 

CThU, but the results are close for all scenarios; this is the same trend that was observed 

at steady-state. 

 Tc-99 and Sn-126 production marginally favor the CThU scenarios over the CUPu 

scenarios, while Cs-135 production overwhelmingly favors CThU. 

 Se-79 production overwhelmingly favors CUPu over CThU. 
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Resource Requirements: 

 For all scenarios, including CThU, uranium usage dwarfs thorium usage. 

 Unlike for other parameters, the selection of specific scenario had a significant impact on 

the natural uranium requirement. CThU-T5 used considerably more uranium than CThU-

T4, and CUPu-T2 used considerably more uranium than CUPu-T3 and CUPu-T1. In fact, 

CUPu-T2 and CThU-T5 were the two most resource-intensive scenarios overall. 

 

In most cases, with the notable exception of resource requirements, the differences between 

individual CUPu and CThU scenarios were not significant compared to the differences between 

CUPu and CThU as general fuel cycle options. This suggests that, at least from an environmental 

standpoint, selecting from among various secondary technology options (such as breeding ratios) 

should not have a tremendous impact on the result. However, the overall reactor technology 

(PWRs vs. SFRs vs. MSRs), and the overall fuel cycle (thorium vs. uranium), may be an 

important choice as its leads to considerably different environmental performance for certain 

parameters. 

 

The conclusions regarding the HLW properties, in particular, pinpoint a promising direction for 

future work in this area. A major hindrance of the CThU scenarios is the failure to capitalize on 

existing material in the current UOX-PWR fleet; other than for electricity, the material in these 

reactors is not re-utilized. This is because the MSRs require uranium-233 rather than plutonium, 

necessitating an entirely separate fuel strategy involving the SBB-PWRs. However, an 

alternative approach could be to proceed directly from UOX-PWRs to the MSR technology by 
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initially loading the MSRs with thorium and plutonium. These would hypothetically be easier to 

transition with than U-235-based startups because, as a different element altogether, plutonium 

does not dilute the isotopic purity of the in-bred U-233. There are some studies that suggest this 

could be viable [Engel 1978, Merle-Lucotte 2006, Merk 2015, Green 2015], although 

considerably more work would be required on the reactor physics, chemistry, and isotopic 

evolutions of this concept before attempting to conduct fuel cycle analyses in tools such as 

VISION. 
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CHAPTER 6, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 

This chapter is divided into two parts. The part first summarizes the key findings of the 

dissertation, while the second part identifies plausible future extensions of this line of research. 

 

6.1. Summary and Conclusions 

 
 

This dissertation has compared several EH&S metrics for uranium- and thorium-based fuel 

cycles, systematically and at a variety of levels. The representative fuel cycle options, 

technologies, metrics, assumptions, and approaches were selected and implemented in a way that 

promotes meaningful comparisons. The significance and key takeaways of the results have been 

reviewed and discussed in previous chapters and are summarized below. 

 

Chapter 3 characterized a detailed comparison of the resource sustainability attribute of thorium 

and uranium fuel cycles, specifically by examining the environmental impacts associated with 

resource recovery. An integral component of this evaluation involved the elaboration of the 

notion of “by-product” thorium recovery. Because all prospective thorium recovery will likely be 

achieved as a by-product of existing mines for other commodities (especially titanium), the 

outlook for associated environmental impacts is fundamentally different than that for uranium 

recovery, which in contrast is recovered as a primary product from conventional mines. A 

quantitative assessment of prospective thorium by-product recovery sites indicates that by-

product thorium will be sufficient to satisfy even the most optimistic world-wide demand 

scenarios indefinitely. Given the significant environmental and economic impact associated with 

opening and operating uranium mines, this represents a significant environmental advantage for 

thorium recovery compared to uranium recovery. Nonetheless, by-product recovery imparts 
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some incremental processing requirements, such as the use of strong acids and/or bases to extract 

thorium from its constituent minerals. The required species are commonplace, although they 

must be used in quantities which are larger than those required for uranium recovery.  

 

Chapter 4 extended the comparison of uranium and thorium to the entire fuel cycle by focusing 

on four representative fuel cycles which encompassed a spectrum of fuel types and reprocessing 

strategies. These comparisons were applied at steady-state. The fuel cycle options were 

compared on the bases of collective occupational radiological impact, LLW volume production, 

HLW properties (activity, decay heat, and radiotoxicity), the production of fission products that 

impart repository risk, and natural resource consumption. No single fuel cycle option performed 

best with regards to all of these metrics. However, the closed fuel cycles tended to perform better 

than the modified-open fuel cycles in several aspects, especially with regards to the HLW 

properties and resource consumption. Because of the dominance of reactor contributions to both 

dose and LLW production, comparisons of those metrics were more closely tied to the reactor 

technology assumption rather than the general fuel cycle strategy. The radiological dose impacts 

appeared to favor MSRs and discourage SFRs, while for LLW production, the opposite was true. 

Regarding the repository-risk-inducing radionuclides, specific conclusions varied between the 

key radionuclides. For the most important species, I-129, the closed thorium fuel cycle produced 

slightly more than the other fuel cycle options. 

 

In Chapter 5, the steady-state results were used as the basis for a comparison of transition 

scenarios to the closed fuel cycle options for uranium and thorium. The study focused on three 

plausible transition pathways for the closed uranium-based option and two for closed thorium-
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based option. In all cases, the scenario took over a century to complete, and the reliance on 

uranium-based light water reactor technologies persisted for many decades. Each transition faced 

its own particular challenges, with SFRs requiring larger fissile loadings but with thermal MSRs 

offering slower breeding rates and relying on a currently unavailable fissile resource (U-233). 

For the most part, these properties seemed to balance each other out and the transitions for 

uranium- and thorium-based options proceeded at similar rates for similar sets of assumptions. 

Many of the environmental performance results mirrored those at steady-state, with a few key 

exceptions. First, the HLW properties for the transitions to closed thorium-based fuel cycles 

were less favorable than the steady-state results; this was because present uranium fuel 

inventories were not reprocessed during the transition analysis for thorium-based fuel cycles -- 

due to the focus on U-233 rather than plutonium. Also, resource consumption turns out to be 

more dependent on how quickly the transition takes place rather than whether the end-state is 

uranium- or thorium-based.  

 

One important addendum to the conclusions above is the potential sensitivity of the results to 

uncertainties in certain parameters. The analyses of this dissertation were completed using a 

combination of, in decreasing order of fidelity: the results of irradiation and decay simulations, 

operational data points (often limited), and extrapolations from related processes.  While the 

uncertainties would be difficult to quantify in most of these instances, it is nevertheless important 

to understand qualitatively the significance of these uncertainties and how the results might be 

impacted: 

 Chapter 3 relied on chemical flowsheets primarily provided by limited operational 

experience with thorium recovery in India and mineral deposit characterization at various 
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sites around the world. The largest uncertainties in this chapter are probably associated 

with the relevant concentrations of thorium at titanium mineral deposits and the 

corresponding estimates for thorium by-product recovery, but the magnitude of excess 

thorium availability is such that the consequence of the uncertainty is of little 

consequence. Certain parts of the recovery flowsheets for both uranium and thorium are 

provided in less detail (especially the use of water and the extent of its recycle), so aside 

from the conclusions about the quantities of strong acids and bases, these results should 

probably be considered as order-of-magnitude estimates. 

 Chapters 4 and 5 largely dealt with the same types of uncertainties since the same metric 

estimates were used in both chapters. The estimates for dose and LLW volume were the 

least “intrinsic” properties since they relied on a combination of limited occupational data 

and process extrapolations, and as such they had the largest associated uncertainties. The 

estimates for these parameters were generally within a factor of 2-3 of each other among 

the fuel cycle options (both at steady-state and in transition), so the uncertainties may be 

large enough that the differences might not be regarded as significant by all parties. The 

differences for resource requirements, HLW properties, and key-risk radionuclide 

concentrations are larger AND the associated uncertainties are smaller since they are the 

results of relatively high-fidelity simulations36, so the conclusions associated with these 

parameters are more decisive than those for dose and LLW. 

 

                                                      
36 While SCALE was used in relatively “low-fidelity” modes by the standards of reactor simulations (e.g., two-
dimensional transport, simplified geometry), the associated uncertainties are thought to be much smaller than 
those that arise from the material flow assumptions (e.g., 99% reprocessing efficiency).  
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Also on the subject of the impact of assumptions on the results, Chapter 5 entailed resolute 

dedication to a clear policy throughout the entirety of each 200-year scenario. Even with this 

dedication, the fastest scenarios took over a hundred years to approach steady-state character. In 

reality, nuclear fuel cycles are highly impacted by changing policy trends, and experiences to-

date suggest that advanced nuclear projects can be discontinued even after significant initial 

investment. To cite a few examples in the US alone: 

 The Clinch River Breeder Reactor halted project development 13 years (1970-1983) and 

at least $6.9 billion after the project’s initial authorization [Katz 1984]; 

 The Thorium-Uranium Recycle Facility was fully designed and mostly constructed in the 

1960s when funding was discontinued to be allocated to other projects [Croff 2016b]; 

 The Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication facility began construction in 2007 and has not yet 

been cancelled, but it has continually decreased funding in the 2010s and would require 

another US$ 3 billion to complete [TAC 2016]. 

 

These are examples for single facilities, whereas each of the transitions entails the constructions 

of a series of advanced facilities of varying types. Given that society often demands immediate 

benefits from technology investment to warrant continued support, all of the advanced fuel cycle 

transitions could face considerable challenges when seeking stability between different 

presidential leadership, shifting national priorities, and so forth. 

 

In combination, this sequence of related comparisons of uranium- and thorium-based options 

suggests that choosing between the two on an EH&S basis is complex. At a foundational level, 

differences between uranium-based and thorium-based fuel cycles are driven by (a) thorium 
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dioxide being monovalent and more refractory than uranium dioxide, (b) thorium not having a 

fissile isotope and thereby incurring many of the disadvantages of uranium fuel cycles, and (c) 

the availability of by-product thorium recovery. Neither option is unambiguously “better” than 

the other, and each option may offer advantages over the other depending on which metric, or set 

of metrics, is selected. At a minimum, this analysis should temper the enthusiasm of claims that 

one fuel cycle is unambiguously safer and more environmentally friendly than the other. It also 

suggests that unless one of the metrics included in this study eventually becomes much more 

important in the decision-making process than all others, other discriminators (e.g., technology 

maturity, capital cost, etc.) may be more important than EH&S metrics when considering a 

decision between uranium and thorium-based options. 

 

6.2. Future Work 

 

 

While this dissertation examined a specific set of fuel cycle options, the opportunity exists to 

extend the approach described in this research to comparisons of other fuel cycle options. Closed 

thorium- and uranium-based options represent only a handful of possible future implementations 

of nuclear fuel cycles. There are other closed fuel cycles that involve arrangements of multiple 

reactor types and/or fuel combinations, even at steady-state37; studies of these systems, 

particularly as part of transition scenarios, have hardly been studied. Potential sub-critical 

systems, such as accelerator-driven systems or fission-fusion hybrids38, are another large area of 

fuel cycle option space that is relatively unstudied. The role of transuranic recycle could also 

potentially offer additional insights. 

                                                      
37 E.g., a two-stage system featuring an SFR with a breeding ratio greater than 1 paired with an LWR with a 
breeding ratio less than 1, with both systems being fully reprocessed for their uranium and plutonium content 
38 For more background on these system, please see [Brown 2016]. 
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There are a few extensions that are particularly worth considering for future work. One of these 

is the assessment of closed fuel cycles in molten salt fast reactors, potentially with either or both 

of uranium- and thorium-based configurations. Some of the comparisons of the reference 

thorium- and uranium-based fuel cycle options may have been impacted by using different 

reference reactor technologies as well as a different neutron energy spectrum. Conducting a 

similar assessment for fast-spectrum MSRs would offer a chance to gauge the extent to which 

results are a product of technology assumptions and which are an inherent function of the choice 

between thorium and uranium. One of the challenging parts of any such future line of work will 

be the development of material flows and inventories for a reactor system that has not been 

studied to the same extent as SFRs and thermal, fluoride-based MSRs. 

 

Another intriguing option, particularly for transition analysis, would be to study the role of 

plutonium-based startup operational phases for transitions to MSRs. If HLW properties were 

deemed to be important, then the thorium-based MSR transitions were hindered by the lack of 

reprocessing of uranium fuel from early-fleet PWRs. Furthermore, the operation of SBB-PWRs 

continued to impart a significant resource consumption requirement on the fuel cycle for long 

time periods. The recovery of plutonium from the used PWR fuel could represent an alternative 

strategy for both of these problems. To conduct this line of work, additional attention would need 

to be placed on the long-term reactor physics implications of switching an MSR core from 

plutonium to uranium-233 over what would likely be several decades. The complex decline in 

plutonium demand over time could present a significant computational challenge for transition 

analysis, but the results would be interesting. 
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Aside from considering additional fuel cycle options, another potential line of research would be 

the coupling of the EH&S results to metrics for other areas, such as reactor safety (e.g., accident 

tolerance), economics, and proliferation resistance. Identifying and estimating meaningful 

metrics for these areas would also likely present a significant challenge. There are also few other 

metrics that may fall under the “environment” umbrella that could be applied to this group of 

fuel cycles in future work, including (but not limited to): CO2 footprint, land use, and ecological 

impacts. Characterizing and quantifying these impacts would likely require new approaches and 

assumptions, but the incremental results could be of interest. 

 

This dissertation incorporated several assumptions that simplified the fuel cycle analysis and 

made it easier to compare the intrinsic steady-state and transition characteristics of different 

options. Nonetheless, additional work could be performed to probe the impacts of some of these 

assumptions by considering alternative material re-use strategies. In particular, weapons-grade 

plutonium, the recycle of SNF stockpiles existing before the onset of the transition scenarios, 

depleted uranium (both pre-existing and newly-generated), and existing U-233 stockpiles could 

be considered as potentially available resources for jump-starting or temporarily sustaining 

certain portions of a transition. These could potentially accelerate the timeframe on which certain 

transitions occur. 

 

Similarly, there are other input parameters that were not modified significantly between 

scenarios; variations of some of these parameters could be of interest to certain stakeholders. For 

example, the energy-growth of the scenarios was held at 1% annually, but the growth could be 
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allowed to fluctuate to account for potential energy market intrusions, such as the ingress from 

cheap coal or proliferant renewable technologies. Past analyses have at times considered upper- 

and lower-bounds of nuclear energy growth on a regional or global basis (e.g., 0.5%-3%) 

[Emsley 2014, Zhang 2012, Cao 2013], and similar approaches could be used for fuel cycle 

applications. Other parameters that could be varied include reactor operational lifetimes and 

technology deployment timeframes. 
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APPENDIX A, BACKGROUND ON EXPERIENCE, DESIGN, AND OPERATION OF 

THORIUM-BASED MOLTEN SALT REACTORS 

 
 

The MSR concept with the most extensive amount of experience of study is the liquid-fueled, 

fluoride-salt-cooled configuration. There are variations within this concept, at the highest level 

distinguishing between those that use a “one-fluid” design (all fertile and fissile material are 

contained in a single stream) and a “two-fluid” design (fertile material is not allowed to 

physically contact fissile material, although heat transfer and neutron transfer occurs between the 

two streams).  

 

The work by ORNL and collaborating organizations prior to the end of the Molten Salt Breeder 

Reactor (MSBR) project accounts for somewhere around two-thirds of the total thorium-fuel-

cycle-related MSR reports and publications collected to-date.  The earliest phases of the project 

primarily focused on systems which fission uranium-235, with studies on U-233 being limited to 

“a few calculations” [MacPherson 1958a]. More detailed studies in the earliest years were 

limited by a poor understanding of thorium cross-sections data and the corrosive properties of 

salts with high thorium concentrations [MacPherson 1958a]. Studies in this phase were limited to 

two-fluid designs.  The emphasis on thorium increased when improved calculations determined 

that uranium-233 had the potential to reduce the total fissile requirement by about a factor of 2 

[MacPherson 1958b]. Chemical experiments with thorium in unirradiated salt test-loops also 

expanded at this time, examining different species and concentrations of lithium, beryllium, 

sodium, potassium, and zirconium fluorides with thorium and uranium [MacPherson 1958b]. 

Ultimately, ORNL’s improvements in ORNL’s computational abilities enabled a detailed 

comparison of U-233 and U-235 two-fluid systems with thorium fluoride concentrations ranging 
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from 0 to 1 mole percent [MacPherson 1958c], as well as between the MSR concept on the 

whole against solid-fueled breeders [Alexander 1959]. The comparisons did not conclude an 

absolute “favorite” but at least confirmed that thorium-based MSRs were worth extended study. 

Subsequent efforts aimed to optimize core sizes and thorium fluoride concentrations 

[MacPherson 1959a]. The findings of the first year or so of the project were tabulated to focus 

future efforts [MacPherson 1958d]. 

 

As the optimized high-level design parameters were determined, more detailed work was carried 

out regarding reactor safety and component testing. By this time, the reference two-fluid design 

used 1 mole % thorium fluoride in the blanket salt and 13 mole % thorium fluoride in the fuel 

(core) salt [MacPherson 1959b]. In parallel, work was initiated on the feasibility of a one-fluid 

system with thorium fluoride mole percentages ranging from 7 to 13. Ultimately, the single-fluid 

design was selected for development of a 30-Mw experimental reactor (the power rating would 

later be scaled back) [MacPherson 1959c]. The selection was primarily due to the shorter 

timescales on which a single-fluid design could be assembled; the two-fluid design continued to 

be the subject of extensive characterization, as illustrated in Figure A-1. Around 1960, the MSR 

project changed hands within ORNL leadership. A summary report of the work-to-date at this 

time identified a preferred design: a two-fluid system with 15% of the core volume being fuel 

salt and 5% being blanket salt, with a net breeding ratio of about 1.06 [MacPherson 1960d]. 

Many of these early perspectives were catalogued at a summary-level in a review of various 

reactor concepts by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). This summary included a succinct 

qualitative comparison of the pros-and-cons of the one-fluid vs. the two-fluid design: the one-

fluid design is cheaper to assemble and may be suitable for small burners, while the two-fluid 
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design was viewed as having a better neutron economy (and by extension, superior breeding 

capabilities) and thus lower fuel-cycle costs [Teeter 1965]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure A-1, Graphite-Moderated Two-Region Molten-Salt Thorium Breeder [MacPherson 

1959d] 

 

 

As designs continued to become more detailed, the challenges associated with water and oxygen 

exclusion were recognized as being more important than previously thought. The magnitude of 

undesirable oxide or oxyfluoride formation was characterized in focused studies on molten-salt 

phase equilibria [Weaver 1960]. The phase behavior of this system continued to challenge 

researchers throughout the 1960s (e.g., [Smith 1969, Thoma 1969]), and while “no fundamental 

chemical difficulty with design and operation” of MSRs was observed, plate-out and subsequent 

purge gas release of noble metals  and noble gas permeation of graphite moderators remained 

notable problems [Grimes 1969]. Studies on the degradation of the moderator, primarily due to 

xenon, were estimated to limit the lifetime of the moderator to about four years before requiring 
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full replacement [Scott 1970]. With frequent (every two years) replacement of the graphite, 

xenon poisoning could be mitigated by using pyrolytic carbon as a pore impregnant. With these 

modifications, development of a moderator for a scaled-up MSBR was deemed to be feasible 

[Kasten 1969]. 

 

ORNL initially continued to lead two-fluid MSR efforts in the 1960s. The two-fluid design was 

determined to be capable of fuel yields of 7%/year, although the fuel cycle cost increased with 

increasing fuel yields [Carter 1961].  The two-fluid study also included a sensitivity analysis of 

reactor performance with respect to key nuclear parameters; a 10% variation in the neutron yield 

(η) of U-233 and a 33% variation in the resonance integral of Pa-233 resulted in fuel yield 

impacts of 2.5-3% and 0.25%, respectively [Carter 1961]. While developments on the two-fluid 

system were de-emphasized as MSRE-related (one-fluid) work gained traction, a design study 

was performed for a 1000-MWe two-fluid design called the Molten Salt Breeder Reactor39 

[Kasten 1966a, Kasten 1966b]. Some of the key parameters of this design are described in Table 

1. One report proposed that this design called for the construction of a two-region “Molten-Salt 

Breeder Experiment” (MSBE) to follow operation of the one-fluid Molten Salt Reactor 

Experiment [Briggs 1967b], but the MSBE test reactor was not realized. This campaign was the 

last major effort to ORNL to explore true two-fluid MSR systems. While some progress was 

made in overcoming some of the challenges associated with two-fluid systems, such as adapting 

the graphite moderator to utilize a liquid-liquid seal which would allow tubes to expand or 

contract freely during temperature variations [Alexander 1965], the cost barriers were still 

viewed as prohibitively high. In 1968, the concept of a one-fluid, two-region gained traction as 

                                                      
39 The label “MSBR” is used by ORNL (rather confusingly) to describe either one-fluid or two-fluid systems at 
various points during the project’s lifetime. 
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having much of the breeding benefits of a true two-fluid system without the additional 

challenges, and the two-fluid design was specifically de-emphasized [Rosenthal 1968]. Select 

design parameters are shown in Table A-1 below. 

 

 

Table A-1, Design Parameters for the Early Two-Fluid 1000 MWe-MSBR [Kasten 1966a] 

Fuel Salt LiF-BeF2-
233UF4 

Blanket Salt LiF-BeF2-ThF4 

Fuel Salt Flow Rate 44,000 gallons per minute 

Fuel Salt Temperatures 1000 oF inlet, 1300 oF outlet 

Blanket Salt Temperatures 1150 oF inlet, 1250 oF outlet 

Reactor Vessel Size  14 ft. diameter, 19 ft. high 

Core Size 10 ft. diameter, 12.5 ft. high 

Core Composition (by volume) 75% graphite, 18% fuel salt, 7% blanket salt 

 

 

The efforts for one-fluid designs in the 1960s centered on the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment 

(MSRE) and subsequent plans for scale-up. Much of the MSRE work in the first few years of the 

1960s was not especially focused on thorium as ORNL prepared for the first fissile loading with 

uranium-235 salts. However, this period continued to make progress on topics such as materials 

durability and component design which were useful for all future iterations of MSRs [Briggs 

1961a, Briggs 1961b, Briggs 1962a, Briggs 1962b, Briggs 1963a, Briggs 1963b, Briggs 1964a, 

Briggs 1964b, Briggs 1965a, Briggs 1965b, Briggs 1966]. Eventually, ORNL began to prepare 

for futures in which the MSRE might incorporate small amounts (1%) of thorium [Briggs 1962b, 

Robertson 1965]. A fuel with 1% thorium and 93% highly-enriched uranium was reviewed as 

one of three candidate fuels (the other two being thorium-free) in a preliminary nuclear analysis 

leading up to MSRE operation [Haubenreich 1964]. However, effective breeding of fissile 

material in a thorium-based system was viewed as somewhat of a challenge. The exact optimal 

balance of fissile and fertile material in the reactor continuously changed as the quality of the 
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physics data regarding thorium, protactinium, and uranium-233 improved, so it was difficult to 

make conclusive arguments about the viability of thorium-breeding in MSREs. In general, a U-

233 phase of operation for the MSRE, following that of U-235 operation, was highly 

recommended [Briggs 1964b, Guymon 1966].  

 

While the MSRE was initially driven by U-235, it was eventually fueled with LiF-UF4 with 

uranium that was 91.4% U-233. The preferred preparation methodology was a two-step process 

in which uranium oxide was reduced to UO2 with hydrogen gas and then converted to UF4 by 

hydrofluorination [Chandler 1969]. Sixty-three kilograms of U-233 was made into fuel that was 

prepared in a shielded-cell environmental at ORNL’s Thorium-Uranium Recycle Facility 

[Chandler 1970]. In actuality, the critical loading of the core required about 40 kg of U-233, 

compared to about 70 kg of U-235 that was used in the earlier loadings of the core [Rosenthal 

1967b]. Prior to loading, the fabricated LiF-UF4 salt was tested for fluid properties such as 

solubility [Rosenthal 1969a]. In late 1968, the MSRE became the world’s first reactor to operate 

with loaded uranium-233 (not counting reactors which had produced their own U-233 from 

thorium) [Haubenreich 1970a]. One interesting observation, even before reaching criticality, was 

that the presence of uranium-233 (as well as U-232 and U-234 impurities) in lithium-bearing 

salts created a non-trivial neutron source due to intense alpha irradiation leading to alpha-neutron 

reactions in the lithium [Steffy 1969b]. 

 

The earliest portions of the uranium-233 operation phase entailed zero-power tests, including 

criticality, control rod calibration, temperature coefficient of reactivity tests, and concentration 

coefficient of reactivity tests [Rosenthal 1969b, Engel 1972]. As the power was allowed increase 
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up to about 7-8 MW, long-term isotopic changes and reactivity effects were monitored 

[Rosenthal 1969b, Steffy 1970]. Fuel quality during dynamic operation was also monitored 

[Steffy 1969a]. Physics data was also collected, most importantly the ratio of the neutron capture 

cross section to the absorption cross section of U-233 at a high-fidelity [Rosenthal 1970a]. 

Operating a reactor with such a high concentration of U-233 enabled collection of reactivity-to-

power response measurements for U-233 for a number of operational points and test procedures 

[Kerlin 1971]. At the culmination of the MSRE’s operation, the program was viewed as a 

moderate success and described the potential advantages of a scaled-up system as high thermal 

efficiency, low primary system pressure, and potentially favorable economic, fuel utilization, and 

safety characteristics [Rosenthal 1970c].  

 

A review of the uranium-233 phase of operation determined that U-233 did not compromise the 

MSRE’s reliability, and loading procedures did not pose an excessive challenge [Guymon 1973]. 

On the whole, observed fission product during the U-233 operational period was similar to what 

was observed for U-235, in spite of slight variations in the abundances of particular fission 

product species [Houtzeel 1972, Compere 1975]. One possible exception was the behavior of 

xenon; the U-233 phase of operation observed a void fraction about ten times larger than that of 

the U-235 phase of operation [Engel 1971]. This may have been due in part to the different 

physical properties of the salt used in this phase, but the fission-product-yield differences 

probably played at least some role. In any case, the overall impact on reactor operation as a result 

was minimal [Engel 1971]. Noble metal behavior was slightly different than the U-233 run than 

the U-235 run, but this was later determined to be due to factors other than the difference in 

fissile material [Kedl 1972, McCoy 1972]. 
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After the MSREs operation, ORNL and associated contractors developed a scaled-up one-fluid 

design called the Molten Salt Breeder Reactor (MSBR)40, which was intended to operate at 1000 

MWe with an estimated fuel yield of 3.3% per year [Bettis 1970, Ebasco 1972, AEC 1972]. 

Extended neutronic analyses confirmed a breeding ratio of about 1.0641, a specific fissile 

inventory of 1.5 kg/MWe, a fuel doubling time of about 20 years, and relatively competitive fuel 

cycle costs, with start-up schemes envisioned for either enriched uranium or plutonium [Perry 

1969]. The MSBR project eventually called for a demonstration-scale 150 MWt reactor with a 

primary salt containing both thorium and U-233 [McWherter 1970, Bettis 1972], as visualized in 

Figures A-2 and A-3. 

 

 

                                                      
40 The label “MSBR” is used by ORNL (rather confusingly) to describe either one-fluid or two-fluid systems at 
various points during the project’s lifetime. 
41 Uncertainties in physics data at this time suggested a breeding ratio uncertainty of about +/- 0.026 [Perry1967]. 
It should be noted that specific estimates of the MSBR’s breeding ratio were revised from 1.054 to 1.062 during 
this period [Carlsmith 1967]. 
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Figure A-2, Molten Salt Breeder Reactor Experiment (150 MWt) Reactor Core Assay 

[McWherter 1970] 

 

 

 

 
Figure A-3, Simplified Flow Diagram of MSBR System [Robertson 1971] 

 

 

As the MSBR design evolved, it was fixed with an optimal equilibrium composition of 71.7% 

LiF, 16.0% BeF2, 12.0% ThF4, and 0.3 % UF4 (molar), an salt inlet temperature of 839 K, and an 
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outlet temperature of 978 K [Robertson 1971]. A NaBF4-NaF eutectic mixture would be used as 

the secondary coolant salt [Kelmers 1976]. In the early part of the 1970s, the MSBR campaign 

continued to refine its understanding of reactor physics optimization, components development, 

instrumentation, reactor chemistry, and heat/mass transfer [Rosenthal 1971a, Rosenthal 1971b, 

Rosenthal 1972a, Rosenthal 1972b, Rosenthal 1972c, Rosenthal 1973, McNeese 1974, McNeese 

1975a, McNeese 1975b, McNeese 1976a, McNeese 1976b]. Refinement of physics calculations 

for the MSBR was facilitated by the development of a fuel-cycle analysis code called Reactor 

Optimum Design (ROD), which was specifically designed for circulating-fuel reactors [Bauman 

1971]. 

 

Certain reactor safety characteristics are influenced by the concentration of thorium, uranium-

233, or the balance of the two. In an analysis of filling-induced criticality accidents, it was 

determined that using larger amounts of thorium greatly reduces the severity of filing accidents 

due to poisoning effects [Engel 1966]. The same conclusion was also true about uranium-238, 

but in general, molten-salt configurations with a significant fertile concentration were more 

resistant to filling criticality incidents [Beall 1964]. Eventually, a detailed eight-year safety 

program for MSBRs was outlined in 1967 which would consider all reactor components and 

safety aspects [Kasten 1967]. An early component of this effort specifically examined the 

hazards posed by uranium-233. Uranium-233 was not expected to change the structural or 

monitoring requirements relative to U-235, but due to uranium-233’s relatively small critical 

mass, special precautions were addressed during handling and loading [Haubenreich 1968]. 

Chemical safety aspects were also noted. After operation, fluoride salts were found to produce 
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diatomic fluorine gas as a result of radiolysis if allowed to cool below about 80oC. Keeping the 

canisters heated largely eliminated these effects [Haubenreich 1970b]. 

 

The completion of the irradiation of uranium-233 fuel salt in the MSRE enabled experience with 

the processing of the fuel and flush salts for fuel recovery. The reprocessing of such fuel was 

comparatively straightforward since no thorium or protactinium was present. Processing losses 

were less than 0.1% [Lindauer 1969]. The MSRE salt also enabled ORNL to conduct an assay to 

assess impurity accumulation and effects [Thoma 1971].  

 

The MSBR campaign of the 1970s entailed a specific reactor processing component, the efforts 

of which were catalogued in a series of programmatic update reports [McNeese 1971a, McNeese 

1971b, McNeese 1971c, McNeese 1971d, McNeese 1971e, McNeese 1972a, McNeese 1972b, 

McNeese 1972c, Hightower 1975b, Hightower 1975c, Hightower 1976a, Hightower 1976b]. 

During this period, many of the processing concepts and techniques initiated in the 1960s were 

advanced and refined, leading to the creation of a new comprehensive flowsheet for the single-

fluid MSBR. The overall processing system relied on fluorination and bismuth-lithium 

extraction. This flowsheet is visualized in Figure A-4. The overall cost of such a processing 

facility was deemed to be manageable, although there were admittedly many uncertainties in the 

estimates [Carter 1972].  
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Figure A-4, Flowsheet for Processing Single-Fluid MSBR by Fluorination-Reductive Extraction 

and the Metal-Transfer Process [Hightower 1975a] 

 

 

While demonstrated to be chemically effective, some of these approaches were later criticized 

for their proliferation risks (e.g., relatively pure U-233 streams). Near the end of the MSBR era, 

some effort was taken to adapt these approaches to be more proliferation-resistant [Bauman 

1977]. However, these measures were only examined at the precursory-study level. It was also 

argued that the use of a thorium/uranium-233 fuel cycle in an MSR was inherently a non-

proliferation choice since it circumvented the production separation of plutonium [Engel 1978, 

Engel 1979]. Implementing MSRs without reprocessing further reduced the risk of proliferation, 

although admittedly at the expense of other capabilities of the fuel cycle [Engel 1980]. 

 

Some systems studies have referred to data collected in the MSBR period in the hopes of 

applying the technology to new problems. For instance, MSRs were proposed as an effective 

way of utilizing the fissile material from dismantled weapons [Gat 1991]. Other possible 
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missions for MSRs include actinide burning and/or fissile fuel production, which can be 

accomplished in both the thermal and the fast spectrum (see following section for details on fast-

spectrum MSRs) [Forsberg 2007b]. A design for the specific purpose of TRU elimination that 

can incorporate either uranium or thorium fuel cycles has been developed in Russia [Ignatiev 

2011]. The process heat available from high-temperature operation of MSRs may also be 

appealing (see discussion under “Solid-Fueled, Salt-Cooled Reactors”). A number of studies 

have re-iterated the attributes and potential benefits and challenges associated with implemented 

of liquid-fueled MSRs with thorium on the whole [Moir 2002, Nuttin 2004, Moir 2005, Mathieu 

2006, Juhasz 2009, Hargraves 2010, Kamei 2012, Sajo-Bohus 2012, Durham 2013, Madden 

2013, Turner 2013, Uhlir 2013]. Furthermore, individual MSR designs have received some 

updated examinations and physics analyses in the US as part of the Fuel Cycle Option 

Evaluation & Screening effort. These studies identified full and partial recycle MSRs to be 

viable in both the thermal and fast spectra, while once-through systems required an external 

neutron source [Powers 2013, Gehin 2014]. 
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APPENDIX B, CALCULATION NOTES FOR FUEL CYCLE MATERIAL FLOW 

DEVELOPMENT SAMPLE 

 

 

Fuel Cycle Overview 

 

This document summarizes the development of burnup analysis and mass flows for a two-stage 

fuel cycle. The first stage is a pressurized water reactor (PWR) with two distinct fuel types, a 

seed fuel and a blanket fuel. The driver fuel contains low-enriched uranium and is intended to 

provide high-flux regions of the core to breed U-233 in the blanket fuel, which is mostly thorium 

with some low-enriched uranium homogenously mixed in. After irradiation, the driver fuel is 

directed to interim storage and then disposal, while the blanket fuel is reprocessed for its thorium 

and uranium content. Much of the thorium is recycled back to the first stage, while the remainder 

of the thorium and all of the uranium in the blanket fuel are sent to stage 2 (minor actinides, 

plutonium, and fission products in the blanket fuel are sent for storage/disposal). Stage 2 uses the 

recycled thorium and uranium in a “deep-burn” high-temperature gas reactor (HTGR). 

 

The following sections will describe how this fuel cycle was computationally analyzed in order 

to document the methodology and to enable reproducibility of the results. 

 

Modeling Tool – SCALE 

 

To carry out the necessary depletion calculations, various modules of SCALE were used. 

SCALE “is a comprehensive modeling and simulation suite for nuclear safety analysis and 

design developed and maintained by Oak Ridge National Laboratory under contract with the 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, U.S. Department of Energy, and the National Nuclear 

Security Administration to perform reactor physics, criticality safety, radiation shielding, and 
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spent fuel characterization for nuclear facilities and transportation/storage package designs”42. 

The primary capabilities of SCALE relevant to FCDP development are two- and three-

dimensional radiation transport and depletion analysis. 

 

Pressurized Water Reactor: Parameters and Modeling Approach 

 

As a reference design for Stage 1, the seed-blanket fuel assembly concept developed by 

Brookhaven National Laboratory in collaboration with other organizations [1] and further 

elaborated upon in later studies [2,3]  was used. In this design, each fuel assembly consists of an 

inner low-enriched uranium-oxide seed fuel region to supply a sufficient neutron flux to enable 

uranium-233 breeding in an outer, primarily-thorium blanket fuel region. The blanket fuel also 

has some low-enriched uranium homogenously mixed with the thorium to sustain neutron fluxes 

in the blanket region. 

 

 This design was selected as a reference for the following reasons: 

 Analysis has demonstrated this design to be viable from neutronic, thermal, and other 

important perspectives. 

 The documentation of this design is sufficient to enable reproducible modeling results. 

 The design is readily compatible with the modeling capabilities of SCALE. 

 For consistency with other FCDPs, this design has been used as part of fuel cycles which 

are already part of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Option (NFCO) Catalog. 

 

                                                      
42 http://scale.ornl.gov, Accessed November 2014 

http://scale.ornl.gov/
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The enrichments, compositions, configurations, and dimensions of the blanket fuel and the seed 

fuel (henceforth referred to as “driver fuel” to be more consistent with previously used language 

of the NFCO Catalog) are well-documented. A number of specific fuel characteristics were 

discussed in the BNL reports. Table B-1 summarizes the characteristics adopted for the two fuel 

types for this FCDP. 

. 

Table B-1, Fuel Characteristics of Driver-Blanket PWR [1, 3] 

 Driver Fuel Blanket Fuel 

Average Fuel Temperature 

(oC)  

469 532 

Fuel Density (g/cm^3) 10.302 9.403 

Fuel Composition 100% uranium oxide 85.9% thorium oxide; 14.1% 

uranium oxide (by vol.) 

Uranium Enrichment (% of 

U that is U-235) 

19.9 12.2 

Residence Time (years) 4  8  

Cell (Pin) Pitch (cm) 1.26 1.26 

Central Hole Radius (cm) 0.22 n/a 

Fuel Radius (cm) 0.385 0.4646 

Gas (Outer) Gap (cm) 0.0082 0.0082 

Cladding Thickness (cm) 0.0572 0.0572 

Cladding Material Zircaloy-4 Zircaloy-4 

Cladding Temperature (oC) 349 349 

 

 

Table B-2 summarizes other key core characteristics that were assumed (these generally reflect 

default settings in SCALE which were not observed to have a significant impact on the results 

with small perturbations): 
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Table B-2, Key Parameters for PWR Core  

Average Coolant Temperature (oC) 307 

Boron Concentration in Coolant (ppm) 630  

Guide Tube Material Zircaloy-4 

Guide Tube Temperature (oC) 307 

 

 

For simplicity, the core was modeled as a quarter-assembly of a 17x17 fuel pin assembly, with a 

fuel arrangement adopted from the BNL design [1]. A reflective boundary condition was 

assumed at the inner boundaries (where the rest of the assembly would be). Figure B-1 illustrates 

this arrangement: 

 

 
Figure B-1, Configuration of Quarter of 17x17 Fuel Array for Driver-Blanket Fuel in PWR 

 

 

In spite of the geometrical simplicity of this configuration, three complications were 

acknowledged: 
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 The need to simultaneously deplete two different fuel materials 

 The need to address the different residence times of the two fuels (driver fuel at four 

years, blanket fuel at eight years) 

 The need to address the different ages of driver fuel introduced at different refueling 

cycles). 

 

To address these challenges, the depletion period was subdivided between each refueling period. 

In other words, refueling of one-third of the driver fuel inventory was assumed to occur three 

times during the driver fuel lifetime (every 1.33 years) which was approximated as 486 days. To 

improve the granularity of the analysis, each 486-day irradiation period was divided into nine 54-

day timesteps. The blanket lifetime extended over six of these irradiation periods, or 2916 days 

(approximately 8 years).  

 

In actuality, a fuel assembly in the reactor at any given time would have one of three driver fuel 

ages (see Figure B-2), but it was not desired to manage the complications of simultaneously 

modeling different arrays or to optimize a fuel reloading scheme. Instead, while holding the 

blanket at constant (initial) composition, the driver fuel was aged, with compositions taken at 0, 

486, and 972 days. These three compositions were then averaged, and this average driver 

composition was then held constant as the blanket fuel was depleted. This resolution is illustrated 

in Figure B-3. 
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Figure B-2, Cross Section of Several Fuel Arrays to Illustrate Challenge of Different Driver Fuel 

Ages 
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Figure B-3: Resolution to Problem in Figure A-2, using a Constant Driver Fuel Composition 

which is the Average of the Three Possible Driver Fuel Ages 

 

 

The PWR quarterly-assembly was modeled using SCALE’s “T-DEPL” module using the most 

up-to-date and extensive (“v7-238”) of the available built-in cross section libraries. Masses were 

obtaining by saving an “f71” mass file at the end of each 486-day irradiation period. After each 

irradiation period, the fuel was aged for 40 days without irradiation to represent the refueling 

period; this aging was performed on the “f71” file using SCALE’s ORIGEN-S module and 

correspondingly listed using SCALE’s OPUS module. In order to convert the format of the mass 

output of OPUS for the nth irradiation period into the required input format for T-DEPL for the 

(n+1)th irradiation period, inter-processing capabilities were developed in Visual Basic using 

Microsoft Excel as a platform. This re-formatting also included the removal of certain 

radionuclides which were not recognized in SCALE as acceptable for T-DEPL input files. 
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However, it was determined that these nuclides represented only a small portion (<0.001%) of 

the total mass of the fuel. 

 

High Temperature Gas Reactor: Parameters and Modeling Approach 

 

 

The reference HTGR design is based on Japan’s High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor 

(HTTR), which uses hexagonal-graphite (prismatic) fuel blocks. This design was ideal for a 

number of reasons, foremost that: 

 This system has been extensively examined by DOE national laboratories and 

correspondingly has sufficient documentation in English. 

 ORNL had developed a SCALE input file based on the HTTR which could be obtained 

and readily adapted by the FCDP development team. 

 

Detailed design parameters are available in a 2009 Idaho National Laboratory report [4]. The 

geometric parameters associated with this design are advanced and extensive, and the INL report 

should be consulted for detailed fuel parameters (the associated SCALE input file is also 

available upon request). However, the active portion of the HTGR fuel rods (the center of 

silicon-carbide- and pyrocarbon-coated microspheres) contains 20% of the thorium and all of the 

uranium from the blanket fuel from Stage 1 (subtracting reprocessing and fabrication losses).  

 

The HTGR depletion was modeled in SCALE’s “T6-DEPL” module to capture the double-

heterogeneity of the prismatic fuel blocks with embedded thorium-uranium carbide 

microspheres. The irradiation period was fixed at a constant power density of 100 

MWth/MTIHM over a period of 1000 days (subdivided into 20 50-day timesteps for improved 
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granularity), resulting in a total burnup of 100 MWd/MTIHM. As with the PWR, an “f71” mass 

file was saved to indicate the mass inventory of the spent fuel after irradiation, with processing in 

ORIGEN-S and OPUS. 

 

Fuel Cycle Parameter Calculation and Associated Formulae 

 

 

The aforementioned procedures resulted in mass inventories for each stage of the combined fuel 

cycle at a number of time-steps. Combined with this information and a number of additional 

assumptions about the fuel cycle, it was possible to determine overall mass flow requirements of 

the system to populate the FCDP. The variables which are used in the following equation-

oriented narrative are listed in the following Table B-3. 

 

 

Table B-3, Table of Variable Definitions 

Variable Definition Description Assumed Value (if 

applicable) 

𝑎𝑏 Enrichment of U-235 in blanket 

fuel uranium 

0.122 

𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡 Natural Enrichment of U-235 in 

uranium 

0.007 

𝑎𝑑 Enrichment of U-235 in driver 

fuel uranium 

0.199 

𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 Enrichment of U-235 in 

enrichment tails uranium 

0.0025 

𝐵 Total mass of blanket fuel used 

in Stage 1, normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated  

c Capacity Factor (assumed same 

for both PWR & HTGR) 

0.9 

𝐷 Total mass of driver fuel used in 

Stage 1, normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝑑𝑦 Days in a year 365.242 days 

𝐷𝐹𝑠1 Discharged Fuel from Stage 1, 

normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝐷𝐹𝑠2 Discharged Fuel from Stage 2, 

normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝐷𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡 Total Discharged Fuel, 

normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 
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𝐷𝑈𝑏 Depleted uranium yield arising 

from blanket fuel production, 

normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝐷𝑈𝑑 Depleted uranium yield arising 

from driver fuel production, 

normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝐷𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑡 Total depleted uranium yield of 

fuel cycle, normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝑒𝑒 Thermal-to-Electric Efficiency 

(assumed same for both PWR & 

HTGR) 

0.333333 

𝑒𝑓 Fuel Fabrication Efficiency; 

fraction of entering material 

which is not lost to tails 

0.999 

𝑒𝑟 Reprocessing Efficiency; 

fraction of entering material 

which is not lost to tails 

(assumed to be 1 for TRU and 

FPs) 

0.999 

𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 Reference fuel cycle energy 

production for mass flow 

analysis 

100 GWe-yr 

𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠
̇  Reference fuel cycle annual 

energy production for mass flow 

analysis 

Not actually used, but has 

been used in past FCDP 

templates 

𝐸𝐹𝐶  Electrical Energy Produced by 

fuel cycle based on initial  

𝑀𝑃𝑊𝑅 

Calculated 

𝐸𝐹𝐶
̇  Annual Electrical Energy 

Produced by fuel cycle based on 

initial  𝑀𝑃𝑊𝑅 

Calculated 

𝐸𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 Electrical Energy Produced by a 

HTGR normalized to mass 

𝑀𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 

Calculated 

𝐸𝑚𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 Electrical Energy Produced by a 

HTGR which accounts for 

PWR’s rate of used fuel 

production 

Calculated 

𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑅 Electrical Energy Produced by a 

PWR normalized to mass 𝑀𝑃𝑊𝑅 
 

Calculated 

𝐸𝑚𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅
̇  Annual Electrical Energy 

Produced by a HTGR which 

accounts for PWR’s rate of used 

fuel production 

Calculated 
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𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑅
̇  Annual Electrical Energy 

Produced by a PWR normalized 

to mass 𝑀𝑃𝑊𝑅 

Calculated 

𝑓𝑇ℎ,𝑆1 Fraction of RTh which is re-

used in Stage 1 Fuel 

0.8 

𝐹𝑃𝑠 Amount of recycled fission 

products available from 

reprocessing, normalized by 

𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝐿𝑓,𝑠1 Fuel Fabrication Losses, Stage 

1, normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝐿𝑓,𝑠2 Fuel Fabrication Losses, Stage 

2, normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝐿𝑟 Reprocessing Losses, 

normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡 Total fuel cycle losses, 

normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝑀𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 Initial Mass Heavy Metal in 

HTGR 

Determined from burnup 

calculations (SCALE) 

based on 𝑀𝑃𝑊𝑅  amount of 

initial heavy metal in PWR 

𝑀𝑃𝑊𝑅 Mass Basis – Initial Mass 

Heavy Metal in PWR  

1 MTIHM 

𝑚𝑥,𝑧 Mass of some isotope or 

element “x” in stream “z” 

Determined from burnup 

calculations (SCALE) 

𝑛𝑅,𝑠1 Number of Refueling Periods 

per PWR Blanket Lifetime 

6 

𝑛𝑅,𝑠2 Number of Refueling Periods 

per HTGR Lifetime 

1 

𝑁𝑇ℎ Natural thorium requirement of 

fuel cycle, normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝑁𝑈𝑏 Natural uranium requirement 

arising from blanket fuel, 

normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝑁𝑈𝑑 Natural uranium requirement 

arising from driver fuel, 

normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝑁𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑡 Total natural uranium 

requirement of fuel cycle, 

normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝑝𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 Instantaneous Power Density of 

HTGR 

100 MWth/MTIHM 

𝑝𝑃𝑊𝑅 Instantaneous Power Density of 

PWR 

49 MWth/MTIHM 
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𝑅𝑠2/𝑠1 Ratio of 𝑇𝑠2 over 
𝑇𝑠1 (Useful for calculations) 

Calculated 

𝑅𝑡𝑑/𝑡𝑏 Ratio of driver fuel lifetime over 

blanket fuel lifetime 

0.5 

𝑅𝑈/𝐵 Ratio of uranium fuel in blanket 

to total mass of blanket fuel 

Calculated 

𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑠1𝑟 Portion of   
𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡 allocated to Stage 1 Re-

Use, normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑠2𝑓 Amount of RTh in Stage 2 Fuel, 

normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑠2𝑟 Portion of   
𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡 allocated to Stage 2 Re-

Use, normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡 Total amount of recycled 

thorium available from 

reprocessing, normalized by 

𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝑅𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑡 Total amount of recycled 

uranium available from 

reprocessing, normalized by 

𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝑅𝑈𝑠2𝑓 Amount of RU in Stage 2 Fuel, 

normalized by 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝑇𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 Total HTGR in-reactor cycle 

time 

1000 days 

𝑇𝑃𝑊𝑅 Total PWR in-reactor cycle time 

(one blanket lifetime) 

2916 days 

𝑇𝑟𝑓 Length of refueling period 

(assumed same for both PWR & 

HTGR) 

40 days 

𝑇𝑠1 Combined in-reactor and 

refueling cycle time for lifetime 

of blanket fuel in Stage 1 

Calculated 

𝑇𝑠2 Combined in-reactor and 

refueling cycle time for lifetime 

of fuel in Stage 2 

Calculated 

𝑇𝑅𝑈 Amount of transuranics (plus 

protactinium) available from 

reprocessing, normalized by 

𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 

𝑌 Normalization Factor Used to 

Scale-up Mass Flows to basis of 

𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠 

Calculated 
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SCALE automatically normalizes its input mass flows to one metric ton of heavy metal. Thus, in 

order to obtain electrical-energy-normalized mass flows, one needs make assumptions regarding 

capacity factors and electricity conversion efficiencies. Since the power density is held constant 

and the fuel is irradiated for a fixed period of time for both stages, it is fairly straightforward to 

compute the amount of electricity generated by one metric ton of initial heavy metal.  

 

 

Electrical Energy Produced by Modeled PWR over Blanket Fuel Lifetime:  

 

𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑅 =
𝑝𝑃𝑊𝑅 ∗ 𝑀𝑃𝑊𝑅 ∗ 𝑇𝑃𝑊𝑅 ∗ 𝑒𝑒 ∗ 𝑐

(1000
𝐺𝑊
𝑀𝑊) ∗ 𝑑𝑦

 

 

 

Even though SCALE will automatically re-normalize to 1 t initial heavy metal, in order to 

develop a consistent normalization unit for the combination of Stages 1 & 2 Combined, one 

should renormalize to the amount of Stage 2 fuel that results from 1 t of Stage 1 fuel. 

 

 

Electrical Energy Produced by Modeled HTGR over Fuel Lifetime: 

𝐸𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 =
𝑝𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 ∗ 𝑀𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 ∗ 𝑇𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 ∗ 𝑒𝑒 ∗ 𝑐

(1000
𝐺𝑊
𝑀𝑊) ∗ 𝑑𝑦

 

 

 

These two values are then combined:  

 

 

 

Combined Electrical Energy Produced on 𝑀𝑃𝑊𝑅 Basis: 

𝐸𝐹𝐶 = 𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑅 + 𝐸𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 
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Once this mass-basis value is known, a normalization factor can be developed to convert 

between the mass files that leave SCALE and mass values on some energy-normalized basis (for 

FCDPs, this has been 100 GWe-yr). 

 

 

Electrical Energy Normalization Factor: 

𝑌 =
𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑠

𝐸𝐹𝐶
 

 

The fraction of electricity produced by each stage is then straightforward to determine: 

 

Fractions of Electrical Energy Produced from Stages 1 & 2: 

𝑓𝐸,𝑠1 =
𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑅

𝐸𝐹𝐶
 

𝑓𝐸,𝑠2 =
𝐸𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅

𝐸𝐹𝐶
 

 

If one wanted to normalize on a basis of annual electrical energy production, instead of a fixed 

amount of electrical energy, an alternative approach is available. This requires determining the 

rate at which each system produces electrical energy, which involves accounting for 

refueling/maintenance periods as well as operation: 

 

Full PWR Blanket Fuel Lifetime (Stage 1): 

𝑇𝑠1 = 𝑇𝑃𝑊𝑅 + 𝑛𝑅,𝑠1 ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑓 
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HTGR Fuel Lifetime: 

𝑇𝑠2 = 𝑇𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 + 𝑛𝑅,𝑠2 ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑓 

 

Determining the electrical generation for Stage 1 is straightforward at this point: 

 

Annual Energy Production of PWR: 

𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑅
̇ =

𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑅 ∗ 𝑑𝑦

𝑇𝑠1
 

 

However, the previously calculated electrical energy for the HTGR cannot be used as-is because 

its fueling cycle is considerably shorter than that of the PWR; if an HTGR immediately used all 

the Stage 1 fuel provided by a single PWR, it would use its fuel and then wait around non-

operational while Stage 1 produced more fuel. However, a smaller (henceforth called “mini”) 

HTGR could divide the Stage 1 fuel into multiple fuel batches and use one batch at a time until 

more PWR fuel was available. To account for this issue, we introduce a correctional factor: 

 

Stage Cycle-Time Ratio: 

𝑅𝑠2/𝑠1 =
𝑇𝑠2

𝑇𝑠1
 

 

Electrical Energy Produced by “Mini” HTGR over Fuel Lifetime: 

𝐸𝑚𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 = 𝐸𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 ∗ 𝑅𝑠2/𝑠1 

 

This can then be converted into an electrical energy generation rate. 
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Annual Energy Production of “Mini” HTGR: 

𝐸𝑚𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅
̇ =

𝐸𝑚𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅 ∗ 𝑑𝑦

𝑇𝑠2
 

 

The remaining steps parallel what was done for the electrical-energy (not-rate) basis: 

 

Combined Electrical Energy Produced on 𝑀𝑃𝑊𝑅 Basis: 

𝐸𝐹𝐶
̇ = 𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑅

̇ + 𝐸𝑚𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅
̇  

 

Fractions of Electrical Energy Produced from Stages 1 & 2: 

𝑓𝐸,𝑠1 =
𝐸𝑃𝑊𝑅

̇

𝐸𝐹𝐶
̇

 

𝑓𝐸,𝑠2 =
𝐸𝑚𝐻𝑇𝐺𝑅

̇

𝐸𝐹𝐶
̇

 

 

With the electrical energy normalization factor, it is possible to determine a number of energy-

normalized mass flows quite readily. For Stage 1, the energy-normalized amount of driver fuel 

and blanket fuel entering the PWR can be determined by adding the mass of each isotope as 

output by SCALE at time zero (since the driver fuel is replaced more frequently than the blanket 

fuel, a correctional factor is added accordingly). 

 

Reactor Mass Inventories: 

𝐷 =
(𝑚𝑈−235,𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟 + 𝑚𝑈−238,𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟)

𝑅𝑡𝑑/𝑡𝑏
∗ 𝑌 
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𝐵 = (𝑚𝑈−235,𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑒𝑡 + 𝑚𝑈−238,𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑒𝑡 + 𝑚𝑇ℎ,𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑒𝑡) ∗ 𝑌 

 

Since the driver fuel is sent to storage and disposal, only the used blanket fuel composition from 

Stage 1 is of interest from the perspective of fuel cycle mass flow. After including a factor 

accounting for reprocessing efficiency (which is also used to determine losses from 

reprocessing), a number of parameters can be readily determined. Note that protactinium is listed 

here among the “TRU” elements as it will require comparable management to neptunium, 

plutonium, americium, and curium if thorium-based fuel cycles are implemented. The amount of 

fission products could be determined by adding the masses of each fission product, but given the 

quantity of fission product species it is easier to “calculate by exclusion”.  

 

Reprocessing: 

𝑅𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑡 = (∑ 𝑚𝑈−𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑠,𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑒𝑡) ∗ 𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝑌 

𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡 = (∑ 𝑚𝑇ℎ,𝑏) ∗ 𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝑌 

𝑇𝑅𝑈 = (∑ 𝑚𝑃𝑎,𝑏 + ∑ 𝑚𝑃𝑢,𝑏 + ∑ 𝑚𝑁𝑝,𝑏 + ∑ 𝑚𝐴𝑚,𝑏 + ∑ 𝑚𝐶𝑚,𝑏) ∗ 𝑌 

𝐹𝑃 = 𝐵 − 𝑇𝑅𝑈 −
𝑅𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑡 + 𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝑒𝑟
 

𝐿𝑟 = (𝑅𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑡 + 𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡) ∗
1 − 𝑒𝑟

𝑒𝑟
 

 

Note that if all the thorium from Stage 1 is passed to Stage 2, then Stage 2 is so thorium-laden 

that is not neutronically viable for sustained vision. Instead, most of the thorium must be re-used 

in Stage 1 (as this FCDP assumes) or otherwise stored and disposed. A number of thorium 
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recycle fractions were examined; an 80% recycle rate yielded a Stage 2 fuel content with 

approximately equal parts (by mass) thorium and uranium, with about 10% of the uranium being 

fissile, which was enough to yield sustained fission over the lifetime of the fuel. 

 

𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑠1𝑟 = 𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡 ∗ 𝑓𝑇ℎ,𝑆1 

𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑠2𝑟 = 𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡 ∗ (1 − 𝑓𝑇ℎ,𝑆1) 

 

There are some small losses during fuel fabrication; the following parameters account for this 

efficiency factor. 

 

Fuel Fabrication: 

𝐿𝑓,𝑠1 =
(𝐷 + 𝐵) ∗ (1 − 𝑒𝑓)

𝑒𝑓
 

𝑅𝑈𝑠2𝑓 = 𝑅𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑡 ∗ 𝑒𝑓 

𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑠2𝑓 = 𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡 ∗ 𝑒𝑓 

𝐿𝑓,𝑠2 = (𝑅𝑈𝑠2𝑓 + 𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑠2𝑓) ∗ (1 − 𝑒𝑓) 

 

While all of the fuel from Stage 1 is briefly “discharged fuel”, the blanket fuel is reprocessed in 

its entirety. So, the only fuel from Stage 1 that requires management as discharged fuel is the 

driver fuel (although the reprocessing of blanket fuel will produce high-level waste). The entirety 

of the output from Stage 2 must be managed as discharged fuel. 
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Discharged Fuel: 

𝐷𝐹𝑠1 = (𝐷 + 𝐵) − 𝐵 = 𝐷 

𝐷𝐹𝑠2 = 𝑅𝑈𝑠2𝑓 + 𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑠2𝑓 

𝐷𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐷𝐹𝑠2 + 𝐷𝐹𝑠1 

 

Since Stage 2 is entirely fed by reprocessed material, only Stage 1 contributes to the demand of 

natural resources. The natural thorium demand is fairly straightforward, requiring the normalized 

amount of thorium in the blanket subtracted by the amount that is recycled back to Stage 1 (also 

accounting for fabrication losses). Natural uranium is used in both the driver and the blanket 

fuel; these demands can be determined separately (the equations are derived by performing mass 

balances on both total uranium and uranium-235).  An assumption is required regarding 

enrichment of the tails. For the blanket fuel calculation, the fraction of fresh fuel that is 

comprised of uranium must be known. 

 

Natural Resource Requirements 

𝑅𝑈/𝐵 =
(𝑚𝑈−235,𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑒𝑡 + 𝑚𝑈−238,𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑒𝑡) ∗ 𝑌

𝐵
 

𝑁𝑈𝑑 =
𝐷 ∗ (𝑎𝑑 − 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙)

𝑒𝑓 ∗ (𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡 − 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙)
 

𝑁𝑈𝑏 =
𝐵 ∗ 𝑅𝑈/𝐵 ∗ (𝑎𝑏 − 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙)

𝑒𝑓 ∗ (𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡 − 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙)
 

𝑁𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑁𝑈𝑠 + 𝑁𝑈𝑏 

𝑁𝑇ℎ =
𝐵 ∗ (1 − 𝑅𝑈/𝐵) − 𝑅𝑇ℎ𝑠1𝑟

𝑒𝑓
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Once the natural uranium demand is known, the amount of depleted uranium which is generated 

during enrichment can be calculated by subtracting the amount of uranium in fuel from the total 

demand (while accounting for fabrication losses).  

 

Other Important Parameters 

𝐷𝑈𝑑 = 𝑁𝑈𝑑 −
𝐷

𝑒𝑓
 

𝐷𝑈𝑏 = 𝑁𝑈𝑏 −
𝐵 ∗ 𝑅𝑈/𝐵

𝑒𝑓
 

𝐷𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐷𝑈𝑠 + 𝐷𝑈𝑏 

 

Total losses are determined by summing the three sources of losses (reprocessing, fabrication of 

Stage 1 fuel, fabrication of Stage 2 fuel). 

𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐿𝑟 + 𝐿𝑓,𝑠1 + 𝐿𝑓,𝑠2 
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APPENDIX C, SOME PERSPECTIVES ON FISSILE MATERIAL BALANCES FOR 

DYNAMIC TRANSITIONS 

 

 

The underlying principle of a material balance is that the net accumulation or depletion of a 

substance is equal to the rate of its production and/or entry minus the rate of its consumption 

and/or loss. For a material balance on a non-natural fissile isotope such as Pu-239, Pu-241, or U-

233 (generically called 𝐹), in the event that the total electricity demand is unchanging, this 

material balance is relatively straightforward when all outgoing streams are reprocessed and 

recovered:  

 

𝑑𝐹

𝑑𝑡
= ∑

𝑀𝑖𝑥𝐹𝑖,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑡,𝑖

𝜏𝑖
− ∑

𝑀𝑖𝑥𝐹𝑖,𝑖𝑛

𝜏𝑖
 

 

The lower case “𝑖” refers to individual stage numbers, “𝑀𝑖” is the total heavy metal mass of fuel 

for that stage on some normalization basis (usually energy output), “𝜏𝑖” is the fuel residence time 

for that stage, “𝑥𝐹𝑖” is the mass fraction of heavy metal that is comprised of the isotope, and 

“𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑡,𝑖” is a net efficiency term that encompasses the fraction of recovered material that is NOT 

lost to reprocessing and re-fabrication losses. At steady-state, all differential terms are equal to 

zero (i.e., there is no net accumulation or depletion), and the left summation term is precisely 

equal to the right summation term.  For the steady-state calculations conducted in Chapter 4, this 

equivalence greatly simplified the material balance. By extension, it implies that for single-stage 

systems, such as the CUPu and CThU fuel cycles, at steady-state, 𝑥𝐹𝑖,𝑖𝑛 must be equal to 

𝑥𝐹𝑖,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑡,𝑖.  Since 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑡,𝑖 is very nearly equal to one43, 𝑥𝐹𝑖,𝑜𝑢𝑡 needs to be only slightly larger 

                                                      
43 For solid-fueled systems (e.g., CUPu), a 99% reprocessing efficiency times a 99.8% fuel fabrication efficiency 
yields a 98.802% combined efficiency (approximated as 98.8% in VISION due to input restrictions). For fluid-fueled 
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than 𝑥𝐹𝑖,𝑖𝑛 to sustain a steady-state, single-stage system with reprocessing. If F is the only 

important fissile isotope (true for U-233 and also true if we consider “F” to be the combination 

of the two fissile plutonium isotopes), then the breeding ratio requirement of the system is just: 

 

𝑅𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 =
𝑥𝐹𝑖,𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑥𝐹𝑖,𝑖𝑛
=

1

𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑡,𝑖
 

 

For solid-fueled systems (e.g., CUPu), a 99% reprocessing efficiency times a 99.8% fuel 

fabrication efficiency yields a 98.802% combined efficiency (approximated as 98.8%), implying 

a steady-state breeding ratio requirement of 1.012. For fluid-fueled systems (e.g., CThU), 

reprocessing losses are negligible in the continuous reprocessing system (consistent with 

assumptions applied in Chapter 4), so only the 99.8% fuel fabrication efficiency is applied. This 

implies a breeding ratio requirement of 1.002. Both of these should be readily achievable with 

the SFR and MSR technologies, and are more correctly identified as “breakeven” core 

configurations rather than “breeders”. 

 

For dynamic transitions, this relationship changes. If new reactors are being constructed at some 

fixed rate for perpetuity, then there is another “consumption term” in the material balance that 

corresponds to the startup fissile material required for new reactors: 

 

𝑑𝐹

𝑑𝑡
= (

𝑀𝑥𝐹,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑡

𝜏
−

𝑀𝑥𝐹,𝑖𝑛

𝜏
)𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 −

𝑑𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

𝑑𝑡
𝑀𝑥𝐹,𝑖𝑛 

                                                      
systems (e.g., CThU), reprocessing losses are negligible in the continuous reprocessing system (consistent with 
assumptions applied in Chapter 4), so only the 99.8% fuel fabrication efficiency is applied. 
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The new variables are 𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 for the number of reactors that are already operating, and 
𝑑𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

𝑑𝑡
 

for the rate at which new reactors are being brought online. If the number of reactors always 

immediately scales up to match some steady exponential increase in power demand so that the 

ratio of  
𝑑𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟

𝑑𝑡
 and 𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟  is a constant called  𝑝𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ (with units of inverse time), then the 

minimum breeding requirement to precisely sustain this growth for perpetuity would be: 

𝑅𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 =
1 + 𝑝𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ𝜏

𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑡
 

 

While 𝑝𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ is not an intuitive parameter, it is directly related to the concept of an annual 

exponential increase in power demand through a logarithmic relationship. Figure XX, below, 

shows the relationship between the breeding ratio requirement and the annual percent increase in 

electricity demand, assuming a constant rate of increase. The plot also incorporates 

representative values for the residence time of these systems. A residence time of 5.44 years is 

adopted for the SFR based on data from the FCO-ESS [Sandia 2016], while an “effective” 

residence time is determined for the MSR based on the ratio of material inventory to material 

flow rates from FCO-ESS work; the result of this calculation is 8.8 years (explained further in 

Section 5.3.4).  
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Figure C-1, Breeding Ratio Required to Support Continued Closed Fuel Cycle Growth for 

Various Exponential Energy Demand Increases 

 

 

The difference in the magnitude of the CUPu and CThU relationships is due to the longer fuel 

residence time assumption of the MSR technology versus the SFR technology. The relationship 

between electricity demand and breeding ratio is not truly linear, but it does appear 

approximately linear in this range of limited, albeit realistic, electricity demand values. For both 

CUPu and CThU, an increasingly greater burden is placed on the need to generate more fissile 

material as the extent of annual electricity demand increases. 
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APPENDIX D, REVIEW OF SELECTED FUEL CYCLE SIMULATION TOOLS 

 

 

A number of pre-developed tools exist to model the deployment of nuclear technologies. Each of 

these tools is multi-faceted and capable of accommodating a range of problems; however, each 

also comes with its own strengths and weaknesses. While a number of tools exist at widely 

varying levels of refinement, this literature search will focus on four tools which are known to 

have diverse capabilities and whose uses in prior work have been well-documented: DANESS, 

VISION, ORION, and CYCLUS. There are other fuel cycle analysis tools which have developed 

and used at other times, but these seem to either have been outmoded (e.g., DYMOND being 

succeeded by VISION) or withdrawn from active recent development (e.g., CAFCA [Boscher 

2004]). Thus, this appendix will just focus on DANESS, VISION, ORION, and CYCLUS. 

  

Modeling with ORION 

 

ORION is a fuel cycle modeling computer code that was originally developed by British Nuclear 

Fuels Limited (BNFL), who desired a code which was easy to use, employed robust physics, and 

was designed generally to model virtually any fuel cycle, at either steady-state or in transition. 

ORION’s graphical user interface was an integral part of its development from the onset. The 

software is object-oriented, and six types of objects exist [Gregg 2014]: 

 Buffer 

 Fabrication Plant 

 Reactor 

 Active Process Plant (e.g., reprocessing plant) 

 Passive Process Plant (e.g., cooling pond) 

 External Feed 
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Time steps can be varied, and the code is capable of performing decay and transmutation 

calculations; over 2500 nuclides are tracked [Gregg 2014]. Furthermore, ORION can be readily 

integrated with other computer codes to enable such capabilities as fuel cycle cost and 

proliferation risks. Although originally designed to meet the needs of agencies in the United 

Kingdom, ORION has begun to expand its user base elsewhere, particularly in the United States 

[Rayment 2012]. 

 

ORION has already been applied to studies involving thorium-based fuel cycle options. The 

United Kingdom’s Universe of Cambridge applied ORION to a comparison of the uranium- and 

thorium-based variants of an open nuclear fuel cycle in European Pressurized Reactors (EPRs). 

Three varieties of the thorium-based core were examined, and only of these three designs 

exhibited a modest improvement in uranium ore requirements; none offered notable waste or 

proliferation resistance advantages [Ashley 2014]. The UK’s Department of Energy & Climate 

Change worked with the National Nuclear Laboratory (NNL) to examine transition scenarios to 

closed fuel cycles and their impact on radiotoxicity, decay heat, and waste volume. One of these 

scenarios involved a molten salt fast reactor using previously-developed neutronics data from 

France’s Thorium Molten Salt Reactor (TMSR) efforts (see [Mathieu 2009] and [Merle-Lucotte 

2006-2011] for details about the TMSR design). From a waste perspective, a fast MSR started up 

on U-233 initially produces fewer long-lived radionuclides, although eventually heavy metal 

inventories from the two options converge [DECC 2013]. 
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Other applications have not been focused on thorium-based options but may still afford valuable 

insights regarding ORION’s capabilities. BNFL used ORION to compare different transition 

scenarios to various fuel cycle options for the UK.  By coupling ORION to the physics codes 

CASMO and ERANOS, the study was able to determine which options were available ovr short, 

medium, and long timescales [Worrall 2007]. The UK’s NNL collaborated with EnergySolutions 

in the US to evaluate proliferation risk mitigation approaches for recycle strategies of used 

nuclear fuel in the US. The study made use of ORION’s capabilities to accommodate many 

different nodes and grouped them by functionality into several categories such as historical used 

fuel, first-generation new build reactor fleet, used nuclear fuel recycle, fuel fabrication, etc. 

ORION was found to be capable of realistic and complex time evolutions without making 

premature assumptions about equilibrium reactor fleet compositions [Hesketh 2009]. 

 

Modeling with VISION  

 

 

The Verifiable Fuel Cycle Simulation Model (VISION) is a computer software modeling tool, 

developed at INL, which enables dynamic fuel cycle simulations to determine material flows and 

potentially other parameters of interest. It was originally developed based on a preceding tool, 

DYMOND, but added additional functionalities such as economics and isotopic decay. VISION 

was intended to be general tool, without limitations to particular reactor or fuel cycle 

technologies. It is rooted in the system dynamics software tool, PowerSim [Yacout 2006]. The 

VISION model consists of three key functionalities: tracing the flow of material through the 

entire fuel cycle, tracking the life cycle of essential strategic fuel cycle facilities, and calculation 

of a variety of fuel cycle metrics. 81 isotopes or isotope groups are tracked by the tool [Jacobson 

2006]. 
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There is no published work on the application of VISION to thorium fuel cycles (although the 

tool has been demonstrated to be viable for this purpose). VISION’s predecessor, DYMOND, 

has been applied to dynamic analyses of thorium fuels in heavy water reactors by the Korea 

Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI); there is a good chance that the methodology 

described in this study could be applied to studies in VISION, although this would need to be 

verified. However, insights from the application of VISION to non-thorium systems may still be 

valuable. INL has used the tool internally for a variety of purposes. Among these, VISION was 

used to simulate the impacts of system uncertainties on partial and total fuel cycle costs. This 

approach was extended to both light water reactors and fast-spectrum reactors with recycle. The 

simulations showed significant variations in costs in response to changes in burnup, capacity 

factor, and reactor power [Taylor 2008]. North Carolina State University has used to VISION to 

support build schedules for constituent facilities of advanced nuclear fuel cycles. VISION was 

selected for its commercial availability (VISION is freely available, although PowerSim requires 

a license), its modeling of facilities that are commonly found in the US nuclear fuel cycle as well 

as those anticipated for advanced fuel cycles, and for its fluid performance compared to other 

options available at the time of the study. The model successfully provided information 

regarding ideal facility sizes, lead times, and building schedules under a variety of constraints 

[Schweitzer 2008]. 

 

Modeling with CYCLUS 

 

 

CYCLUS is a dynamic fuel cycle simulation tool, developed at the University of Wisconsin, 

which applies an agent-based approach where facility agents behave with regard to physics 
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modeling constraints and social interaction models. The behavior and interactions of the agents 

are influenced by regional and institutional preferences. The tool is still under development, and 

more recently efforts have focused on the tool’s user interface and visualization. A central 

feature of CYCLUS is its use of open-source dependencies and platforms, along with a public 

and transparent user community [Wilson 2014]. Many of the publications pertaining to CYCLUS 

to-date have involved improving or adding capabilities to the tool, such as deployment 

optimization capabilities [Carlsen 2014] and extensions based on market-driven transition factors 

[Huff 2014]. A model for used fuel disposition and repositories was the subject of a dissertation 

at the University of Wisconsin; this model takes into account disposal environments (e.g., 

hydrology, geochemistry, thermal behavior), waste form release models, waste package failure 

models, and other detailed factors [Huff 2013]. These efforts highlight the modular nature of 

CYCLUS; individuals can continue to develop and add their own integrateable modules for 

eventual use by the rest of the fuel cycle community. The software has also undergone 

benchmarking exercises for the once-through fuel cycle, which indicated successful replication 

of results [Gidden 2012]. 

 

Because CYCLUS is actively under development, publications which have applied CYCLUS to 

specific nuclear fuel cycle scenarios are not presently available. However, this may change on 

fairly rapid timescales (before the end of this dissertation work) as the user interface approaches 

completion. 
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Modeling with DANESS 

 

 

Originally developed at Argonne National Laboratory, the Dynamic Analysis of Nuclear Energy 

System Strategies (DANESS) modeling tool integrates material flow accounting, economic, 

socio-political, and related functionalities to capture the extensive details associated with a fuel 

cycle deployment scenario. Advanced capabilities of the code include the ability to modeling 

time-varying compositions of reactors and fuels and the ability to model other sub-models to 

calculate parameters related to waste management or economics [Van Den Durpel 2006].  

 

While no results with DANESS pertaining to thorium have been published, insights from studies 

on non-thorium systems provide insights about the effectiveness of the tool. At ANL, DANESS 

was used to assess the capability of reactors in the US to produce either electricity or hydrogen. 

Reactor “parks” using only LWRs were evaluated for the potential to generate electricity, while 

combined fleets of LWRs and HTGRs were considered to support combined missions of 

electricity and hydrogen production; incorporating fast reactors along with LWRs and HTGRs 

mitigated waste disposal requirements [Van Den Durpel 2003]. ANL also supported the 

Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative (AFCI) by using DANESS to simulate transitions from the once-

through fuel cycle in the US with PWRs and boiling water reactors (BWRs) to a variety of 

scenarios, including single MOX recycle and single-tier or double-tier transmutation involving 

the recycle of transuranic elements in fast reactors [Yacout 2004]. In the Netherlands, the 

Nuclear Research and Consultance Group (NRG) has used DANESS to simulate material flows 

for various European new reactor build scenarios, including various rates and compositions of 

mixed LWR-SFR fleets. DANESS was appealing for the study for its capability to simulate 

facilities over their entire lifetime while simultaneously calculating natural resource and waste 
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disposal requirements [Roelofs 2011]. KAERI has used DANESS to consider future nuclear fuel 

cycles where electrochemical processing is integrated with the use of SFRs. DANESS enabled 

the study to consider factors such as resource utilization, waste management, and cost [Gao 

2012]. KAERI has also used DANESS to conduct sensitivity studies on the impact of fast reactor 

conversion ratios on deployment scenarios [Jeong 2010] as well as for scenarios involving the 

deployment of high-temperature, deep-burn gas reactors [Jeong 2011]. 

 

It should be noted that the studies described above exclusively used the fourth or fifth version of 

DANESS. Studies based on the more recent versions of DANESS (6 or 7) have not been 

identified. 

 

 

 


